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Womin
Hospital Patient

Seek* $25,000

Ottawa County

For Accident Injuries

-

GRAND HAVEN (Special
A
declaration was filed in Ottawa
Circuit Court Tuesday in the case
of Ada J. Atman, Rochester, N.Y.
versus Hanna Wathen of Cadillac
seeking 625.000 damages for alleged permanent injuriesreceived%i
About 60 per cent of all patients an auto accident at 10th and Cenin Holland Hospital are from Hol- tral in Hollapd Aug. 29, 1952, in
land City and the remainder from which Mrs. Atman was seriously

City Council disposed of considerable routine business at

its

regular meeting Wednesday night

Gets Sales

Tax

From Holland City

Diversion

Sum

the surrounding areas and other injured.
Plaintiff alleges she was thrown t
places, City Council was informed
from the car with such force that
Wednesday night. *
John F. Donnelly,president of she was knocked unconscious and
the .Hospitalboard, submitted sta- received several fracturesand multistics on the relative usage of the tiple bruises. She was in HoUand
hospital by people from the city Hospitalfrom Augv 29 to Dec. 3 and
and from other geographical areas. then released to the home of relaBased on checking some 30 per tives where she remained in bed
cent of the entriesover % five-year under the care of a physician until
period from 1948 through 1952, the Dec. 18 when she was takeq to her
following average percentages home in Rochester. Since then she
were determined : H o 1 1 a n d city, has been under the care of a phy58.54 per cent; Holland township, sician,the declaration states. '
A motion to. quash and dismiss
11.70 per cent; Park township, 9.01
per cent; Fillmore township, 4.20 the case because neither parties
per cent; all other outside, 16.54 are residents of Ottawa county was
filed July 31 and a hearing has
per
• ,
Eliminatingthe outsiders, the been set for Aug. 13 at ‘1:30 p.m.

which lasted an hour and 42 minutes.

City Clerk Clarence Grevengoed
presented a letter from the A. C.

Van

Raalte Relief Corps of Holland suggesting that a bronze
plaque with the Gettysburg address upon it which they have in
their possession be made into a
memorial in honor of the GAR*
The letter suggestedputting the
plaque on a large boulder on dty
property, possibly near the GAR
stone and flagstaffin Centennial
Park. The organization also ex-

cent.

pressed a desire to provide a flag
for th£ GAR flagstaff.
Council approved the idea expressed and referred the matter
of installation ahd location to the
city manager and park superintendent with instructions to report back to council.
Council approved a request from
the Disabled American War Vet
erans for permission to sell forgetme-nots on the streets from 6
p.m. Friday, Aug. 21 to 6 pm Saturday, Aug. 22. In granting the
permission,Mayor Henry Harring-

ton said there had been some
complaints that some of these
campaigns were overlapping into
other days in factory arid home
solicitation. City Attorney James
E. Townsend said Council has control over only the sidewalks and
streets in such matters, prompting Council to make the street

Load 60 Per Cent

The 11th 8L public parking lot near the City Hall
Wednesday was given a coat of concrete asphalt
by workmen from the Michigan Colprovia Co. of
Grand Raplda. Foreman Shirley Bouknight(center In white hat) directed the six-man crew on
^he lit!) 8t. lot before moving onto the 12th St.
parking lot today. After finishing work on the
two lota the men will begin resurfacingpavement
on Seventh St. from Lincoln to ColumbiaAves.;

Lincoln Ave. from Seventh to Eighth. Sts.; tfns
Ave. from Eighth to Ninth Ste. and batween 13th
and 14th 8U.; Central Ava. from Sixth to Eighth
Sts. Other men will start taking up pavement on
aeveral other atreeta where a new coat of tha
Concrete asphalt will be laid. Those streets are
12th St. between Lincoln and Columbia Aves*
Cental to River Avee., and Pina to Washington
Ave"., plus 18th 8L from River to Columbia Aves.
(Sentinel photo)

solicitation conditional,provided
each organization limit all solid
tation to the 24-hour period.
City Manager H. C. McClintock
presented a report stating that of
ficials of the Coal Producers’ com
New Chicago Run Added
mittee for smoke abatement had
spent three days in Holland makBy Post Office Monday
ing a survey of the various plans
which have been known to emit
Chicago bound first class letters
dense smoke. He said it was not
will now leave Holland aboard a
l
possible to investigate all of the
Greyhound bus each night at 7 :20
plants which had been suggested
p.m., in addition to regular train
and it was. not possibleto make a
survey of those institutions which
the Air .Medal was recently award- mer said today.
operSte only heating plants. He
ed to First Lt. John Thomas,
Jr.,
The ---new run
Monday.
---------- started
---- ---- —
^
said information is being compiled
of
Holland
during
presentaition
cleared
through
the
post ofinto a report which will be made
fice earlier in the day will leave
in the fall and submitted for con- ceremonies it Clark Air Force
on the night bus and be in Chicago
siderationby coundl.
Base, Philippines.,according to
at 11:30 p.m. First class mail for
The dty manager also reported
news received from the informa- points in Illinois will also be sent
he and the dty attorney had consulted with operators of Vans tion office headquartersat the by bus. Only exceptionsto the daily
runs will be on Saturday and SunFood Department Stores, Inc., re- base.
day and days before holidays.
garding paving the parking lot
HU wife, the former Lois
and said the company had ac- Ooateibaan, daughter of David
knowledged the agreement be- Oosttrbaan, of 480 Pine Ave., and
tween the company and the dty
which provides that the area will her nine-year-olddaughter, Janice
be surfaced with asphalt binder Ann, will leave on Aug. 25 to join
pavement or its equivalent before her husband at Clark Air Force
Base.
Jan. 1, 1954. *
Set for Sept.
Council approved a recommendLt. Thomas received the award
ation of the city manager to pur for completing 10 aerial missions
Plans are progressing for the
chase a standard !-ton body truck while stationed with the United second annual Bar-B-Q Frolic to
Nations
forces
in
Korea.
for the Park departmeit from R.
be held Wednesday, Sept. ' 9, at
E. Barber, Inc., at a net cost of
former student at Middle l.egion Manorial Park east of
$847 which includes a trade-in of Tennessee State College, Mur- Holland, sponsored by the Holland
a 1947 model. Several bids were freerioro,Tenn., Lt. Thomas Chamber of Commerce. Members
opened of which the Barber bid joined the U. S. Air Force for the of the Junior Chamber of Comfirst time in July 1941. He coiriwas the lowest.
merce and the Newcomen Club
Council allowed $250 expenses pleted his pilot training course at will be guests.
for the city manager to attend the the Eastern Flying Training ComActivities will start with golf
International City Managers an- mand and the airplane engine and at 2 p.m., followed by games at
nual conferencein Las Angeles mechanics course at Keesler Air 3 p.m. and supper at 5:30 p.m.
Force Base, Mississippi.
Sept. 20-24.
served by the American Legion
Lt. Thomas also participated in chefs.
, Oaths of offce were filed lor
members appointed to the fire dls aerial combat missions over EngC. C. Wood and Earl F. Price
-----during World
War II and was are general chairmen. George
trict . board who include Mayor land d
a
member
of
the
occupation
forces
Harrington, Alvin H. Dyk, Henry
Good heads the reception comS. Maentz, Robert Visscher, Hel- stationed in Germany from mittee; Hans Suzenaar, games;
ena V. Winter and Jacob Zuidema. November, 1948, to June, 1949.
Charles Cooper, parking; Henr>
Thomas was recalled to active Ter Haar, golf contest,and Vern
Approvalwas given an applica
tion from Kenneth E. McDonald duty in July 1951. He* arrived in Norquist, entertainment during
Ho operate the Dutch Mill restaur- the Philippinesin November 1952 the evening program. There also
ant at 5 West Eighth St. Soft and is now assigned to the 581st will be plenty of activityfor the

HoHand Han Gets
Oak Leaf Cluster

Phone Company
Marks

Mlee

proportionatepercentage of patient
days for the city and townships on
a five-year average would be as
follows: Holland city, 70.14 per
cent; Holland -township, 14.01 per
cent; Park township,10.79 per
cent; Fillmore township, 4.03 per
cent. This table was drawn up to
show the proportionate share
cost each body might assume
financing additionalhospital facilities, assuming patients from farther away would pot participatein
the program.
After Donnelly’s presentation
which included distributionof statistics to each councilman and a
display of graphs on the bulletin
board, Mayor Harry Harrington
told councilmen to take the matter under consideration and sug-

gested an informal meeting of
Coundl and Hospital board to consider the next steps in solving the
hospital problem.
In other business,Council denied
a request from August A. Von Ins,
16 North River Ave. for a

SKS

xxrz

Big Turtle

-

Soldier Returns

-I

Aug.

14

another such derby to be held Fri
day, Aug. 14, at 6 p.m. at River
view Park. The derby wiU be run
much the same as last year with
mud turtles representing sponsors
at $5 apiece. ,
Donn Lindeman is serving as
general chairman, ayisted by sev
e'ral other committees. The contest
is set up in eight heats, with separate prizes going to winners in
the first, second and third heats,
and final and grand prizes for 1stej heats.
Jaycees expect to have about

joying a 30-day leeve with his
wife and two childrenat the home
of his parents.
Major De Boer and Ms family
arrived in Seattle' July 8 after* a
12-day voyage from Tokyo on the
ship M. M. Patrick. Then the De
Boers took a plane from the Coast.
Since he arrived in Tokyo shortly after V-J Day in 1945, Major De

ri

check, totalUing $156285.00, covets the same period, as that to be
distributed to the Governmental
units listed above: This is baaed
on 20,700 children at a rate -of
$755 per capita. The first figure

repfeents the number of children, and the eecond figure the
amount to be received.
HoUand dty, 3,613, $27278.15;
Boer has spend seven yean and Zeeland dty, '1,395, $1058225;
nine months with the G-2 Intelli- Grand Haven dty, 2,340, $17,667.
gence service.His wife, the forGeorgetown township district
mer Miss Camilla Warren of Fori No. I 105, $792.75; No. 3, 205,
eat Park, III who waa graduated $1547.75; No. 4 fri., 69, $520.95;
from Hope College in 1935, joined No. 5, 186. $1,40450; No. 7 fri,
her husband with one child early 577, $4556.35; No. 8 fri, 47,
in 1947 and li ved in Japan for al$354.85; No. 10 fri, 56, $42250;
most 6i years.
No. 1L 438, $3506.90.
The*De Boers now have two Holland -township district No.
children, a boy and a girl. Warren,
t 9a $67950; No. 2, 233. $1,8, waa bom in Chicago shortly be759.15; No. 3, 228, $1,721.40;No.
fore Major De Boer left for Japan.
A 193, $1,457.15;. No. 5 fri, 150,
Ainsley, li wu bom in Tokyo,
Major De Boer said that the $1,13250; No. 6 fri., 263, $1,985.-

.....
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taSS

.

M

Bar-B-Q Frolic

Traffic Violations

9

All-Time High

A

'

cil.

_

fice.

At

Tokyo

in

Oooper*v% Village, 1,371, $2,577.48; HudsonviUe, 1.101, $2,069.r
88; Spring Lake. 1,824, $3,429.12.
Georgetown township, 3,990, $7,501.20; HoUand township,7,094,

$13,336.72; Jamestown, 2,049,
A local soldier who was drafted $3,852.12;OUve, 1,460, $2,744.80;
in 1941 but decided to make a
Park, 3,412, $6,41456; Port ShelSet for
career of the United States Amty
don, 473, $88624; Robinson.1,recently returned to Holland
Hey kids, there’s going to h with his family after apenOng al- 281, $2,408.28; Zeeland, 2,194,
$4,124.72.
most eight, years in Japan.
another Turtle Derby in Holland!
A check has also been received
Major Cornie De Boer, son of
The HoUand Junior Chamber of
for
the Sales Tax to be distribCommerce is completing plans for Mr. and Mrs. Martin De Boer 'of
136 East 16th St., is currently en- uted among the schools.The

here.

—

Uvlng conditions in Tokyo were
practically identical to those
the United States. The family
lived in a section of the dty call
ad Washington Heights, when
more than 800 servicemen and
their familiesresided.
-Major De Boer expects to stay
in HoUand until Aug. 14, when he
wiU be re-aasigne<L* Eventually he
expects to receiveanother term of
duty overseas.
.

Cum

HAVEN

-

.

Home

—

i

572, $4518.60; No. 10 fri. 8a
$604; No. 11 fri, 66, $49850; No.
13, 113, $853.15..

Jamestown township
No. 1

fri, 61,

district

148055; No._2,

165,

; „
Ho*,
$1245.75; No. 3, 85, $641.75;
A 63, 475.65; No. 5, 6A $48320;
No. A 50, $37750; No. 7 fri, 69;
$820.95; NO. 8, 3A $256.70.'
Olive township, districtNo. 1
W., 48, $362.40;No. 2, 57, $43055;

Graduated from HoUand High No. 3

fri.

7A IM8.70; No.

4, 39,

Group Discusses

Aukal

Her

-

ahelter.

The society is

birth.
a charitable,non-

Besides the parents the baby is
profit organization financed prinsurvived by two brothers and one
cipallyby a group of animal lov- sister, Ronald, James and Carol
ers ancPdepends on donations from and the grandparents, Mr. and

Allegan County citizens.
It was announced that in addition to Bernard Holmes of Otsego,
humane officer, Franklin Douglas
of Allegan, past president of the
society, wUl be deputized in the
near future and wiU have authority to investigatereports of cruelty to animals in AUegan and

vicinity. •
The next meeting is

scheduled
for Aug. 31 at the Otsego library.

Heart Ailment Fatal
For George Flag gemars
George Plaggemars,83 yearold
retired farmer from South Olive,
died Tuesday as the result of a
heart ailment. He had been at the
home of his daughterand son-inlaw, Mr. and Mrs. John Jordan, 127
Fairbanks Ave., for the past week.
Survivftigbesides the wife, Jennie, are one son, Cornelius, of
Grand Haven; two daughters,Mrs.
Jerry Bomers, Grand Rapids, and

Mrs. John Klintworthof Nunica
and Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Sheldon
Baker of Shelby.

Plans for Van Raalte
Addition Expected Soon
Pinal plans and specifications for
the new Van Raalte school addition
are expected to be ready about
Sept 17, a local committee was informed when they consulted architects of the Warren S. Holmes Co.
in Lansing Wednesday.
Hie specifications
should be1
ready to submit to contractorsat
that time, according to Supt Walter W. Scott who was in Lansing
Wednesday along with Ed war
Donivan, Edward Rrins, Miss Hermine Human, Mrs. James Crozier
and Mrs. Frieda Hoogerhyde. This
oommittee put in several hours of
work on final details for the addition with the architects.

Edward

Funds for

the

new

addition

which

Mrs. John Jordan, HoUand, one will include a playroom, kindergar_______
room,
_ two
JHRjclass
__ rooms,
roa
teachdaughter-in-law, Mrs. Margaret ten
ers’ room, offices, clinic and heatPlaggemars; 14 grandchildren and
H great grandchildren, and one ing plant, are availableunder the
$65,000bond issue passed a few
brother, John, of Holland.
years ago.
Plans also are being

Perch

Stia Biting

Fishing conditioi
good today at the
the Big Bayou

report that
up the
Flint at $fi$. later

land Harbor.

65; No. 7, 330, $2,40150; No. 9 fri.,

School in 1931, Major De Boer at- $294.45; No. 5 fri, 7A $558.70; No.
tended Hope College for three 9, 84, $634 20. ‘
years.
Polkton township, District No.
1 fri, 59, $445.45; Ns. 2, 21A
$1,615.70;No. 3, lia $830.50;
No. 4 fri, 354, $2,672.70; No. 8
fri. 248, $1,872.40.
Port Sheldon township, District
No. .1, 39, $294.45; Nor 2 fri, 42,
$317.10; No. 3 fri, 75, $56625.
. Robinson township, DistrictNo.
ALLEGAN (Special) - Board X 62, $468.10; No. 2, 45, $339.75;
members of the Allegan County No. 3 fri, 111. $838.05; No. A 83,
Society for the Prevention of Cru- $626.65; No. 5, 48, $362.40; No.
elty to Animals met at Otsego 6 fri. 62, $466.10;No. 7, 27, $203.library Monday and discussed th 85.
Zeeland Township, District No.
animal shelter and other topics.
WUlard Feltenbergerpresided 2, 117, $883.35;No. 3, 95, $71725;
at the meeting which was attend- No. 4 fri., 116, $875.80; No. 5 fri.
ed by Mrs. Delos Gerry, Mrs. Lure 29, $218.95; No. 7, 67, $50525; No.
Sanford,Mrs. Hal Vincent, Mrs. 8 fri, 76, $57320.
Lester Moore, Mrs. Wilson Hitchcock, H. H. Rowley and Franklin
Douglas.
Second of Twin Sons
It was pointed out that many
persons bring animals to the shel- Dies in Grand HiYen
ter and because there is not a fullGRAND HAVEN (Special)
time attendant, they many times
Larry Klintworth, surviving twin
have to tie them up or Just leave of Mr. and Mrs. Howard Klintthem inside.Often an animal is worth, route 2, Spring Lake who
kept at the sheltera considerable
was boro in Municipal hospital
length of time and this raises the
Feb. 7, died Saturday night. He
problem of food costs.
was found In his crib by the parThe society pays for the bill be- ents about 8:30 Sunday morning.
cause there is no donation made Larry’s twin brother, Jerry, died
when the animal is left at the on Feb. 8, the day following his

-

at Sun-

—

927.68.

—

.

(Special)

received a check for $138,851.88
which represents sales tax diveraion money to be distributed to
the governmental units out of
sales tax for the quarter ending
June 30. This wiU be distributed
at the rate of $1.88 per capita,
baaed on 73,751 people in the
county.
Those benefitinginclude the following, the first figure representing the number of persons,
and the last figure the amount to
be received:
Holland city, 15,858, $29,813.04;
Zeeland dty, 3,655, $6,871.40;
I Grand
Haven dty, 9,536, $17,-

After Almost Eight

,
jubilee,and according to Andrew
four SDD establishments and six
The turtles are kept In a tank of
G. Sail, Holland manager, the first
local exchange wa* installed in 1883
Cc^XTovXinu»'°clty
with 12 subscribers.
22 locations which dispense beer or
As an added attraction,Jaycees
Service was' crude compared with
liquor. The vote denying the rewill repeat the balloon stunt from
that of today. Roofs of buildings
quest was 4 to 2, with Councilmen last year. AU childrenat the derby
and tall trees were used instead of
A. A. Nienhuit and Lavern Rudolph will be given a tagged helium-fillpoles. Interruptionsin ••rvice
dissenting.
ed balloon which they will release
were frequent. .
Coyncil also decided on a $10 fee at a given signal. A prize wiU be
For a 20-year stretch, starting
for a street parade in connection given the person who finds a bal
about 1900, Holland had dual telewimthe Clyde Reatty.okcus which loon the farthest from Holland.
phone service.Business fiririianc
the Shrine Club will sponsor here
residentialufcers had to maintain
Aug.
21. Council denied a request
two telephonesif they wanted to be
for the club to hang two banners
within reach of all telephones in
advertising the circus across city
the city.
streets. Since all profits ti)at fovert
CitizensTelephone Company and
Michigan State Company consoli- to the Shrine Club will be used for
dated and brought an end to the underprivilegedchildren, there was Hit
considerablediscussionon whether
dual situationlater and the comthe parade fees should be waived,
bined exchange served some 2,000
ALLEGAN (Special) —Arrests
much of the argument being dircustomers.
and convictiohsfor moving traffic
The telephone business continued ected to matters of principle. With
the vote 3 to 3, Mayor Harrington violationsin the dty of AUegan
to grow with the community and is
broke the tie and authorized the hit an all-time high during July,
keeping pice with gradual expanaccording to PoUce Chief Howard
fee.
sion today.
The
Municipal
Recreation
build- Falk.
Dial service was installed in
ing committee presented bulletin
Thirty violatorspaid a total of
Holland in 1930.
No. A from the architects, Louis C. $1,057.80 In fines in Municipal
Kingscott and Associates,covering Judge Ervin Andrew's court.
ExcelsiorClub Has
installation of a frame and fire door Parking violationscost residents
between the wall of the stage to an additional$18150, according to
Potluck at V/aukazoo
serve the new opening and an open- Falk.
First Reformed Church Excel- ing in the second of the two walls
Falk also announced that a plan
sior Club members and guests between the stage and truss area, would soon be put into effect to
gathered at the home of Mrs. Jake
the total additional cost being $305.- help curb out-of-statetraffic vioTerpstra at Waukazoo last Wed- 30. The bulletin also covered trim- lators who have been ignoring
nesday evening for their annual mings for the lighting fixtures in munidpal court summonses.
potluck dinner.
the gymnasium at a cost of $169.
Receipt books are being printed
Following the dinner games
If ter City Manager McClintock so that an arrested driver may apwere played and Mr Terpstra presented a report on the progress
point the traffic officer as his
showed motion pictures of a re- of the constructionand estimates
drink permits also were issued to Air Resupply Squadron, Head- women, prizes and square dancing.
bond and post a forfeitable bond.
cent Western trip.
of amounts due under the contract. Amount of the bond will be in Une
Joe Schippers, operating Schippers quartere, 581st Air Resupply and
Invitations are being sent to
Miss Marian Kurz had charge
Texaco Service at 316 River Ave CommunicationsWing.
Chamber leadeij in the area tc of the devotional period and the Payment No. 3 amounting to $15,- with average fines levied for var871.36, charged to the recreation ious offenses.The violators may
and Arthur Quist for Holland
attend the event.,
president, Mrs. Henry Boss, conbuilding account of the construc- either forfeit the bond or appear
Bowling Lanes, 215 Central Ave. Businessman Retires
ducted a short business meeting. tion fund, was approved by CounQuist also was issued a licenseto
in court. Falk said this same sysThe Excelsior Club annually
Local Resident Appointed
,
Because of 111 Health
operate the bowling alley.
tem is in use in most major cities.
supports a Bible woman in InThree applications for conThe meeting lasted an hour and
Biochemistry
Instructor
dia
and
is
presently
furnishing
a
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
structingsidewalks were, issued to
42 minutes. Mayor Harrington preroom in the girls’ dormitory of sided. Absent were Rein Visscher Tax Collections Slow;
Peter Kalkman, Bronkema and The board of directors of the
Arnold Jay Funckes of Holland
Challenge Machinery Co. Tuesday who was recently appointed as the Brewton, Ala., Normal School. and Bernice Bishop. Councilman
Perks, and Kryn Kalkman.
Deadline Set Aug. 15
Serving on the social committee
Pettlons for paving East 12th accepted the resignation of Ralph an instructor in Biochemistryat
John Beltman gave the invocation.
were
Mrs.
G.
Dykhuis,
Mrs.
A.
G.
Wilson,
director
and
treasurer
At. from, Lincoln to Fairbanks
the Universityof Missouri, reOnly 43.8 per cent of the sumAve., ana paving 27th St. from of the company, who is retiring ceived his Doctor of Philosophy Dogger and Mrs. H. Sandy.
mer
taxes have been paid so far,
Two Accidents Occur #
Lincoln to State were referred to because of U1 health. Wilson, who degree from the University at
Ctiy Treasurer Alden J. Stoner
has'
been
with
the
company
since
the city manager for reporC Also
commenopmentin Coumbia, Mo., Failure to Keep Assured
said today.
In Grand Haven Area
referred to the dty manager with 1901, wiU movegto Syracuse, N. Y., last Friday.
»
Of the total levy of J853.799.17,
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)-lwo
power to act were petitions re- to live with his daughter, Peggy
Attending from Holland were Distance Nets Ticket
less than half of $374,253.32 has
accidents
occurred
in
Grand
Haven
questing a street light on 30th Stt Wilson, a registeredM. D. in ijlew his wife, the former MarjorieE.
ZEELAND (Special) Stanley area Wednesdayafternoon, state been turned into the treasurer'sofand 31st St. between Central ana York state.
Keane, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Vincent, 53, of Grand Rapids, was police said today.
•
the annual -stockholders Arthur J. Keane, 631 Michigan ticketed for failure to keep an
Pine Aves. An application from
Tax deadline is Aug. 15 after
At
4:15
p.m.
cars
driven
by
Peter Kalkman to move a frame meeting Tuesday, Walter F. Win* Ave., Mr. and Mrs. John Funckes, assured clear distance causing an
Charles Malstrom,51, and Robert which a 2 per cent penalty wiU be,
dwelling from 255 West 20th St.’ to terhalder,former comptroller,was Mr. and Mrs. John T. Funckes, accident,when his car crashed into
Schiefer,22, both of Grand Haven, added until Sept. 10 when unpaid
elected
a
director
and
treasurer.
a location to be known as 275
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Funckes, the rear of a vehicle driven by collided on the Lake Shore road in summer taxes wUl be spread on
West 29th St. was approved, sub- Robert C. Gould was elected as- Miss Henrietta Funckes,Mr. and Mary Ann Vandenberg,29, also of
Grand Haven Township. Officers the faU rolls at 6 per cent.
ject to having the work done by sistant secretary. The balance
Mrs. Keane and daughter, Phyllis. Gsand Rapids.
said the Malstrom car drove across
the directors re-elected were
a licensedmover in Holland.
. Funckes earned the degree The accident occurred at 2:45
Councilman Lavern Rudolph Edgar Lee, president; J. Wesley while working under a U. S. Pub- p.m. Friday when Miss Vanden- the center line and sideswiped the Horse Shortage
questioned about two street lights Lee, executive vice presidentand lic Health grant. He, along with berg was slowing down 20 feet oncoming Schiefer car. Malstrom
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
former Aid. Bert Huizinga had /E. Paul Babcock, secretary.Twen- his wife and 10-months old daugh- west of Church St. on M-21. Offi- was charged with failureto drive The Municipal Hospital Board rementionedwhen he left office. The ty-six persons attended the annual ter, Cynthia Gail, will leave the cer Lawrence. Veldheerestimated to the right of the center line. Dam- ports that 10 beds on the second
age to the Malstrom '49 model was
k>cations were 13th St. between stockholders dinner at Spring latter part of August for Columthe damage to the Vandenberg estimated at $500 and to the Schie- floor north wing ot the hospital
Washington and Van Raatte Ave. Lake Country Club.
are unused because of an acute
bia. At present they are residing 1952 model and the Vincent 1953
fer ’50 model at $400.
and 15th St. between Van Raalte
shortage of nurses. 'Hvere are now
with Mrs. Funckes’ parents.
auto at *50 and *175 respectively.
At 5:30 p.m. a truck driven by eight nurses on the staff. At least
and Harriaon. City Manager McIntersection Accident
Ken Sether, 18, Muskegon, owned 14 registered nurses are needed
Clintock reported on what had
been done in the neighborhoods
$450 in Damagei Beer Thro wing Celebrator Aakema Hurls One-Hitter by the Fisher Bros. Celery Co. of in order to use all 50 beds. PractiMuskegon,ran into a ditch and roll- cal nurses and aids could help
Rudolph also tfBked briefly on
For Coliseum Victory
ed over on US-31 in Spring Lake greatly in relieving the situation
ZEELAND (Special)—-An esti- Gets Fine, Plus 10 Days
other subjects,suggesting coundl
ZEELAND (Special)- Zeeland township to avoid hitting a car and those who could give only one
agenda should indude an entry mated *450 in damage resulted
GRAND
(Special)
Coliseum remained undefeatedin which applied its brakes suddenly
for general subjects coundknen from a collision at 10:30 a.m.
during
rrwnincr
HHUWing b^r
DCCr QUCing a parade the second half of Tri-County in front of the truck. Officers are or two days a week would be welmight want to bring up.
day morning at the intersectionof
come, according to Fred Ehrmann
isn’t exactly the thing to do, a
league play FYiday night at Zee- investigating. Damage amounted to Ixwpital board chairman.
State St. and Washington Ave.
Grand Haven celebratorlearned land’s Legion Field as Owen Auke- about $400.
Chief of Police James Flint said Monday
Free Methodist Church
ma blanked South Blendon on one
lightning had put the stop light
Otto femmenegger,48, arraignHit While Palling Oat
Appointments Announced out of commission sometime Sat- ed Monday before Justice T. hit, 4-0.
Tien Bdch
ZEELAND (Special) A car
Lum Veldman only allowed four
urday night. Driving south on A. Husted on a disorderly charge,
MANTON— ’Die North Michigan State waa Clifford H. Curtis, 60, was sentenced to pay $25 fine, as he lost his second game this Orville Tien, 18-year-oldson of driven by William Barnes, 63, ot
Conference of the Free Metho- of Ravenna, who failed to stop $7.35 costs and serve 10 days in week to Coliseum. In the other Mr. and Mrs. George Tien of 668 rout* 2, Zeeland, pulled out ot
dist Church concludedits 78th for M-21 and struck a car driven the county jail
game, a B-l league %ffair,Jeni- Central Ave., who receivedmul- parking^spaceon Main Ave. Detiple fractures in an auto acci- tween Elm St. and Church St. Friannual session here Sunday with by-Walter E. Brown, 35, of Torson nailed Crispheart,9-4.
-jpnmenegger was arrested by
dent, June 26 which claimed the day at 2:45 p.m. and was struck
the announcementof new appoint- onto, Canada, damaging Brown’s
city police Saturday morning durlives of three companions,is re- from behind by a vehicle operated
ment! that include:
1953 model sedan.
ing the Coast Guard parade when ‘Michigan’ Dockt
cuperating at his home. He was by Hermina Heuvelman,45, of
Zeeland —V James C. Heoocka;
ticketed for driving he came out of a local tavern with
The tanker ’•Michigan” arrived released from Blodgett Hospital In route 3, .HudsonviUe.No tickets
Grand Haven— Rollo Grant; sup- without due caution. Damage to a beer glass in hand
a beer glass in hand and threw the today at 555 a.m. marking the Grand Rapids a week ago Friday. were issued and total dtfmage to
ply; Ravenna and
his 1949 model auto waa estimated glass and beer into the street 45th arrival of #e year in HolIt Is expected he will walk with the two cars was estimated by
O.
at $50.
- r

\

Major Cornlt De Boer

Years

Derby

Chief Jacob Van Hoff outlining their derby. There also will be
problems of parking and enforce- gome ••local' talent” since turtles
ment
It also rpoint- are being caught for the derby
. at this location.
- —
--ed out that HoUand has eight tav- from the Black River swamps
ems, seven SDM establishments,

-
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The county treasurer’soffice has
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Zeeland Horse

Zeeland

Units Divide

Main Auto Wins

(From Monday’s Sentinel)

Raymond Lokers, assistant

Vehicle

Show Successful

Fond

cipal at Zeeland

•»

i\

prin-

High School and

On

Four-Hitter,

InstructorIn Bible and math, and

State Motor Vehicle Marvin aOverway,adenqe instrucreceipts for the tor are taking summer work at
ZEELAND (Special) -Deeplte Copper Stroller;S. A. Besteman,
second quarter of 1953 amounting the University of Michigan’s exto 926,682,633are being distributan outbreak of rain which cut Chubby Rex
A two-run homer and a fourtension branch at Grand Rapids.
Forty and Over (English)— Jack
ed to th* state highway departdown evening attendance, club ofThe
followingZeeland boys hitter gave Main Auto a 3-0 shutDe Witt, Merry Boy; Corey Piins,
ment, the counties,cities and inficials said today that the 9th An- Umirick; Wenlack, Silver Lash;
members of the Future Fanners out over Bareman’s Service in
corporated villagesin the state.
City League softballat Van Tonnual Zeeland Riding Club Horae Glorious Jean,' Locke.
After deductions for npn-hlgh- of America at Zeeland High School geren field Thursday night. Hulst
enjoyed an outing to Green Lake
Quarter
Horse
Reining
Class—
Show was a huge success.
way uses and collection coets, the
near Caledonia lari week: Stanley Bros, took No Ah End Tavern 8-5
rest of the money is divided with
The show was held in threr John Hill, ParadiseVilla Fiddle;
Zienstra,Jerry Meeuwsen, Ben in the other game.
Heinle Telman, Scat; E. Griffin,
44 per cent going to the state for
parts Saturday at the Zeeland
Jas, Ebels, on the mound for
Jaoobaen, Chester Leestma, Glen
Raincup; Larry Slager, Smacko;
expenditure on state trunkline
Athletic Field. A field of 120 enMain Auto, handcuffed the losers
KruHhof,
Bill
Henderson,
Calvin
Donna Idiiak, Radiant Rain.
highways; 37 percent to the countries competed in 34 events in the
Rozeboom, Irvin Berens, Ronald except for the secqnd Inning
English Horsemanship —Nan
ties for county roads and 19 per
day-long affair.
Dannenberg,Irwin Boersma, and when they collected two singles.
Barrett, Mias Goose Valley;
Cent to cities and incorporated
Shortly after the afternoon
Pierson Boon. They also played But he bore down and fanned the
Lynne
Cartier,
Susy
Q;
Wendy
villages for roads and streets.
show has been completed, the
a soft ball game with the Cale- next two batters to end that
Locke, Melody Ann; Victoria BuThe state's share la 911.740, donia F.FA. team in the evening. frame.
downpour drove riders, horses, and
chen, Lady Kentree; Sally Moel358.62; counties,99,872^74.29,and
spectator* to cover. But the rain
A group of Hudsonville F. F. A. Herb Maatman blasted his twocities and Incorporated villages,
stopped in time for the evening ing, Longfellow.
run honler in the third inning
members also made the trip.
95,069,700.31.
performance and a fairiy good Western Horsemanship — BarPvt. Jerald Kickover of the after a run had scored on a wild
bara
Patnoude,
Texas
Judge;
DonOttawa
*
County
will
receive
crowd braved the wet surroundRocky Mountain Arsenal at Den- pitch.
9138,105.46,and Allegan County,
ings to watch some of the finest na Idsiak, Radiant Rain; Louise
ver,
Colo, has returned after
Ted Vandenberg had two hits
Altizer, Rag Mop; Johnny Van
'
equestrian talent in Michigan.
spendinga brief furlough at the for Main Auto, and Mel Koenes
Dam,
Lucky
Star.
From the start of the children’s
Cities In the area and amounts home of his parents,Mr. and Mrs.
and How Gupker had singles. Chet
show in the morning to the last Fine Harness Class— Mrs. Berthey will receive are: Holland, John Kickover, S. Church St. Warner led the losers with a pair
event at almost midnight, an- tha Lyon, Cambus Kenneth; Crest916,692.14;Zeeland,' 93,756.93; He has been in the service since of safeties,and Lou Altena and
nouncers John Van Dam, Jerry brook Farms, CourageousBird;
Grand Haven, 912,297.12;Martin, July 1952 and participatedin the Bob Berens split the other two.
Helder and Lawrence Kaat kept Gerrit Buth, Moontide.
9520.42; Saugatuck, 91,692.86; Atomic Bomb testing at Nevada. Norm Bos for Bareman’s struck
Jumper Stake— P. T. Cheff, Tilthing* moving at a rapid dip.
PlainweU, 93,109.81;Allegan. 96,The Zeeland Lions Club will en- out 10, including the side ii\ the
P. T. Cheff, of Holland led all ford; Pine Creek Stables, Snafu;
123.03; Douglas, 91,484.99; Fenn- joy a familiy picnic at Lawrence first inning. Ebels fanned 12,
contestants with his four blue rib- Len Pierce, Miss Shola; P. T.
vllle, 91,2228.03;CoopersviUe, 81,
Street City Park next week Mon- three of them in the third innbons on the merit of his flawless Cheff, Plenty; Sally Moelling,
810.59.
day at 4 p.m. Attractions includ«
jumper, Tilford. Cheff won the Longfellow.
ing pony rides and sports and con*
Bob Vork opened Hulst’s scorWalking Horse Stake— Dr. J. R.
Opening Jumping, Knock Down
t»ts are being planned especially ing with a first inning home run.
and Out, Jumper Stake, and In Jones, Son-of-Go-Boy;Mrs. John
for the children.There will j>e a In Hulst’s half of the third innVan Dam, Copper Stroller;Mrs. J.
and Out Jumping.
home talent program after the ing the first six men to the plate
His other jumper, Plenty, didn’t R. Jones. Go-Boy’s City Sue; Eber
picnic dinner at 6:30 and movies
Dr. Joyce Branderhorst, medical missionaryto
Blvd., the doctor hai wanted to ba a medical misscored. Dale Hulst drove in two
do as well, but took & second Sheffield, Frosty Midnight;Mrs.
will be shown the children.Prizes
Lupwe, Nigeria, Africa, shinea up the kerosene
sionary ainca childhood. 8ho trained kt the Uniruns on a triple, and a pair of
third, and two fourths.
Eber Sheffield,Dan Emerson.
will be awarded
lampa she will have to uae In her Jungle operating
versity of Michigan Madlcal ’School and la sponsingles, an error, and fielder’s
In Triple
The show was co-sponsored by
Three-Gaited Stake Class
room. Dr. Branderhorst will leave Sept. 2 on her
The annual Fanners and Com- choice accounted for the others.
sored by the Ninth Street Christian Reformed
the Zeeland Riding Club and the CrestbrookFarms, Exquisite Bobmunity Picnic will be held August
7,000-mile Journey to Africa. The daughter of Mr.
Church.
North End finally crossed home
Zeeland Lions Club. All proceeds by Sox; Dottie B. Stables, Louise
ZEELAND (Special) Three 18 and 19. As in former years plate
and Mrs. Arnold Branderhorst,486 Lakewood
(Sentinelphoto)
In the fourth, scoring twice
will go to the Zeeland Hospital Beaveretta; Wendy Locke, Melody
persona were Injured in a three- the event will begin on Tuesday
on three singles. They added three
Building Fund.
Ann; Mrs. Alfred Assid, Spook.
car crash at the comer of Wash- afternoon when the children and
in the sixth inning to pull within
Accordingto General Chairman
In and Out Jumping
P. T.
ington Ave. and Colonial St. at young people will enjoy amuseone run of the winners, combining
mUard F. De Jonge, more than Cheff, Tilford;Katie Kolb, Saint;
8:10 pm. Saturday evening.
ments and rides and other attract1,000 *>ectat0is attended the P. T. Cheff, Plenty; Len Pierce,
Jean Kraal, of route 1, Hudson- ions. On Tuesday1 evening a home three singles and a pair of errors.
event, but he said that the net Miss Shola.
ville, was taken to Zeeland Hos- talent program will be v presen ted.
But that ended their scoring,
profit from the show had not been
Hunter Stake — Katie Kolb,
pital for treatmentof head cuts Music will be provided by the Holwhile
Hulst added an iasurance
determinedas yet.
to
and a leg injury, while Jack Kraal, landaires,the women's barbershop
Saint; Katherine Zeunen, Folly’s
Results in order of finish, (first
tally in the sevefth on an error
10, also of route 1, Hudsonville quartet of 1 Holland Prizes will
Image; J. R. Reynolds, Entree;
five places, entry and horse)
was treated in Holland Hospital also be awarded at this meeting. and single.
Jerry Holder, Vagabond.
GtyAND
(Special)
childhood dream will come marked that the doctor proceeding
Novice Horsemanship(Western)
Dale Hulst with three hits and
for a knee injury and bruises. AnParade Class (Open)— Richard Jesiek Brothers Shipyard of Park true for Joyce Branderhorst— a full her took eight tons of supplies.
The great event on Wednesday
—Kathleen Goggins, G ladle; Robdrew Vander Ploeg, 71, of 235 East morning, Aug. 19 will be the an- Bud Hulst with two led the winParent, Victor; C. Shampine,
Besides all types of canned and
erta Cederlund, Golden Lassie; Woodlawn Fancy; Linde Loveland, township has commenced suit in fledged doctor— on Sept. 2 when
14th St., was treated for cuta and nual horse pulling contest. The ners. Bemie Greving,Bob Vork
she begins the first leg of an air dried foods, Dr. Branderhorstis
Barbara Patnoude, Texas Judge;
Ottawa
Circuit
Court
against
the
bruises in a local doctor’s office. afternoon will feature the drawing and Jud Brinks had one apiece.
Golden Eagle Artist; Naomi Milljourney to Nigeria, Africa.
sending a bed and several other All threat were released after
For North End Rog Beckman, Ray
Maggie Madden, Shamrock; Jean
township
Park
Board
.The
Jesiek
er, Chocolate Lady; L Baker,
of the bull calf, which is annually
Komparens and Ed Stile had two
Pekelder, That’s Her.
Dr.
Branderhorst
is to take her householdarticles to Africa. She treatment.
Rusty Rascal
the greatest attractionprize. The
company asks that the board be
has even found a kerosene refrigNovice Horsemanship (English)
Ironicallyenough, Chief of Po- afternoonprogram will also in- hits and Ron Wiersma had a
Speed and Action (Girls)—Joan restrained from interfering with place as the second doctor, and
-i-Karen Olsen, Jim; Sue Braid,
single.
the only woman doctor,to work in erator and will be able to keep lice James Flint was directing
Davis, Lady; Rozzy Fuller, Smoky; use of property including blocks
clude music by the Mid States
her perishablemedicines and, foods traffic on the comer when the acRed Topper. (Hunter)—Lynne Jean
Lamberts,Rocky; Mary Lou 7, 8,8 and 10 in Meneveld’s Super- the small town of Lupwe, located
Four, the 1949 Internationalbar, . * *,
Cartier, Susy Q; Cibby Becker,
cident occurred. Henry Pippel, 64,
Kemme, Canut; Dolores Miller, visor’s Plat in connection with the in central Nigeria.
bershop quartet champions.This
The doctor said that it will be of 328 North ColonialSt, Zeeland,
Her
7,000 mile trip will begin in
Blue Bonnet
Baby Doll
qubrtet will appear on the eveoperation of the business.
just
like
'setting
up
housekeeping
Water Carrying Race
Janq
misunderstood
Flint’s
signal
and
New York and end in Makurdi,
Speed and Action (Boys)— Andy
ning program also when they will
The suit also requests the board
after the supplies arrive,but until pulled onto M-21 traveling south
Hansen, Honey Girl;
Van Pogee, Black Panther; Bob Bosma,
Nigeria on Sept. 4.
entertain with music as well as
be restrainedin interferingin any
Kley, Queenie; Jackie Lindhout,
Ever since her grade school days that time she will have to “live on Colonial.
entertainment.
Patsy; Melvin Johnsonr Dixie. way with construction of a proper
Pippel bumped Vander Ploeg’s
Rusty; Ron Mulder, Smokey; Vicat
Holland Christian school, when ouf of a suitcase and off from the
(Men)— Jay Reinders, Lucky Boy; buildingon the lots for purpose of
A group of women, members of
oSer missionaries.” The supplies car, which was going west, intc the circle led by Mrs. John Gicheltoria Buchen, Mistress Rusky.
Johnny Van Dam, Lucky Star; ahowing, storing and repairing she heard reports of mission work
the
left
lane
causing
it
to
collide
will
take
three
months
to
arrive
Pony Under Saddle
Bobby Ken Blakeslee, Arlington.
by the Rev. and Mrs. Edgar
aar, ' pleasantly surprised their
motorboats and vessels used in
Employes at the two Baker
an eastboundvehicle driven
Hasten, Tony; ’Sandra Lindhout
leader last week whqn jhey enPair Class—
and Hazel connection with the resort busi- Smith, missionariesfrom the Ninth inOne very important Item that with
by Henry Kraai, 44, of route 1, joyed a social time at the home Furniture Co. plants here Thurslittle Champ; Beverly Post HomStreet
Christian
Reformed
Church,
Smith, Bola Ocha and Bens ness.
day rejected affiliation with the
will be included in the baggage is Hudsonville.
er; Janet Whltsltt Tony; Larry
of Mrs. Ben Johnson, West Cherry
Black Joe: Ruth and Don Geukes, The shipyard firm began in Dr. Joyce jias been interestedin
Damage to Vander Ploeg's 1946 Street in the form of a ham din- DO United Furniture Workers by
a small portable organ, presented
Nelson, Trixie.
medical
mission
work.
Saddle and Sassie; Jane Hansen 1910 on lot 2. Three years ago,
Western Horsemanship (14 and and Roberta Cederlund, Honey
After attending Holland' Chris- to her by the Sunday School model and Kraal’s 1951 model was ner. Those present besides the a vote of 205 to 119.
paintiff planned construction of a
The union bid to represent the
under)— Marlene Lindhout,Tomtian Schools, and winning a schol- classesof the Ninth Street Church. estimated at $250 each, while honor guest and Mrs. Johnson inGirl and Golden Lassie; Nancy
my; Jean Pekelder, That’s Her; and Susan Locke, Midnight Sen one-story building,80 x 150 feet, arship to Calvin college in Grand The organ weighs only 90 pounds damage to Pippe!’* 1952 model cluded: Mrs. H. Ballast, Mrs. O. workers was sponsored by the
on the above four lots. They askand has been specially treated to was rated at 950. No ticket was Aardema, Mrs. W. Huizenga, Mrs. National Labor Relations Board.
Kathleen Goggins,Gladie; Larry sation and Silver Flash.
ed to have the lots rezoned and Rapids. Miss Branderhorstwent
Productionand maintance emwithstand the insects and other issued.
Slager, Lady; Maggie Madden,
on
to
the
University
of
Michigan
H. Johnson, Mrs. M. Venema, Mrs.
Five-gaitedStake— Dottie B. classified as an industrialarea.
ployes were eligible to vote on the
Medical School where she was one tropical pests.
Shamrock.
H. Koning, Mre. H. MichmerhuiStables, Lord Hamilton; Mrs.
issue. Baker employs t total of
*>gK«h Horsemanship (14 and Bertha Lyon. Moonbeam’s Fancy; The board refused permit for of seven women in a class of 130
Dr. Branderhorst will have a one
zen, Mrs. A. Hossink, Mrs. Ray
City Attorney Innocent
construction of the building and
442 persons in Holland.
under)— Nancy Locke, Midnight Bud Mein, Sweet Lorraine.
month vacation each year which
to graduate in 1952.
Van
Haitsma and Mrs. John
Voting was conductedfrom 10
the township clerk informed plainSensation; Lynne Cartier, Susy Q;
*
After her years of college train- will be spent in higher country to Victim in 3-Car Crash
until 3
company
tiff the permit would not be issued
Karen Olsen, Jim; Victoria BuchCorp. Clarence Timmerman spokesman said, "Everythingwas
ing, she spent a year interningin esaape the jungle heat. According
because the property was zoned as
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
to
the
doctor
the
.thermometer
en, Lady Kentree; Robby Fitzspent a three-week funough at the
New Orleans, La., at the Southern
orderly and there was a minimum
residential.*
gerald,Surprise.
Baptist Hospital. Applying .for climbs to 120 degrees during the City Attorney Jacob Ponstein was home of his parents,Mr. and Mrs of bitterness.”
The Jesiek firm claims the prothe
innocent
victim
in
a
three-car
dry
season.
Ralph
Timmerman,
Wall
Street
Lead Line (eight and under)— The combines and threshing mamedical mission work was her next
posed building would not be “unShe mentioned that when the wet accident at 9:11 pm. Saturday at and has returned to Camp PendleShirley Mein, Major; Tommy chines are busy in this neighborstep.
sightly" and wduld not “constithe intersection of Fourth and ton Calif. He expects to receive One Vehicle Demolished
Whitsitt Snip; Mary Lindhout hood.
There
is no hospitalin the town dr monsoon season comes along,
tute a nuisance."
little Champ; Patty Christtel,
of Lupwe, in fact, according to Dr. she will have to be especiallycare- Washington St. The other cars his discharge in December after
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bennett
In Three-Car Accident
Honey Girl; Linda Fitzgerald,SurBranderhorst, there has been no ful, as are all white people living were, driven by Donald C Bowen two years of service.
and
Hendrik
Paasuke.
spent
Sunday
afternoon
with
Mr.
in
the
tropics,
to
take
anti-malarTwo
Arraigned
to
Appear
prise.
doctor for some time, as Dr. Roy
One car was judged a total loss
Paasuke, who was charged with
Hospital Notes
English Pleasure Class (Open)— and Mrs. Herman Schonwald of
Davis, who was at the post for a ial medicinesand use mosquito
after three cars collided on Ottawa
b
Ottawa
Circuit
Court
(From Monday’s Sentinel)
failure to yield the right of w»y
Susan Locke, Smoky; Nancy Georgetown.
few months, was called home by netting.
’Admitted to Holland Hospital Beach Rd. near 168th Ave., about
Locke, Midnight Sensation; WenOne thing that Dr. Bfanderhorst allegedly went through a traf
GRAND HAVEN (Special) - illness in the family.
five miles west of North Rvier Ave.
dy Locke, Gorious Jean; Victoria The Rev. and Mrs. Emory Scott Paul A. Petkus, 36, route 2, Grand
A staff of four nurses is now run- will be looking forward to during fiC light and struck the Bowen Friday were Lavon Brummel,
Buchen, Lady Kentree; Lynne and two children spent several Rapids, was bound over to the Ot- ning the dispensary that makes up her time in Nigeria is her first car, forcing it into the Ponstein route 3, Grant; Mrs. Thomas Fitz- The accidentoccurred at 11 :55 p.m.
Thursday.
days with her parents, Mr. and tawa Circuit Court Thursday af- the medical facilities of the vil- furlough, two and a half years af- car which was waiting for traffic patrick, 119 West 20th St.
Cartier,Susy Q.
Police said Lester Oosterbaan,
AH can were damaged.
Discharged Friday were Charles
Western Pleasure (Open) (Chil- Mrs. Charlie McMillan recently.
ter her arrival.
lage,
Dr.
Branderhorst
said1,
but
ternoon, by Justice Frederick J.
18, Grand Rapids, had started to
Two
persons were injured in
E.
Biown,
16
Aniline
Ave.;
Mrs.
dren)— Larry Slager, Smacko;
During the six months she will
Mr. and Mrs. Eld Dekker of Hol- Workman, upon examinationon a a .$100,000, 40-bed hospitalIs being
Jean Pekelder, That’s Her; Kath- land called on her mother, Mrs. H.
be married to Ray De Haan, of two-car collision at 6:35 pm. Sat- Robert Kimber and baby, route 4;- make a left turn off Ottawa Beach
charge of indecent liberties. Pet- planned for the future.
urday on M-104 in Spring Lake
Rd. Ray R. Keech, 17, Grand Rapleen Gompns, Gladie; Roberta J. Tuttle of this place last week.
The hospitalwill be financed by Grand Rapids. De Haan is now at Township. A car driven by Emil Mrs. Cornelius Huskey, 90 West
kus has furnished $2,000 bond for
ids, heading south, struck the Dost
30th
St.;
Nancy
Dokter,
11
East
CederluiyLGolden Lassie; Jane Mr. and Mrs. Russell Lowing and his appearance on Oct 12. The the Christian Reformed Churches the Universityof Michigan Medical
Achenback,55, Muskegon, had 28th St.; Mrs. Ruwell Sjbesma terbaan car, bounced off, and
Hansen/HoneyGirL
two daughters of Conklin, Mr. and aleged offense occurred in Tali- of America, under whose auspices School and the two of them will
stopped for a traffic signal and and baby, 1136 South Shore Dr.
struck an oncoming car driven by
Western Pleasure (Adults)
Mrs. Carl Hodgson and son David madge Township Juply 18, and in- Dr. Branderhorst is going to 'return to Nigeria after their marwas hit In the rear by a car driven
Admitted Saturday were Mrs. John Nummerdor, 18, ,Waupun,
riage.
Judy Whitsitt, Snip; Barbara Pat- of Fruitport spent Thursday eveLupwe.
volves a seven-year-old girl.
by John Parker, Jr., 22 also of Gerald Appledom, 22 Eaut 29th Wis.
noude, Texas Judge; Evelyn Lee, ning at the Floyd Lowing home.
Dr.’ Branderhorstsaid that Dr.
Glen Paynter, 38, route 1,
Muskegon.
The Keech ’41 model car was a
St; Robert Singel, 547 South KelSally Carter; Connie Miller, SweetMr. and Mrs. Jack Russell of Spring Lake, now serving a jail Davis would probably come to
Darlean Parker, three months sey, Evanarilh, Ind.
total loss police said. Officers esGrand Rapids called on their cou- sentence in the Ottawa County Lupwe in order to Introduce her Boat Race Winners
heart; David King, DeFrosty.
old, received a slight head laceraDischarged Saturday were El- timated damages to Oosterbaan’s
Working Hunter— Jerry Helder, sins, Mr. and Mrs. Dave Smead jail for an assault and battery up- to the work.
*
Lilted by Yacht Club .
tions and Crystal Achenback, 44,
aine Beekman, 230 West 19th St.; ’49 model car at $200 and at $5o
Vagabond; Nan Barrett, Miss last Friday evening.
A
school
and
a
church
were
set
on his wife, was arraigned Thursreceived possible neck Injuries.
In small-boat racing at the Both were treated by a phyuican. Keith Berens, route 3, Zeeland; to Nuramerdor’s’41 model car.
Goose Valley; J. A. Reynolds, Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Kerr and day afternoon before Justice up in the town in 1928 by the Rev.
Ottawa County Deputy Nelson
Happy Ways; Katie Kolb, Entry; family and Miss Marcia Bennett Workman on a charge of non-sup- and Mrs. Edgar Smith. Lupwe is Macatawa Bay Yacht Club Sun- Parker was charged by state po- Mrs. Beatrice Snyder, route 2,
Hamilton;
Mrs. Lloyd Vedder, 304 Lucas issued Oostdrbaana ticket
spent Sunday at Deer Forest
M. Peas, Petey.
port of his wife, Wilma, and their the main missionary station for day Ed and Tom Marsilje won the lic with having 'defective brakes.
Hayes Ave.; Mrs. Maggie Van for interferringwith through trafMrs. Harry Bennett and Mr. and
Open Jumping— P. T. Cheff, Tilthe area and several out-stations Nipper race, Paul Harms was first
six minor children.
Wieren, 17 East 13th St.; Calvin fic.
ford; P. T. Cheff, Plenty; * Pine Mrs. Floyd Lowing spent last Frialso
have
been
established.
Paynter is hoping to raise enamong
the
Lightnings,
and
Peter
L. Van Den Brink, 48 West 34th
Retired
Ntwica
Farmer
day
with
the
latter’s
son,
Russell
Creek Stables,Snafu; Len Pierce,
Dr. Branderhorst will be expectough money to furnish a $1,000
St.; Mrs. Irvin Smith and baby,
Sean
led the International110’s.
Min Shola; Sally Moeling, Long- and family of Conklin.
ed
to
treat
any
and
all
kinds
of
Three Assessed Fines
bond, rather than be confined unDies After Long Illness
38| West Washington, Zeeland;
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Smead enterfellow.
Saturday's Lightningand 110
til his appearancein Circuit Court diseases and illnesses. In preparMrs. Peter Sinke, 175 Highland On Disorderly Counts
Children’s Bending (14 and un- tained a number of relativesand on Oct. 12. The non-support charge ation for her work she has taken
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
races wre called off when the
Ave.; Oscar Dorn, route 1, West
der)— Judy Dykstra, Rosetta; Jac- their families on Sunday, in honor
is alleged as of June 1, 1953, and some instructionin treating tropi- boats were becalmed part way Frank P. Swatosh, 80, retired
Three women were assessed fines
Olive; Mrs? Gerald Appledom 22
kie Lindhout. Rusty; Andy Pogee, of their daughter, Patti’s first
divers times between then and cal dis ceases at Tulane Univer- around the coune. The Nippers, farmer living on route 1, Nunica, East 29th St.; Calvin Vanden Elst, on disorderlycharges, and a fourth
Black Panther; Rqn Mulder, birthday.
sity.
died
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
Albert
July 29, 1953.
however, managed to finish on
was given a suspended sentence
744 Lugers Rd.
Miss Carol Smit has returned to
Smokey.
Besides treating diseased pa- their shorter course, with Johnny Johnson in Grand Haven townby Municipal Court Judge CorneAdmitted
Sunday
was
Gus
NeuWomen’s Bending— Dolores Mil- her home in Lowell after spending
tients. she will be the only surgeon Beeman winning, followed by Ken- ship Saturdaymorning following a
lius vander Meulen Thursday.
bauer, 179 East 25th St.
ler, Baby Doll; Jean Lamberts, two weeks with her uncle and Mr8. E. Werkman Diet
in thr area and will have to per- ney Hamm and the Mareilje twins. four-year illness. He was bom In
Ruth Ross, 325H Columbia Ave.,
Discharged
Sunday
were
Mrs.
aunt,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Eki
Smith
of
Rocky; Noreen Wood. Baby; Conform operations under extremely
Hamm and Beeman placed in Durand Jpne 3, 1873, ind came Marvin Hulst, 630»West 20th St.; was ordered to pay fine and costs
At Holland Hospital
nie Miller, Sweetheart;Mary Lou this place. *
difficult conditions.
that order behind the Mareilje to this vicinityfrom Boyne City Mrs. Herman Amoldink and baby,, of $50.60 within one week or spend
• Recent visitors at the Floyd LowKemme, Canut.
30 years ago.
ZEELAND (Special) Mrs. Mag- For instance, Dr. BranderhorstNipper Sunday.
route 6; WiUiam Wood. 3648 Field, 30 days in jail. Her daughter,
Men's Bending— Jay Reinders, ing home were Mr. and Mrs. Rob- gie Werkman, i 74, widow of Ed- said that all work will have to be
He Is survived by two daughFinishing behind Harms’ LightLucky Boy; Johnny Van Dam, ert Lowing-and Bobby of Grand ward Werkman, died at Holland done by the light of kerosene ning were Buz Boerema, Caryl ters, Mrs. Jules Dallas and Mrs. Detroit, 14; Calvin Tardlff, 818 Jeanne, 18, must pay a $15 - fine
Lucky Star; Virgil Miller, Con- Rapids and Mr. and Mrs. Willard Hospital Sunday morning. She re- lamps as there is only one small Curtis, Bill Johnston, Sally Cope- William Rogers, both of Nunica; a North Shore Dr.; Mrs. Clarence within 30 days or spend 10 days in
/Simonsenand baby, 490 Riley St. jail. A similar fine must be paid
chalita; Ken Blakesla, Arlington; Lowing and amily of Conklin.
sided at 1215 Leonard St„ N.W., and undependableelectricunit in land, with Jane Boyd disqualified. sister, Mrs Theresa Wilcox of East
Hospital births include a son, by Marilyn Hamstra, 18, of 133
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Porter and
Norm Roelofs, Flicka.
Grand Rapids. She had been at the the village.
Sears’ 110 led Dave Kelley, BiU Jordan, three grandchildren and Charles Dale, bom Thursday to Aniline Ave.
Three-Gaitedclass— Crestbrook family of Grand Haven spent Sun- home of a daughter,Mrs. John
At this time there are no facili- Jesiek ( Phil De Young, Darke six great grandchildren.
The three, earlier, had been
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Kole, 1116
Farms, Exquisite Bobby Sox; Dot- day afternoon witi\ Mr. and Mrs. Kamps of Holland, before being ties for surgery, and one of the
Field, Peter Van Domelen HI, Ifen
West 32nd St.; a daughter, Lu- found guilty by a jury on separate
tie B. Stables, Lois Beaverkettle; Frank Snyder and family.
taken to the hospital.She was first things Dr. Branderhorst says Scripsema and Jim Boyd.
anne, born Friday to Mr. and Mrs. counts of disorderly conduct and
Car Jumps Curb, Hits
* Wendy Locke, Melody Ann; Susan
formerly Maggie Fox of Zeeland. she will do is set up an operating
There will be no small-boat racErnest Heyboer, Hamilton; a using profane and indecent lanLocke, Silver Flash; Mrs. Alfred Wildcat9 Strengthen
Surviving besides the daughter room. She expects that another ing at the MBYC next week-end, Tree;
Injured
daughter, Kathle Ann, bom Fri- guage.
Astid, Spooks.
is another daughter,Mrs. Fred doctor will be assigned to the area due to the Western Michigan ReLeona Pieper, 21, of 115 East
day to Mr. and Mrs. Dartnce BerPalomino Open Class— Karst Grip on Second Place
Rabbai of Grand Rapids; four in October or November.
Mrs Nellie Jacobs, 60, of 205 ens, route 1, Hamilton; a son, 13th St., had previously pleaded
gatta being held at White Lake
Besteman,. Chubby Rex; Naomi
Dr. Branderhorst also said that Friday, Saturday and Sunday.
East Ninth St., was treated for
The Wildcats cemented their grandchildren; four great grandThomas Howard, bom Sunday to guilty to a like charge ahd was
Miller, 26 Dream Girl; Bert Glupchildren; one sister,Mrs. Corie she hopes the other doctor will
cute and bruises late Thursday afMr. and Mrs. Howard Nyhof, 726 given a suspended sentence earlier
ker, Kopper K.; Roberta Ceder- hold on second place in the D lea Dykwell of Zeeland.
ter a driver’s trainingear aha was
take care of the diseased patients
Harrington Ave.;. a son, Hendrik this week.
lund, Golden Lassie; Johnny Van gue when they pushed across five
driving jumped a curb and collided
and leave the surgery to her be- MicUfan Adventists
runs in the third Inning to edge
R., bom Sunday to Mr. and Mrs.
Dam, Lucky Star.
with a
.
cause she enjoys it so much.
10-Day Assembly
Family Class— The Loqke Fam- the Hulst Juniors 8-4 Thursday Mrs. Fred Windemnller
The accident occurred near the Hendrik Goedhart, 574 South To Coach in Grand Rapids
Besides the regular populace of
Shore Dr.
ily, The Guerkes Family, The night at the 19th St ditmdhd.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
the village, there is a nearby colSoms 12,000 Seventh-DayAdven- intersectionof Columbia Ave. and
Dale Dams and Jeff Aliens Succumbs in Zeeland
Zeeland
Lindhout Family.
ony of 600 lepers. A nurse has been tists are expected at the 85th an-'' 15th St. Mrs. Jacobs was driving
Edward J. Roberts, native of
homered
for
the
winners,
with
the
Births In Huizinga Memorial Grand Haven and a graduateof
Walking Horse— Dr. J. R. Jones,
Mrs. Fred Windemuller, 76, died in charge of this colony for some nual Michigan Camp Meeting As- north on Columbia Ave. at the
Go-Boy’s City Sue; Mrs. John Fan latter also collecting a double. Sunday noon at the Thomas G. years, but the other new doctor
tkmk. Damage to the *92 model ear Hoapital include a daughter, Mari- Hope College, has been appointed
sembly
it
Grand
Ledge
beginning
Dam, Copper Stroller; Mrs. Eber Ivan Wassink with two singles Huizinga Memorial Hospital in will tpke over upon arrival
was estimated at 9200, police said. jo, bom Wednesday to Mr. and head baseball coach at Grand RaThursday. Aug. 6, according to Dr.
* Mrs. Donald Wyngarden, route 3,
Sheffield,Dan Emerson; Sirs. J. and Adrian Vanden Bosch with a Zeeland. She lived at 156 Gordon
pids Central High School. He has
Dr. Branderhorst has heard that G. E. Hutches, state conference
Zeeland; a daughter, Sandra Kay, been a teacher in the school for
R. Jones, Son-of-Go-Boy; Eber single and home run led the joc- St., Holland.
the natives will react favorably to
,
Vehicles
Hook
Bumpers
ers.
bora Wednesday to Mr. and Mrs. five year* ’and was head tennis
Sheffield, Frostr Midnight.
Surviving besides the husband their new woman doctor and arc
The 10-day meeting win draw one
BID Goody ke and Altena workZEELAND (Special)
Minor Andrew Ponstein, route 2, Hud- coach during that time. He is the
Open Hunter
Katie Kolb,
are six sons, Herman E., Marlow, in fact looking forwaltl to her of the largest crowds in the camp's
damage was caused Sunday night onville; a son, Kenneth Kay, bom son of Deputy County Treasurer
Saint; Jerry Helder, Vagabond; J. ed for the Wildcats with Don James, Henry and Bernard, of
arrival. Often, however, the naK Reynolds, Happy Ways; Nan Vroon and Wassink forming the Holland, and Evert of Grand tives will come to the doctor only history. Many families will com- at 9 p.m. when two vehicles hook- Thursday to Mr. and Mr*. Law- and Mrs. Edward C. Roberts his
mute, but those living In more dis- ed bumpers at the intersectionof
Barrett. Miss Goose Valley; Mrs. Hulst battery.
Rapids; one daughter, Mrs. Jacob if their own witchdoctor’s medi- tant places wijl live In 450 tents Washington Avs. and Church St. rence Westenbroek,route 2, Zeel- wife Is the foiroer Pat Has kin of
and; a daughter, Linda Gayle, Holland. They have two daughters.
H. P. Ford, Briarlad.
Kooienga, Grand villa; 3D grand- cine has failed, she added.
pitched In rftws on shaded grounds, Albert Marllnk, 51. of Hudsonville,
ck Down and Out— P. T. Softball Raimi Out
children and 11 great grandchil- Preparation for the journey has in the 236 permanent cabins, in pulled off the road on the right bom Thursday to Mr. and Mr*.
Chester Westrate, route 2, HolTilford; Len Pierce, Miss
ZEELAND (Special)—Softball dren; four brothers, Dick Klein- taken a long time, and Dr. Bran- trailers or nearby hotels.
shoulder when he thought both land
i; Pine Creek Stables, Snafu;
games at the Zeeland Legion Field Jans, Allendale, John and George derhorst explained that freight
Guest
speaker* from the denom- ears in front of him were going to
ff, Plenty; Sally Moeling,
were rained out Saturday night. Kleinjans, Zeeland, and Edward charges oft the two and one-half ination's world headquarters in turn left. But the second car, drivAMBULANCE SERVICE
At the close of 1951 aluminum
SoftballAssociation President Ray Klein jant, of Jenison; one sister, tons of baggage she takes with her Washington, D.C., will be present, en by Stanley Posma, of route 3,
fond# Water, Mgr.
and Over (Western)
Schaap said today that the con- Mrs. Dena Karsten, Zeeland, and will be payed by the missionary Including Elder fTlliam H. Branend
Rag Mop; Heinle Tel- tests would be played at a kter one brother-in-law,William Stall,
tlWMl
society. Any luggage over that she son, president of the General ConMn. John Van Dam. date.
MICHIGAN
Zeeland,
must pay for herself. She also re- ference of Seventh-DayAdventists.
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Bowman’s Wins

(From Wetomday* Seattael)
Mr. and Mr*. Harris Nyboer
announce the birth of a son at
Zeeland Hmpital.
Four boy* of the Reformed
Church are attending the Youth In
Conferenceat Camp Geneva this
Bowman’* took the second •‘Inweek, Lloyd Lohman, Robert Rigtemik, Ronald Ten Brink and stallment’’of a week-old tie game,
Ronald Reeves.
edging R. E. Barber 5-3, and ElzDorothy Wolbert, one of the
inga-Volkers
smashed Padnos 14new teachprs on aUff af the local
school this fall, received her AB 2 on a two-hitterIn Junior Ameridegree at Western Michigan Col- can Legion baseball at Riverview
lege in Kalamazoo, also acquir- Park Tuesday night.
ing an elementary teaching certifiBowman’s took two innings to
cate.
rack up their victory, ending the
Mrs. Fred Koienbnanderof Hol- last Tuesday's game that was
land was guest soloist at the eve- called after eight innings with the
ning service/ of the Reformed score knotted at 2-all. They
Church on Sunday.
punched across three runs In the
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Slotman ac- top half of the tenth, and held
comj*nied Mr. and Mrs. Harvey the losers to a single score in the
Slotman of Oakland on a motor bottom half.
trip to Niagara Falls, Sault Ste
The game-winningruns came
Marie and kthe Wisconsin Dells, home on a double, two singles,

Week-Old

Game

Legion Play

Things are just about set for
the first Holland Better Fishing
Rodeo, which is scheduled for
Saturday at KoMen Park from
1:30 p.m. to 4 p.m.
General Chairman Joe Moran
announced today that all prizes
are ready, Including the two complete fishing outfits that will go
as grand jyizes to one boy and
y one girl
Moran said that he expected
more than 500 boys and girls to
compete. He urged all children to

'

Hamilton

THURSDAY, AUGUST

•

get their entriesin if they wish to
participate.Blanks are available
at the Superior Sport Store, Main
Auto Supply and Bob’s Sport
. Shop.
Alt children are eligible to compete, but they must be under 17.
Any contestantsunder 10 must be
accompanied by an adult who is
at least 18 years old.
Co-sponsoring the event are the
Holland Fish and Game Club and
the Holland Recreation Depart-

returning last Friday.
The Softball League of Hamilton announces games for tonight
on the local diamond at 7:30 between Bentheim and Forest Grove
and at 9, Overisel vs. iDrenthe. On
Aug. 11 the first game at 7:30
Forest Grove vs. Drenthe, second
game 9, Overisel vs. Bentheim.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Pagel and
were visitorsin the Fred Billet

error. Barber scored theirs on
i pair of* walks and error.
Last week Bowman’s collected
two runs in the fourth inning on
three singles and a double. Bar-

Typical scene of outdoor singing ot Comp Geneva

and

Allegan Records

Camp Geneva Enjoying
Busy Season This Year

ber had evened it with a run in
the third on two walks and a
single and one in the fifth on an 21st Fatality,
Camp Geneva, the Reformed
error and walk.
Church
young people’s camp on
Prince with three hits and
ALLEGAN (Special) - Two traf- Lake Michigan a few miles north
ment. Junior Chambei of ComHumelink with two led the windaughter Linda* of Farmington
fic deaths in two days put the Almerce members will assist in supChild
ners. Mack, Krai. Raak and Alof
of Lakewood Farm, has had a
home. Mrs. Billet has returned
ervising the fishing period.
had one each. Knoper led the Bar- legan county toll at 21 today, busy season so far this year and
frt|p a pleasure trip to California.
The casting outfits,which inber attack with three hits, while just five short of last year’s 26 currently is in its seventh conferTwo sons of the Billet’s were at
clude a glass rod, a reel, line, and
Okrie, Wolbert and Hoeksema deaths for tho entire 12 months. ence of a full calendar of 10 Dies of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lee
Ralph
Cox
the Scout Jamboree in Santa Ana,
a lure, will go to the boy and
chipped in singles.
(Van Iwaorden photo) Calif:'
With a population of 47,493, the young people’s conferencesand
girl catching the largest fish durJim Kaat held Padnos to two
Miss
Lois
Ann
Van
Huis
and
ceremony.
Guests
were
present
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Jack
Arena
of
ing the afternoon.
county’s death toll was many three adult conferences,the latter
GRAND HAVEN (Special) - Luhits while his teammates combed
scheduled in September
Local merchandiseawards will Lee Ralph Cox were united in from Benton Harbor, Kalamazoo, Beaverdamwere visitora in the
cinda Lee Kjolhede. four-year-old
times greater on a per capita
Kaper’s
hurling
for
12.
First
innmarri%ge
in
ceremonies
held
on
Vandalia,Arlington, Va., Wash- home of Mr. and Mrs. George
So far this year 1,474 cAmpers
be given for the first fish caught
ing home runs by De Jonge and basis, than two neighboring, larg- have attended camp and it is es- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ted
by a boy, first fish caught by a July 31 in the Central Park Re- ington, D.C., Marcellus, Zeeland, Dampen last Saturday. The formKjolhede, died at her .home 718
er
counties.
Kalamazoo,
with
126,Fennville and Jenison.
timated another 600, plus 300 to South Griffin St. at 3:30 a.m. Moner, a brother-in-law of the Dam- Mienema and an error gave the
girl, and the first fish caught in formed Church.
707
residents,had only 22 deaths
winners
a
quick
three-run
lead.
The bride is the daughter of
Serving at the reception were pens, took a course of atudy at
400 adults will be guests during
each of 13 species. Second and
•
Elzinga-Volkersnotched five on the books, and Kent, with 288,- the remainderof the season.
third prizes will be awarded in‘ Mr. and Mrs. John L. Van Huis, the Misses Nancy and Alice Lew- Boulder, Colo, for six weeks and
The child had been 111 for three
982 residenfs,had 24 fataities to
runs
in.
the
next
frame
on
three
of 1622 South Shore Dr., and Mr. is. cousins of the groom. Mrs. they had just recentlyarrived
The camp has been in operation weeks and seriously so for the
many classes.
date.
for six years and haa an investContestantsshould bring their and Mrs. Carrol B. Cox of Benton Merlin Schaub and Mrs. Carrol home. They also visited Yellow- walks, two singles, and a pair of
past 10 days. Her condition waa
Mrs.
Anna
Merritt,
94,
of
routeown fishing tackle with single Harbor are the parents of the B. Cox, Jr., aunt and sister-in- stone Park and other places en- errors. A pair of singles brought 1, Allegan, became the county’s ment of approximately$250,000! diagnosed as acute monocytic leuin
two
third
inning
runs,
and
Its 38 acres with 1,000 feet of kemia.
route. Mr*. Arens is a fonner Inlaw of the groom, poured.
hooks only. No gang hooks or
The Rev. Ralph Menning per- Master and mistre* of cere- structor at the Hamilton School. three singles and a trio of errors 21st traffic victim when she died frontage on Lake Michigan has
plug* will be allowed due to the
Born In Grand Haven Nov. 3,
Mr*. Beatrice Snyder entered drove in four more In the fourth. Tuesday afternoonIn Allegan seven cabins, a large dining hall, 1948. she was baptized in the Methdanger ot injuring other contest- formed the double ring ceremony moniea were Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Health
Center.
Injuries suffered
Then
Kaper
bore
down
and
pitchchapel and class rooms, canteen,
ants or spectators.
before a background of palms, Dome, sister and brother-in-law Holland Hospital last week Wedwhen was struck by a car as she clinic,lavatories, wells and a busi- odist Church.* Her father, former
Moran said that .additionalferns, candelabra and white glad- of the groom and Miss Arleen nesday and returned home the lat- ed runless ball from there on.
Every Elzinga-Volkersbatter crossed heavily-traveled M-89 in ness manager's home. The camp coach of Grand Haven football
prizes could still be used and ask- ioli.
Schultz and Miss Shirley Koning ter part of the week.
team, has accepted a similar posiMr. and Mrs. Harvey Krone- btit Kaat collected at least one front of her home early Tuesday is owned and operated by the peo- tion with Battle Creek Central
ed that any merchants who w ish to
Miss Marion Gotz acted as maid had charge of the gift room. Earl
proved
fatal to the elderly wo- ple of the Reformed churches in
hit.
Broersema
had
three,
Komemeyer
of
Holland
visited
Hamilton
donate would notify any of the of honor for the bride and Irv- Cox took charge of the guest
High School.
friends last Sunday and also at jan and Mienema had two and man. She was on her way to put Michigan. Alonzo Wierenga has
three store* where blanks are ing Talbot was best man. Ushers book. .
Surviving besides the parents
Raterink,De Jonge, Wyngarden, a letter in her mailbox when been the business manager for
tended
the
evening
service
at
the
available.
included Carrol B. Cox, Jr., broThe bride has lived in Holland
are three brothers, Chris, 3, Bart,
struck
by
a
car
driven by John several years.
Klampt
and
Sawyer
had
one
.
Reform
edjphurch.
Doughnuts and soft drinks will ther of the groom, Leon Van all her life and is a graduateof
2, and Robert, 5 months, and the
Elenbas and Farina shared the Shashaguay,of 269 West 11th St.,
Mr. ana Mrs. Ernest Heyboer
Camp directors |or the season, grandparent!, Mr. and Mr*, N. T.
be furnished,to all’ contestants, Huis, brother of the bride, George Holland High School. She attendHolland.
losers’
two
hits.
announce
the
birth
of
a
daughter,
each serving a week, are the Rev.
according to Moran, to keep the Verson and Jack North.
ed Western Michigan College and
Funeral arrangementsare pend- Henry Van Raalte, the Rev. Wal- Larson, of Wamego,- Kansas, and
Luimne at Holland Hospitallast
kids going throughout the long afAn emboiderednylon gown ovy was a membef of Alpha Omicron
ing the arrivalof a grandson from lace Stoepker,the Rev. Russell Mr. and Mrs*. Alex Kjolhede, of
wpaIt FViriflV
ternoon.
nylon tulle and taffeta was worn Pi sorority. She has recently been
Two
Cart Damaged
Chicago,
the only survivor. The Vande Bunte ,the Rev. James Grand Haven.
The
Rev.
and
Mrs.
Paul
Tanis
The local event is part of the by the bride. The dress was ac- employed at the First NaNtional
body
is
at
the Gorden Funeral Baar, the Rev. Harold Ringenoldand daughter,Chepel, and Mrs Near Cattle Park
national Better Fishing, Inc. procented by a low, round neck, short Bank.
residence.
Sarah Peters and Mr*. Bertha
gram that extends to more than sleeves and nylon gloves, and the
us, the Rev. Chester Mcengs, the
The groom is a resident of Nyenhuis of Holland were dinner
Another pedestrian.Mrs. Anne Rev. Cornelius Reynen, the Rev.
Two
cars were damaged in a
500 American cities. This nonveil was held in place by a small Benton Harbor and will be a senguesta in the home of Mr. and rear-end collisionat 3 p.m. Sat- E. Tidd, 72. of Allegan, became Arthur Van Eck and the Rev.
profit organization donates the
hat. Miss Van Huis carried pink ior at Western Michigan College
Mrs. Harry J. Dampen on Monday urday near Holt's lake just south the county's 20th fatalityof the the Rev. Hannon R. Wierenga and
two fishing outfits,knd shows
and white roses on a white Bible. in Kalamazoo.
year when she died Monday after- Mrs. Ralph Eggert of Muskegon,
The Tanis family under appoint- of Castle Park.
each city how to plan the fishing
For her maid of Honor, the For a northern wedding' trip the ment to leave for missionary work
Rodeo.
A '41 car driven by Ivan Mac- noon in St. Mary's hospitalGrand the Rev. Arthur O. Van Eck and
little
Members of the Executive Com- bride chase a ballerina length new' Mrs. Cox wore an aqua linen in Japan within a few weeks have Donald, route 1, Holland, which Rapids, as a result of injuriei suf- Mrs. A1 Derks of Lake Erie, Anne
gown
of
yellow net over taffeta. suit-dresswith white accessories recently returned from Pennayl
mittee are Neal De Waard, Hine
had stopped on the gravel road on fered when she was struck by a Baar of Grand Rapids, Fannie De
Violent week-end thunderstorms
Vander Heuvel and Lester Pool. Miss Gotz wore a matching juliet and a corsage of pink and white vania ‘where they took a prepara- the curve near the lake, was car, July 25, in Alltgan.
and Mr*. Harry Young of Holland, dumped a total ot 1.04 inches of
cap
and
carried
a
fan
shaped
roses.
tory
language
course.
They
exJudges aat the event will be De
ids, the Rev. John Vander May
struck in the rear by a '49 model
rain on Holland but caused1 oqly
'Hie couple will be at home at pect to leave for Pella, Iowa and
Waard, Cornelius Stroop, and bouquet of yellow rose's.
driven by James R. Van Boshoven,
I Harold Leestma.
minor interruptionsof services and
A reception for 125 was held in Apartment 7, Western Michigan the state of Kama* to visit rela Kalamazoo.
George Vrieling.
Classical counselors are the no serious damage.
Hikes Toll
lives before their departure to
Rules and regulations for the the church parlors following the Cbllege Village, Kalaniazoo.
Rev. John Hibma of Grand RapDeputy. Henry Bouwman who
The Board of Public Works rethe mission field. Another Visitor investigated said loss to the Macrodeo are as follows:
Kleine of Jamestown and Mrs. ported one transformeron 13th
in
the
Dampen
home
on
Tuesday
1. Participantsshall registei
John Maassen of Kaamazoo. Syn- St. was struck by lightning late
Donald car was listed at $200 anti
was their grandson, Bruce Hall, to the car of Van Boshoven In
their intent to take part in the
odical counselorsare the Rev.
Rites
to
Saturday. Lights in the south end
who was discharged from Blodgett was at $300. Van Boshoven was
rodeo on a registrationblank
John Benes of Holland and Florof Holland dimmed for
few
Hospital
about
a
week
ago,
folwhich may be obtained at Main
given a ticket for failure to have
ALLEGAN (Special l —Allegan ence Vander Molen of Kalamazoo. seconds but came back on imlowing care there for several days.
Auto Supply, Superior Sport Store,
Donald
Van
Ark
of
Holland
is
has car under control,causing an County chalked up its 20th traffic
mediately. But for routine house
Ronald Kaper, son of Mr. and
and Bob’s Sport Shop.
•
fatality of the year Monday when registrar.
calls, no damage was reported,ofMrs.
John
Kaper
is
stationed
at
2. Participants shall! be under
The
camp
is controlled by a
Mrs. Anna E. Kidd, 72. of Allegan,
ficials said.
Fort Knox, Ky., for military tram;
17 year* of age -on the rodeo
died at St. Mary’s Hospital in board of directors of 20 members.
Michigan Bell TelephoneCo. ofing.
•
Win
Seventh
Straight
date.
Half are elected by members of
The Womens Church League The VP Cubs remained unde- Grand Rapids, from injuriessuf- the camp associationand half by ficials here said the main portion
3. If participants are under
met in regular session Tuesday feated in C League with a 9-3 win fered when she was struck by a the five classes— Holland, Muske- of the storm appeared to skip over
10, they must be accompanied by
evening at the Reformed Church. over Pete’s Meats Friday night for car July 25.
Holland. A few phone lines were
an adult 18 years old or older.
She was injured on the evening gon. Kalamazoo, Grand Rapids knocked down by falling limbs
Featuring the program was an their seventh straightvictory. For
4. Each contestant furnishes
and Lake Erie. John Dykema of
informativetalk about the work the winners Allen Tornovish. of July 25 when she walked in- Muskegon is president; Henry De cutting off service for a time.
own equipmentand bait.
among the Dutch immigrants in Charles Vander Vusse and Leroy to the side of a car driven by Ben Vette, Muskegon, vice president; Service in the scattered areas was
5. Tackle and bait used is reCanada by Rev. Jacob Brower of Fogerty divided the pitching"with Schullers,route 2. Allegan, at the Dr. Louis Benes, Grand Rapids, expected to be repaired by nightstricted to single hepk and pole
Holland, one of the first promo- Billy Tornovishbehind the plate. intersectionof Davis St. and Wesfall.
not over 16 feet in length.
secretary; Harold De Boer, Grand
ter* of this work. His talk was il- Vander Vusse’s two hits paced the tern Ave.
Holland Coast Guard and fire
6. No artificial baits or plugs
Rapids, treasurer.
Her husband, Clark, a retired
lustrated by slides.
routine
* are allowed. Cubs at bat. Larry Zylman and
Of particular interestthis year department reported
Chicago printer,died earlier this
week-end, and only a few minor
7. All winners must hook and
Roger Boersen worked for the losis 'the new family conference
' Hospital Notes
year.
land their own prize winning fish
ers.
scheduled Sept. 1 to 4 in which accidentswere investigatedby po(From Wedaesday's Sentinel)
The couple came to Allegan four
without physical assistance, except
adults may bring their children. lice despite the large volume of
years ago.
Admitted to Holland Hospital
that assistance may be rendered
No rigid limits have been set on traffic moving through the city
Only survivors are two cousins
Monday were Rusty Lappinga, 255
with a landing net when a fish is
the age of the children but ages Saturday and Sunday.
West 18th St.; Diane Chippa, route
living in the cast.
Attendance at Holland Stats
played out and ready to land.
of between 5 and 10 are suggest1; Carl Erickson,271 West 36th
8. All fish entered in the Rodeo
ed. The Rev. Emo Ausema will be Park was cut down somewhat beSt.; Katherine Kirchen, route 4;
contest must be witnessedby a
the directorand Dr. Gerard Gnade cause of the storm with only 14,*
12 Allegan County Men
Mrs. Earl Holden, 865 Holland Dr.,
000 visitorsat the park Sunday.
committee official or parent and
will be the song leader.
Saugatuck; John Housenga, 559
Saturday more than 18,000 stopped
Go Into Army Tuesday
taken to the Judges stand while
College Ave.
at the park bringing the total for
alive. Facilitieswill be available
ALLEGAN (Special)—Twelve Burial Rites Held
Discharged Monday were Mrs.
there for weighing, measuring, and
the week to 89,000.
Allegan county men. two of them
Bert Wierenga,106 East 13th St.;
recording.
FENNVILLE (Special)-Burial
volunteers, will report for induc- sendees were held Thursday in
Mrs. Clarence Berens and baby,
9. All fishing must be done from
tion in the armed forces Tuesday. Fennville Cemetery for the son Gets Fine, 30 Days
route 1, Hamilton: Mrs. Louis Van
the shore. Docks, etc. will not be
HAMILTON-RogerLee BrowAug. 11, according to local dralt horn dead at birth Wednesday in
Vels and baby, 216 Harrison, Zeeused.
board officials. __
10. State game and fish laws
land; Mrs. Ralph Stolp and
Holland Hospital to Mr. and Mrs. er, 17. Hamilton, arraigned before
The volunteers are Robert K. Lawrence R. Sackett. Besides the JusticeJoe Hagelskamp here on a
must be observed.
baby, 444 Rifle Range Road;
Defouw and Donald W. Lampen.
parents surviving are a sister, Vic- charge of drivingwithout due cau11. Each contestant shall be
Mrs. Donald McCormick and
Selectees in the group will be toria, the grandparents, Mr. and tion, was sentencedto pay fine
responsible for the cleanlinessof
baby. 317 West 14th St.; Mrs. RobRichard Race, Robert L. Brummel, Mrs. Law’rence D. Sackett ol and costs of $20 and serve 30 days
his or her fishing area at the
ert Ver Beek and baby, 117 West
Harry J. Laws, James F. Sibber- Fennville and Mr. and Mrs. Ed- in Allegan county jail. If fine and
close of the contest.
31st St.; Mrs. Robert Dunn and
sen. William J. Cook. Jr„ Jack A ward Van Dyke of Holland. Gerrit costs are not paid, he must serve
12. No prize will be given for
baby, 152% East 16th St.; Carl
Decker. Thomas E. Konecki, Jack Dykman of Holland officiated. Ar- an additional20 days. Young
tho greatestnumber of fish
Erickson, 271 West 36th St.; Mrs.
W. Vander Vusse, Ernest J. Kort- rangement*were in charge of the Brower was arrested in Hamilton
caught.
Donald Hogue, 488 Orchard Hill;
ering and Neil L. Kaylor.
Chappell Funeral Home.
13. Wading or otherwise dislast week by an Allegan deputy.
Katherine
Kirchen,
route
4.
Mr. ond Mrs. Ronald Von Slooten
turbing or scaring of fish is proHospital
births
include
a
daugh(Penno-Sosphoto)
hibited.
Prospect Park ChristianRe- and white roses with touches of ter, Diana Lynn, bom Monday to
14. All protests and problems
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Kaniff,125 East
formed Church was the scene of a blue forget-me-nots.
not covered specificallyby the
34th St.; a son, Michael Robert,
wedding on Friday, July 24, when
Miss
Betty
Vander
Tuuk
and
rules are left to the discretionand
MisS Charlotte Joan Michielsen, Miss Myra Brieve presided at the bom Monday to Mr. and Mrs. Stanjudgment of the Judges.
daughter of Mrs. Paul Michielsen. punch bowl and Mr. and Mrs. ley Wlodarczyk, 115 132nd Ave.; a
40 East 17th St., became the bride Robert Boes were master and son, David Roy, bom Monday to
ot Pvt. Ronald Wayne Van Sloot- mistress of ceremonies. Gift room Mr. and Mrs. Roy Strengholt,565
Ferrysburg Man Hurt
en son of Mr. and Mrs. William attendantswere Mr. and Mrs. Lake Dr.; a daughter bom Monday
When Struck by Auto
to Mr. and Mrs. Donald Rinkus,
Van Slooten, 652 Washington Ave. Wallace Grotenhuis.'
Performing
the
double
ring
A short program followed a re- 420 MorrisonAve., Bangor.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Zeelaad
ceremony was Dr. J. T. Hoogstra.
John Beebe, 45, Ferrysburg, was
ception for 80 guests held in the
Births in Huizinga Memorial
Decorations included honeysuckle
treaty at Municipal Hospital for
church parlors.Serving were the Hospital include a son, Frank, bom
a large cut on his head, as the greens and pink gladioli over a
white garden trellis. Attending the Misses Glo Hungerink,Joyce Lan- Thursday to Mr. and Mrs. Frank
result of an accident* on North
couple were Miss Norma Lou ning, Lillian Vis and Vangie Kiev-* Romas, route 2, Zeeland;a son,
Seventh St. at 3:47 p.m. Tuesday
Palm bos, *n aid of honor, and Dale
Bruce W.t bom Sunday to Mr. and
it. Closing remarks were given by
when he was struck by a car drivNykamp,
best man. Eugene MichMrs. Willard Vanden Beldt, 120
the Rev.'J. F. Schuurmann.
en by John Dora 19, route 1, Loielsen,brother of the bride, and
South Wall St, Zeeland; a son,
vell Park, Spring Lake.
The bride is a graduate of Hol- Chuck Allen, bom Sunday to Mr.
Ed Kraak, the groom’s brother-in-;
According to city police. Beebe,
land Christian High School and is
and Mrs. Marvin Tubergen, 47 West
came from between two cars when law, seated the guests.
a student nurse. She has had one
McKinley St, Zeeland; a son, DavMiss Eleanor Hoogland played
struck by the Dora car which apyear’s training at Pine Rest id, bora Monday to Mr. and Mrs.
traditionalwedding music on the
parently was in the wrong lane of
ChristianPs/chopathicHospital Bernard, Berghorst, route 2, Zeepiano and accompaniedMiss Phil
traffic.
Van Solkema when she sang ‘’Be- She is making her home with her land.
Beebe was taken to the hospimother, her husband having left
cause,’’ and ‘The Lord’s Prayer.'/
Admitted to Holland Hoqrital
tal in an ambulance and was reThe bride chose for her wedding last Friday for Utah to continue Tuesday were Dennis Stegenga,
leased after treatment. City police
a gown of heirloom lace over training in the Army.
148 West 10th St.; Scott Lee
are investigating.
James H. Klomparena(top)
Pre-nuptial events honoring the Veldhuis, 720 Wisteria Rd.; Marwhite satin, ballerina length. It
and Randill C. Bosch werp rewas fashioned with a sweetheartbride included a surprise shower jorie Aim Slikkers,159 East 35th
elected president and vies
Lost Your Bike?
neckline and long sleeves. A nylon on July 1% given by Mrs. William St.; Mrs. Charles Looman, 339
president, respectively,of the
Van
Slooten,
Mrs.
Ed
Kraak
and
net
fingertip
veil
was
held
in
West
28th
St;
Mrs.
George
The Police department is holdBoard of Public Works at a
Mrs.
Dale
Van
Slooten
when
26
ing four bicycle* which may be place by a rhinestone tiara and
Schippera. 130 West 30th St.;
regular meeting Monday night.
picked up by their owners after her Colonial bouquet consisted of guests were present and a shower Mr*. Corie De Vries, 167 East
Other members of the board
proving identification. Two are in white roses and baby breath. The for 15 guests gven on July 21 by 34th
.
are
Adrian Klaaaen, Nelaon
boy’s double bar bikes, one a birde’s brother, Harold Michielsen Mrs. Wallace Grotenhuis,Mrs.
DischargedTuesday were Mrs.
Boaman and Henry 8. Maentz.
Harold Michielsen and Mrs.* Eu- Harold De Jonge and baby. 110
Schwinn model in maroon and gave her in marriage.
City Manager H. C. McClintock
There’s a detour sign ahead for all drlvara travelabove la tha air hammer drilling operation I
The maid of honor's gown was gene Michielsen.
ivory, and the other ap Excelsior
West 13th St; Miss Diane Schipla an ax-officio member and
ing on West Main Ave. In Zeeland aince the surla used to atrip tha pavement Lateral
model in green and white. Two fashioned of pink net over pink tafpa, route 1, Virginia Park.
face was taken off at the corner of Main and
action*for homes on Taft St
City Clark Clarence Gravengirls' bicyclesalso are being held, feta and featured cap sleeves and
A 24-page newspaper consistsof Hospital births include a daugh- goad serves aa Clark of tho
Jeffersonin order to lay aawer pipe. The operation
Central Aves. have
one a Roadmaster in faded rqd a high round neck. She wore a from 80,000 to 100,000 words, exclu- ter, Linda K*y. bom Tuesday to
board. Klomparena waa firat
la only a email part of the huge West End Sewar
cording to Andrew ----and white and the other a Mer- pink satin band in her hair and sive of advertising,or as many as Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Brandt, 1532
Project that I* being handled by the Mulder Weld•(acted president of tho board
expected to be flnlahad
cury in blufe and white.
carried a colonial bouquet of pink the average novel
In 1M1.
ing and Steel Fabricating Co. of Holland.' Shown
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The Whole Armor of God
Ephesians6:10-20
By Henry Geerllags
It is natural for us to compare
the forces of evil today with the
same forces that were operative in
the days of the apostle Paul The
forces are the same. The organized powers of darkness about whch
the apostle wrote, the principalities and powers and the world rulers and spiritual hosts of wicked-

—

GRAND HAVEN (Spedatt
After deliberatinga half hour, a
Justice Court jury Tuesday afternoon found Matilda Beioh not
guilty of a charge ot furnishing
liquor to a minor.
Mrs. Beich, owner of the Log
Cabin Tavern located at the junc-

son’s famous, phrases was “openly arrived at." When representatives of the people, from president
down to the most humble public
official,make commitments in the
name of the people, the citizens
who elected or appointed them
have a heart to know not only
what those commitments are but
how they were arrived at
So thought Wilson, but his principle is alas often ignored. Public

Pang Projects ,

ByGtyComKi
ALLEGAN (8ptda» — Plant
and specificationsfor three street
paving projectswere approved and
a fourth plan rejected by Ckjr
Council Monday night
Council set Monday, Aug. Vt, at

'

the date for hearing-objectionsto
proposed paving of Davis St., from

Western to Delano; all of Arbor
St., and Ida, from River

--

same

age.

-

He tavern and

said he

costs.

^ ^

saw she had

would not tempt us with the open been served by the waitress.
saloon, with sabbath breaking, with

dians.

The

Christian’s most difficult
task is to face temptation and not
yield to it. It is his severest test
if he can come through temptations untouchedby evil. We may
as well acknowledgeand face the
fact It is not easy to be a Christian. This is not surprising when
we learn that the gospel itself Is
confronted by the forces of evil,
and through its advocates must
fight through to victoryor go down
in defeat.

offidals not infrequentlyeven
The courage It takes to be a
claim the right to make secret Christian is not easily acquired
agreements, to say nothing of and kept. There are forces to meet
keeping secret the methods in -some inside ourselves, others
which the agreementswere made. outside ourselves, but all set our
Out of Ann Arbor comes word standing up for Jesus. -Always the
from Arthur L. Brandon, direct- fight is on. It is unavoidable.Satan
or of the University of Michigan uses all his skill against Chrispublic relations, that the board tians. The vital part of the lesson
of regents is willing "to discuss is to be prepared to stand. It is a
the opening of its meetingsto the fight we must wage. It cannot be
press." If this willingness results avoided.
In "open” meetingsof the regents
This is an authoritative foreit will be a triumph for those who warning, but it gives details for
have been battling for “open” being forearmed. Paul called it
gatherings.
the whole armor of God, the armor
That battle has been going on of God has designed and made
for a long time. During the past for the use of Christians.He does
year or two it has taken on na- not send Christians forth unequiptional proportions.The press has ped to give a good account of
been fighting back at those who themselves when they meet Satanwould restrict the right of the ic forces. Putting on the armor is
public not only to learn accomp- a voluntary act. Each puts on the
lished facts but to find out how armor for himself. God provides
those facts were arrived at. The it. but we must accept it and use
latter Is often just as important
as the former.
This armor is adapted to meet
As a result of demands of the all our needs as we face evil. Paul
Michigan Press Association Michi- knew it was the soldierwho wore
gan State College some time ago the armor and used it who gave
opened its meetings to the press— worth to the armor. A cowardly,
which is of course the same as weak, disloyal soldier would not
opening them to the public. No stand before a foe, no matter what
bad results have developed. If the his armor was. So he insisted that
Universityof Michigan should the wearer of God s armor prove
follow suit, the people of Michi,f!,/neiss
by prayer and
gan will be in a positionto know watchfulness. He was to pray for
how the educational forces of the strength and direction, and be unitate, for which many millionsare selfish in his praying. He was to
appropriated each year, do the job be alert, never found unready to
which the people have delegated face the foe.
to them.
It will of course sometimes be
unpleasant for the regents to leg- Burglar* Enter Local
islate for the University in the
Churck During Week-End
presence of the press. Those regents are subject to recall through
Holland police Monday were inthe ballot box, and it is well vratigatinga break-in at the
known that the general public is Trimly Chur*, 495 Central

State police said Pickett will be
questioned about the robbery of
six sportsmen who found a man
in their cabin 20 miles south of
Lshpeming when they returned Sunday night. The intrudershot the
tires of one of two cars after robbing the men of $300 and took a
second auto.
Detective Irwin, who was critically hurt in the shooting back in
1941, was a patientin Holland Hospital for a time before being returned to Grand Rapids. Irwin had
accompanied a Grand Rapids insurance company representativeto
Indiana to pick up the youth, at
that time 15 years old, and a
stolen auto.
Later in Allegan Circuit Court.
Judge Fred T. Miles sentenced
Pickett to serve a maximum term
of 10 years.

Pullman
(From Wednesday’s Sentinel)
Funeral services were held Saturday from the Calvin Funeral
home in South Haven for Mrs. May
Wyers who died last Wednesday at
the age of 74 years. Burial was in
Lakeview Cemetery. Rev. Willard
Kime, pastor of Pullman Congrega-

the church parlors.

The bride was graduated from
the University of Illinois Junioi
College in 1951. The bridegroom
a graduate of Holland High School
in 1949. has been in service foi
two and one-half years.

Swimming Instructorsat the Port Sheldon Red
Cross-Recreation Department awimming classes
keep a close watch over their charges— both to
note their progress,and make sure hone of them
are lost. On the dock from left to right are Nancy
Barkwell, Carolyn Alexander, director Ned
Stuits, Chuck Rubin, and Ylobbi de4 Boer. The

35 Attend Annual

Mrs. D. Sanders, Sons

Goodman Reunion

family picnic honoring Mrs.
Dar Sanders and sons. Dean and
Craten, was held Saturday evening at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Isaac Bazan, route 4. The Sanders
are from Portland,
»
Mrs. Sanders is the former Evelyn Von Ins. daughterof Mr. and
Mrs. Urs Von Ins, of 4 West
Eighth St., where she is spending
a month.
After the picnic supper, a gift
was presented the guest of honor.
Those attending were relatives
and friends of the Von Ins and
Aussickerfamilies,including Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Aussicker and sons,

Ore.

Lonnie and Davie, and Mr. and
Mrs. James Wyma and son, Craig,
of Grand Rapids; Mr. and Mrs.
John Wyma, Grandvile; the Rev.
and Mrs. Charles Dumville, Charla and Suzanne, of Knoxville,
Iowa; Mr. and Mrs. David Von
Ins, and son David; Mr. and Mrs.
Rudy Erickson,and son Carl;
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Bell. Marsha and Kathy; Mr. and Mrs. Urs
Von Ins, Mike Von Ins. Mr. and
Mrs. Isaac Bazan and Mr. and
Mrs. Gerald Bazan. Marilyn, Terry, Sheryl and Christie.
Others attending were Mrs.
Henry Ten Hagen, Marge Ten
Hagen, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Ten
Hagen, Dianne, Judy,. Linda and
Randy; Mr. and Mrs. Bert Dykgraf, Mr. and Mrs. Rolin Aussicker, Carl Aussicker. Harold Aussicker,Mr. and Mrs. John Riemersma. Nella Jean Riemersma,
Patricia Bell, Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd

Riemersma and

Patricia;

H.

A.

August Von
Ins. Jeffrey and Dougas, all ot
Holland; John Aussicker. Portland, Mich., and the guests of

Von

Ins. Mr. and Mrs.

honor.

Surprise Showers

Honor

Bride-Elect

Miss Janie Helmink whose marriage to Roger Wiersma will take
place this month was guest of honor at a surprise shower given last
Wednesday by Mrs. Henry Wiersma, Mrs. Jay Weener and Mrs.

program ended Friday, and the
second session began Monday and lists until
Aug. 21. The enrollment for the first halt was over
.1,200 children from Holland and suburbanareaa,
and the staff expects about that number for the
first half of the

'

Family Picnic Honors

A

(Sentinelphoto)

-

1,200 Children Complete

The Goodman Reunion was held
Sunday at Kollen Park with an
attendance of 35. Those present

were from Kalamazoo,

second half.

Burnips,

Allegan, Grand Rapids, Reed City,

Red

Cross

Swim
1

Classes

The Recreation Department Red

shot., v„»,

Erie. Monterey, Otsego, Byron

Center, Plainwell and Holland.
Among the Holland representa-

Spoken at

Bride's

Home

with 1,200 local

and

suburban

children taking a variety of tests

Street projects filled Monday’s
agenda. Council studied tentative
plans for the new state highway
bridge on M-118 within the city.'
The plans, which call for a threespan concrete structure, will replace a 65-year-old trestle bridge.
Councilmen were especiallyinterested in the state’s proposal for a
temporary bridge to be built approximately 200 feet north of the
present site to handle traffic while
work is In progress.Plans also indicated that the state would buy

the Allegan Monument works
buiding to provide better visibility
at the bridge’seast approach.
Council also revived plans for a|
$9,500 repair project on the o\ff
South Side bridge on Second St.
The project has been on and off
city budgets for the last five
years.
Also discussed were plans for
a storm sewer to relieve a serious*
situation at the intersection of
Knapp and Vernon Sts. City Manager P. H. Beauvais’s plans for
the project were approved and he
was authorized to ask for bids. He
estimated the cost at $6,272, most
of whi9h will be paid out of gas
and weight tax funds. Beauvais
also reportedthat a new storm

Miss Vivian Mae Van SLooten to demonstrate the swimming
was a life-long resident,Mrs. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. C. Van
skills acquiredin the past three
Margaret Markham of East Ninth Slooten of West Olive and Gordon weeks.
St., who is president of the Good- Jay Slager. son of Mr. and Mrs
An accurate list of the number sewer serving the Chestnut and
man Reunion.
Andrew Slager of 3251 Lincoln passing or failing the tests will Monroe St. intersectionis now in
The reunion is held in memory Ave., were united in marnage
f*
not be available until the staff service.
of Francis Goodman, a statesman. Monday evening at the home of
Beauvaisreported that on a rehas compiled a report later this
Of a family of II children,three the bride’sparents.
week for the SL Louis office of cent trip to Lansing he had conare still living. The>%-e Mrs. SaThe Rev. F. Dykstra, pastor of
ferred with state highway officias
the Red Cross.
villa Brower of Allegan and Mrs. Harlem Reformed Church, officiabout the possibilityof widening
However, swimming director
Markham, both of whom attended ated at the double ring ceremony.
and building curb and gutter on
the reunion, and Mrs. Catherine Attending the obuple were the Ned Stuits and his assistantsesti- Grand St. from the top of the hill
Raab of Bradley.
bride's sister, Miss Joyce Van mated that of 1,000 beginners 700 to the ralroad crossing. He said
qualified for intermediates,75 of
A potluck dinner was served at Slooten, and Don Groendal.
highway officials would approve
The rooms were decorated with 200 Intermediates and 15 out of sharing equally with the city on
noon. Following a business meeting and a social hour ice cream red and white gladioli. The bride 25 advanced swimmers passed,and the project and that work might
was served. Plans are being made wore a white suit with a shoulder all five in Junior Lifesaving mov- be started yet this year, providing
to have next year's reunion again corsage and her attendant wore a ed up.
the city does the preliminary field
Regarding the intermediates, work.
beige suit with a shoulder corsage.
at Kollen Park.
The, couple left on a northern Stuits pointed out that at their
wedding trip following a reception age it takes about two years after
Birthday Party Fetes
passing the beginners test to defor about 50 guests.
velop the co-ordination needed to
Dianna Lyn De Moot
learn the intermediate strokes.
Marriage Licenses
Stuits said that in his experDianna Lyn De Maat was guest
(From Wednesday’sSentinel)
ience with water safety and water
of honor at a birthday party held
Ottawa County
Olive
front programs,the Port Sheldon At
at the Leon De Maat home, 364
Delbert Erickson, 19. Grand
West 17th St. Saturdayafternoon. Haven, and Suzanne Miller. 18, setup is as fine as he has seen.
She &id her guests celebrated her route 2, Lowell; Hugh M. Camp- Notably, he said, through the in- ' WEST OLIVE (Special)- More
structors’ continual supervision. than 250 persons who have emsixth birthday.
bell. 24, Kalamazoo, and Jeanette
Games were played and prizes Kruiswyk. 21, Holland; Lloyd J. The staff took care 6f the 1,200 braced the Hebraic faith, will
won by Betty Hossink, Larry and Lampen, 23, route 5, Holland, and children for three weeks and only gather here Sunday, Aug. 9, at 4
occasionallydid they have to fish p.m. to dedicate a new United IsPatty Rods, and Gary Bryan.
Madeline Lemson, 19, route 3, Zeeout a child who seemed to be rael Center housing a library and
Guests included Dickie and Gary land.
recreationalchamber for children.
having trouble.
Bryan, Betty Hossink. Larry and
Robert Frank Langwig, 21, East
It will mark the 10th anniverStuits
is
assisted
by
Chuck
RuPatty Reels, Gayle Lake, Patsy Greenbush,New York, and Betbin, Bobbi de* Boer, Nancy Bark- sary of the United Israel World
Borea. Ellen Vander Ploeg, Nancy ty Ann Van Lente, 22, Holland.
well and Carolyn Alexander as in- Union, the new Israelite movement,
and Sally De Maat, Glenna Vander
structors, and Barbara V«r Merris which numbers members in several*
Ploeg, Nelson Dyke and Dave
In Turkey men and women psy
thousandscattered in many parts
Knoll.
a farmer for the privilege of and Marion De Vries as |ides.
of the United States.
The
instructors
said
they
had
Mrs. Robert Allen assisted Mrs. weeding his field— when the weed
Vice President William Goodin,
received
fine
co-operation from
De Maat with refreshments.
is licorice.
both the children and their par- of West Olive, said today that his
ents. And, as Stuits pointed out, group has received a communicafrom the weatherman.The classea tion from Eliezer Tritto of Israel,
were rained out Just one after- congratulatingthe American new^comers into Israel’s faith on theif
noon.
The staff i» many cases started 10th anniversary.
with beginners who werd afraid to
tives

.

'

•

Dedication Set
West

take a fish eye’s view of the world,
first concentrated on getting
them used to the water,. Then
(From Wednesday’sSentinel)
came instruction on floatingand
Mr. and Mrs. John Elenbaasof
simpler strokes.
Zeeland were entertained at the
When the children graduated Albert
Timmer home Sunday
from from the intermediate class evetiing.
they are able to backstroke50
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Nagelyards, flolt for a minute and
kerk are announcingthe birth of
tread water for 30 seconds, swim
a son. Tery Lee, bom at the hosunder water, do a standing front
pital in Zeeland.
dive,' and swim for five minutes.
The Mothers' Club will meet at
Stuits and his staff operate on
the
town hall next Monday evethe theory that a child taught to
ning. Aug. 10, at 7:45.
swim may someday be a life savMr. and Mrs. Andrew Van
er. The children are learning a valBronkhorst
of Grandville were
uable skill, and from the looks of
visitors at the home of then*
the waterfront at any hour of the
day, are having a lot of fun do- children, Mr. and Mrs. Herman

Olive Center

and

Glenn Wiersma.

Balloons hanging in the archway
contained verses d i r e c t i n g the
bride-electwhere to find her gifts.
Games were played and duplicate
prizes awarded to Mrs Cornel Bouman, Mrs. Fred Ter Vree, Mrs.
Morris Vander Haar and Mrs.
Henry Bauman. A two course lunch
tional ChristianChurch, officiated. was served.
Mrs. Wyers, daughter of Mr. and
Invited guests included the MesMrs. Oliver Burch, was born May dames Albert Bauman, Kenneth
9, 1879. She is survived by a broth- Bauman, Adrian Bauman, Chet
er, Calvin Burch; one sister, Mrs. Bauman, Clayton Bakker, Peter
Grace Burrows of Pullman and Baumann, Harvey Hoeve, Howard
several nephews and nieces.
Baumann, Arie Baumann, Gilbert

mm

,

.

f

i

They Planted Beauty -Local Residents

The annual Pullman School Hop, Jun Hop, Sherwin Hop, Jake
in
Pretty
homecoming was held at the Pull- Van Kampen, Egbert Bauman,
Smeyers Monday.
ing it.
man IOOF hall. Followinga bas- John Baumann, Henry Baumann,
Esther Timmer. Virginia WedeThe
opportunity
of
having
a
Stuits
suggested,
however,
that
color for the enjoyment of their
ket dinner the meeting was called Cornel Bauman, Henry .Helmink,
ven, Bertha Van Der Kooi and
to order by Mrs. G. Burrows who Lee Helmink,Cecil Helmink, Ed- garden, which came with a change neighbors and all who pass when the program could be even more
Phyllis Schamper are camping at
presided in the absence of Jack ward Nyland, Don Gilcrest,Edna of residence and a more normal they planted a wide, border of effective if the . classes were
Ottawa Beach this week.
Flora. Officerselected were Orren Bender, H. Lugers and Walter Cos- 'work schedule, has brought joy pink, white, and coral ph*lox and lengthenedto four weeks each,
Mr. and Mrs. Harm Shoemaker
and
a
sense
of
completeness
in azalea-mums. They demonstrate and limited *to^0 children per inSnider, president;Grace Burrows, ter, Sr.
for
life to Hessel Turkstra. When he that a big show of beauty can be structor,per hour. As it stands, of North Holland were visitors
vice president; Inez Gotham, secThe Mesdames Walter Coster, gave up the bakery he had oper- grown on even a small lot.
the instructors said that to give at the home of Mrs. Sarah Masretary and Fred Gotham, treasur- Jr., Bernard Coster, Fred Ter
ated on Seventh St. to move, a
And
we
notice an unusually at- some of the children the individual se voort last week.
er. Entertainmentcommittee in- Vree, Eibert Van Kampen, Martin
few years ago, to 655 West 23rd tractive planting in front of the coaching needed would mean some
Mrs. Harm Kulte is bookkeeper
cludes Hazel Stennett, Marvin Brown, Nelson Ryzenga, Jerry
St. he at once bought an extra home of the Fred Van der Ploegs other children would never get in- at the new pickle stationat Crisp.
Burch, Jack Flora and Bernice Vanderbeek, Art Rummler, , Len
adjoining lot so that he might sat- 75 West 20th St. The curved line to the
The building,located on the
»
Chatterson. Marvin Burch enter- Van Wieren, Morris Vander Haar,
isfy a long-time desire to have a of the grouping and the nice
The second session of the pro- blacktop east of* John W. Nientained with guitar music and songs. Alden Shoemaker, Peter Trimpe,
garden.
graduationin the height of the gram began Monday and ends huis, has recently been made
The next homecoming is scheduled Ben Trimpe, Silas Wiersma and
To build up the sandy soil Mr. material used make a strking ef- Aug. 21.
ready for sorting and weighing
for the first Sunday in August, the Misses Audrey Bauman, Arlene
Turkstra hauled in quantities of fect. Particularly pleasing color
pickles, and every night the day’s
1954, in Pullman IOOF hall.
Lankheet, Sally Van Kampen, Nor- leaves,gra« clippingsand fertili- combination too has been achieved
intake is trucked to the main
Donald Mattson of Chicago is ma Van Dyke, Helen Wiersma,
zer. He sot out shade trees, ever- through the use of yellow azalea- Clyde B. Miller, 55,
plant at Fremont.
spending a week’s vacation with his Margaret Wiersma, Ids Wiersma
greens, and three apricot trees. mums, variegated coleus, and blue
/ Mr*. Fred Veneberg and chil, Mr.
..... and
,
grandparents,
Mrs. Peter and the guest of honor.
Dies
of
Heart
Attack
,
A shrubbery and flower border ageratum against the background
ometimes ignorantin regard to sometime early Sunday morning Gaynor of Pullman,
dren apent Thursday in Grandwas laid out to make an attractive of bronze and green shrubbery.
complex educational needs. If all
ville at the home of her aiater,
entrance was gained by prying
ATXEGAN
(Special)—
Clyde
B.
The severe storm of last Saturpicture from their living roonfi
Be sure to cut the blossom heads
elected members of such a board
Merchants
Report
July
Miller, 53, of 329 Monroe, AHegan Mrs. Rjchard Machiele.
day
damaged
electric
and
teleciecir.c ana iciewindow, and now from early from your phlox before they go to
were paragons of wisdom and in- Zth^^^lnd0?raand
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Veldheer
was pronounced deatrof a heart
A *>pewntcrwas P*™6 facilities.Electricity was re- Sales Here ‘Successful’
spring until late autumn there is seed so as to keep next season’s
tegirty, “closed" meetings would
attack on arrival at Zeeland are the grandparentsof s baby
always something in blossom in plants true to color.
officia,fi 8tored 80011 after and telephones
doubtless be desirable.But the
Hospital Monday at 12:50 p.m. girl bom to Mr. and Mrs. Russel
The city-wide sales In Holland this garden. A vine covered, white
people of Michiganremember that
The addition of lime and other by Coroner Joseph E Kammeraad. Sybesma of Central Park. She has
by SU"dW
July
23,
24
and
25
were
“very
latticed
garden
seat
has
been
built
not a decade ago at least one
Miller, who. was presidentof been named Nancy Lynn.
chemical fertilizers to a compost
successful,”merchantsreported at for summer evening enjoyment
former regent landed in the peni
the Miller Oil Op. of Allegan
pile will hasten ifa decomposition
An
Mr.
Turkstra
points
out
various
the
monthly
meeting
of
the
Retail
tentlary; they are not unreasonSunday wdh hi. family a, rau.e 1, Merchants’Association here Mon- trees and plants he tells of many and make it a more valuable plant was driving with his son Gene Local Store Entered
able in wanting to watch the
near Allendale on the Eastmanday in Chamber of Commerce which have been given him by food. It is recommended that two ville road when he was stricken.
operations of the members they lact that the church front door
By Burflars Tuesday
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
O'Donald
friends
impressed
by
his
zeal
and
headquarters.
Seventeen
were
prewas not locked.
have elected.
pounds of lime and one-half pound An ambulance immediatelytook
of Chicago spent a few days at the sent.
deKght in creating beautiful sur- of ammonium nitratebe sprinkled
The process of commitments
him to the Zeeland Hospital.
Holland police today were inBurch farm, north of Pullman.
President Percy Taylor within a roundingsfor his home.
over a one fooj; deep layer of
"openly arrived at" is sometimes Fall Injuries Fatal
Miller is survived by the wife vestigating a break-in at the
Mrs. Vera Galbreath entertained short time will appoint .commitBehind
the
flower
garden
are leaves, grass clippings,and other
clumsy and embarrassingto those
Erna; two daughters, Mrs. Joan Geerda-Veltman store at 700
her children at a dinner at her
tees for fall promotions, Christmas enough strawberry plants, currant, plant material which covers an Johnson, Allegan, and Janice Milwho make the commitments, but For Lake Odessa Man
Michigan Ave. sometime Tuesday
home in Pullman in honor of her decorations and the reception for raspberry, and blueberry bushes area of six by 10 feef. The whole
that Is the way the democratic
ler, Wheaton. M.; three tons. night. It was the third burglary
to
supply
them
with
fruit,
and
a
Santa Claus.
is wetted down thoroughly. Addi- Gene and Jack, at home, and
. ALLEGAN. Mich.
injuries ^Kemieth’ "ho * bomt
works.
vegetable plot yields asparagus, tional layers may be added in* the John, with the U. S. Navy on in the city within the last four
incurred in a fall from a second
dayi.
rhubarb, beans, com, „ tomatoes same way, but it is most impor- Guam; one brother,George Miller,
floor window proved fatal to J
Entrance was gained by smashSuffers Fainting Spell
Bolt Kills Two Horses
and pqtatoes. A compost pile is tant to wet down each layer. The Bloomingdale; one sister, Mrs.
Shirl Marpz. 78. of Lake Odma! Breaks
on Stars
ing a window on tlfe weet aide </
Two horses owned by Minard in Allegan Health Center Sunday ZEELAND (Special)—Mrs. Lena A Cleveland, Ohio woman, guest maintainedto furnish a continu- sides should be built slightly high- Hazel McBride, Laming; and the building. A second window
at Hotel Macatawa, was taken to ing supply of humus to build the er so that the depression in the three grandchildren.
*~*t« 3, were killed late night.
was broken but proved too small
Janssen, of 120 South Centennial Holland Hospitallate Monday night
toil. There are always problems in center will hold rain fall. Make a
they were struck
Marpz was injured Saturday St., Zeeland, is recuperating at the
for the »thieve« to enter, police
after
suffering
a
fainting
spell
in
growing
things,
the
Turkstras
have
start now hi buildinga pile so that
as they stood in a night when he fell through a Zeeland Hospital Monday after
A woman of the Ainu race of The entire basement had ber*
front
erf the hotel. She was releaslearned, but also a wonderful sat- you have the habit when the northern Japan must never pro- the horses."Smokey” window he apparently was
thoroughly ransacked,
falling down a flight of stairs in
leaves fall end fomMi you with nounce the name of her
ridden in the Zeeland “njpttnfto close at the home of her home at 9 a.m. and breaking ed later In the evening and return- isfaction.
atora today were
ed
to
her
Cleveland
home
with
her
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Jack
Vroski,
1
an abundance « food tor next To do so is supposed to
r earlier ia tfaa daj.
0—1 Miller
“‘M*" during t storm.
itoer arm.
husband and SMAodw
Btver Ave, buifc a gay vhmh at JMr’i

Find Joy
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to Main

Sts. Council rejected petitionsfor
paving two blocks on Grant St^
because property assessmentsare
too low to bear a fair share of the
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William Ronald Easier, eon of
Mr. and Mn. Stanley Easter of
2061 Lakeway who on July 11 waa
married to Miss Carol Lillian
Swanson in a church service in
Elmhurst, IH., has returned to
the Air Force base in Newfoundland and his bride is making her
home with her parent*, Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Swanson, 700 Proa-

^^“of

By State Police

One of the late President Wil-

Swanson

tion of US-31 and M-30, was
charged with furnishing beer to
18-year-old Bette Mae Martin of
ness, are all active today.
pec t Ave., in Elmhurst.
Not one of them has gone out of Grand Haven on the night of May
The young couple were married
business. They may change their 16. Miss Martin was fatally in- by the. Rev. Lawrence Gedcke in
jured
in
the
early
morning
of
May
tactics from age to age, but there
a double ring ceremony m First
is cunning back of that. They may 17 while a passenger in the car of Congregational church.
Gordon
Thompson
which
collided
not be so emboldenednow as they
Wedding attendantswere the
were 1900 years ‘ago. They may be with a vehicle driven by Albert bride’s sister, Mrs. James Reed
using less revoltingand cruel Molenkamp, route 2, West Olive. as matron of honor and^Miss Alice
Witnesses for the people includmethods, nevertheless they are
Koeneck as bridesmaid. James
ed Thompson who testified that a
quite as alert and determined. Our
Reed was best man and ushers
waitress whom he later identified
danger is not a whit less than was
were Robert Swanson, brother ot
as Mrs. Arnold Fett served him
that of those who "met the tyrant’s
the bride and Edw'ard Easter of
and Miss Martin a glass of beer
brandished steel,” and the “lion’s
Holland, brother of the brideat the tavern on the night in
gory mane.” The only difference
groom. Attending from Holland
question. Mrs. Lillian Martin,
were the bridegroonf’s parents,
may be that our arch enemy
his sister, Lynne Marie, and his
crafty fied that her daughter had ^left brother Edwin. Miss Beverly Easdiicl clandestine
hnrrw* cHnrtiv KnfVwv*
that
ter of Chicago, sister of the
The tactic,at Satan differ with
bridegroom was a co-hostess with
each one of us. They are not the
same from age to age, and they tavEe1rSnCtt,arS‘ght totiital he had Mrs. Dorothy Vogelsanger at a
reception for 100 guests held ki
are not the
the same fnr
. ..
for nil
all inriim.
indivi- j
danced with Miss Martin at the

Felon Recaptured

-

ww

Vows Are Spoken

•

I
"OPENLY ARRIVED AT*

t,

Tavern Owner-

Mrs. Fett, the waitress, testified
theft But he would tempt us with she did not see Thompson or Miss
unkind thoughts, with indifference Martin at the tavern and that she
toward the, greatest possible issue did not serve them. After consider life, with dissatisfactionover erable questioning, she admitted
our lot. with petty jealousies, with the couple may haw been there
secret desires. He is a very know- but she might not have seen them,
ing individual.He makes a study Police lOiief Lawrence De Witt
of ydur case and mine. He knows testified as to Mrs. Beich’s license
f. FRANK DUFFY
Holland people and his many our weakness,the point at which for dispensing alcoholicbeverages
On behalf of Mrs. Beich, Joe
friends over the country and in we boast of strength.He knows we
are vulnerable.
Reiss, a waiter at the tavern, said
the Industrialfield will remember
It ill becomes us to boast of our he did not see the cbuple but they
J. Frank Duffy as a good citizen
strength as compared with that of may haw been there. Mrs. Beich,
and as an industrious person. > others. We may be housing weak- took the stand in her own defense
His engineering and sales ability nesses and sins quite as perilous said she was too busy behind the
has earned for him and his com- even though they are less conspic- bar to see who came into the place
uous. Boasting itself is the unpro- althoughshe rememberedseeing
panies a wide acquaintance as he
tected spot in our nature and he aome friends there that night.
had been connected with Duffy knows how to find the joint in our
Serving on the jury were Misses
Manufacturing and Duffy Latex harness.
Ruth Pellegromand Edna HolleCompanies for more than 30 years. We ought not to underesUmate stelle, Mrs. James Van Zylen, Mrs.
He was one of the original de- either the enemy or the serious- Stephen Vozar, Casper Pippel and
ness of the conflict. Paul makes a Frank Fisher.
velopers of the process tor the
good case, for the strength, the
rubber-steeladhesion and the holdaggressiveness,and the craftiness
er of a great many patents in this of our spiritual opponents. Anyone
who has tried to live as a Chrisfield.
Mr. Duffy was well known in tian should must have found how
many foes he has had to come up
his adopted city of Holland, havagainst. It is the fashion to laugh
ing moved to Holland from Chi- at the devil and to mock at the
cago some 31 years ago.
thought of his personal temptaAlton W. Pickett, 27, former
In the more than a quarter of a tions. He is here and everywhere
Grand Rapids man who in 1941 shot
century that he was a resident of in the Bible represented as a perand blinded DetectiveBurton K.
Holland his activities in business, son who, either himself or through
Irwin near Holland, was captured
dubs, his church and community his subjects,even as he did to
Tuesday by state police who surprojects will long be remembered. Christ in the wilderness.It is
rounded a farm home near RandHolland' can be happy that J. dangerous?to underrate the enemy.
ville in the Upper Peninsula after
Frank Duffy came to our city 31 Many an earthly battle has thus
Pickett had escaped from a North
TOrs ago.
been lost, as Braddock did his by
em Michiganprison farm at Marunderratingthe French and In- quette a week earlier.

One year 53 00; six months 32.00;
three months, 51.00; single copy 10c.
Subscriptions payable In advance and
will be promptly discontinuedIf not
renewed.
Subscriberswill confer a favor by
reporting promptly any Irregularity
fa delivery.Write or Phone 3191.
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Seemed Sweltering,
But It Was Only Average

July

•People who thought July

Rain Halts
fa Sixth

wm
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HoDtod Township Clerk
Holland township issued 31 building permits valued at $301,000 during July, according to Clerk Walter
A. Vander Hear.
Hie total included nine new
homes, seven residential alterations, 11 new garages, two commercial alterations, one warehouse
and one school.
During June a total of 23 permits
valued at $61,850 were issued. They
Included five new homes, nine residential alterations, one club house
and eight garages.

hung;

•weltering are in for a aurpriae

... the weather waa really quite
normal. Those scorching days

than

eooler

July

Tab

Judge Cuts

A

earlier in the month were more
than offset by cooler weather
later. Actually, it waa even
slighti|r

Rinl Wins

For ‘Humiliatkffl

Again

four-run outburst in ttw aae-

ond inning and

an outburst of rain

in the sixth pushed Hottand'g Fly-

last

(Special) — Circuit

ALLEGAN

year.

ing

Dutchmen to an

abbreviated,

5-2 victory over the Grand Haven
Judge Raymond L. Smith put a
Athletics Monday ni#ft at Riverlower price tag on the "humiliaview Park.
tion, shame, sense of outrage and
mental suffering" of an Otsego The win did two things far the
truck drivr who won a recent false Dutchmen— avenged ait earlier dearrest suit than did the jury feat at the hands of the Athletics
when Grand Haven clipped Holwhich heard the case.
Hie maximum was 93, compared
In an opinion filed at Allegan, land, 2-1, in 10 innings, and riioyed
with 95 in 1952, 88 in 1951, 90 Judge Smith allowed damages the Dutchmen into the top spot of
in 1950 and 96 in 1949. The mini- totaling $500 to Homer Jackson, the SouthwesternMichigan Basemum temperature was 48, com- Otsego, who had won a $1,330.28 ball league’s second half with a
pared with 48 in 1952, 42 in 1951, judgment when he took his false 4-1 record. *
Righthander Willie Rink limit46 in 1950 and 51 in 1949.
arrest case before a jury in June.
The average temperature was Jackson charged that Irwin Ro- ed the Atbleticea to five hits in
73.6, compared with 74.8 in 1952, mans. Otsego police officer,had the six innings he pitched. The
60.4 in 1951, 69 in 1950 andi75.3 falsely arrested him for reckless game was halted at the end of
in 1949. Average maximum tem- driving following an accidentin Grand Haven’# half of the sixth.
Rink struck out 10 men, and
perature was 84.6 in 1953, com- Otsego. He was found not guilty
pared with 85.6 in 1952, 81.7 in of the charge after his attorney seemed to fan Athletics when it
1951, 80.4 in 1950 and 86.6 in pointed out that there were no counted the moat An error and a
1949. Average minimum temper- witnesses to the accident and hit gave them a one-run lead in
ature was 62.5 in 1953, 64 in that Jackson had been arrested as the first, and then stretchedit
1952, 57.1 in 1951, 57.6 in 1950 and he walked home from the scene to two in the second on the same
combination.
64 in 1949.
with a fender over his shoulder.
Terry Burns was stranded on
Prec^)itation amounted to 2.62
In. addition to damages for "husecond in the first after hi* double,
inches or .11 inch above normal. miliation,shame etc. Jackson askbut the Dutchmen rammed out
Precipitation in other years was ed $330.28 for alleged loss of profour hits for four counters in the
5.26 in 1952. 1.88 in 1951, 4.23 in fits from two truck trips to New
second and were never headed af
1950 and 7.92 inches in 1949.
York. *
ter that.
Precipitation fell on 10 days,
Judge Smith pointed out that
Morrie Witteveen started thf
compared with 12 days in 1952, Jackson had not been charged second with a double to' left and
Six days in 1951. 12 days in 1950 with a "heinious crime, only a Lou Humbert walked. Clare Van
•and eight days in 1949. Greatest traffic violation" and indicated Liere drove both men home with
precipitationin 24 houns was .94 that Jackson had been arrested a double to center, but Alden
inch, compared with 1.59 inches prevouslyfor such violations.As Klomparens hit into an infield out.
in 1952. .50 inch in 1951, 1.31 for the trips to New York. Smith
Willie Rink walked, but was
inches in 1950 and 2.60 inches in said they had only been delayed. forced at second by Ron Fortney.
Jackson had the choice of ac- Van Liere came home, however, on
1949.
cepting the opinion or asking for a the fielder’s choice and was folnew trial within 15 days.
lowed moments later by Fortney
Official Cities Results
when Bums «lemmed his second

According to Charles A. Steketae who compilesweather data
for Holland, the average temperature for the month was 73.6 or
1.9 degrees above normal. Average temperaturelast year was
74A or 3.1 degrees above normal.

Former Holland Resident
Succumbs
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fb« L«nnox Fumac* Company, worlds largest manu-
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New Subdivision
Being Developed

r

to
fit your Individual requirements for gas, Oil, or cool.
Lennox dealers ore factorytrained heatingexperts.

At Your Service
Day * Night

agent.

Koop Heating

New

Bids Let

HEATING IS OUR BUSINESS
A SIDELINE
Pk. 6-6828

See The

furnished by Mrs. Jack Daniels, of
Hope Reformed Church, Holland.

New 1953

Mortin Outboard Motors

Sportsman Boat

Trailers

at

&

H.
121 w.

M

B. Super Service

st

none 7777

Don Hartyeriak•— Hen# Blok

KAISER

She sang “Thanks" O’Hara and
‘Trustingin Thee” Fickhorn in
the evening. Miss Antoinette Van
Koevering was her accompanist.
The annual picnic of the Prjscilla and Aquila Society of the
Second Reformed Church will be
held on Wednesday, Aug. 12 at 6
o’clock at the cottage of Nelson
Van Koeveringat Idlewood Beach.
Members will bring their own food
and table service. Rolls and oof
fee will be provided.

- FRAZER

WILLYS - OVERLAND PRODUCTS

-

CompJett Service

‘ URITED
1
‘

Dtpartm/rt J

MOTOR SALES
•

713-33 Michigan Avenne

Phone 7221
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DIAMOND SIGNS ARE WARNING SIGNS

HEEOTIeirWarning!
LET

US

sneers*'

I t

V
\

j

I

I YOUR
ivu* BRAKES
v*”**'*
I WHEEL BALANCE
x^rro TIRES f

Bob’! De Rooyer Chevrolet, Inc.
RIVER at 9TH

STREET

RHONE

2316

Corp. Garry H. Nyboer, aon of
Mr. and Mra. John ' Nyboer,
route 1, Hamilton, la home
from Korea and on a 30-day
furlough at hit homo. Ha waa
inducted Into tho Army on
Jan. 81, 1952 and received baaio
training at Camp Brockenridge. Ky. From there he want

to Korea, leaving June

Although fanning ia one of the
obtest human occupattona,the
teaching of agriculturein schook
» of enventtue* meat date.

prices.

The Tamily-styledinner is •
complete meal accompanied by a
large portion of potatoes, vegetables and hot fresh rolls,all served in individualbowls. The food is
prepared in the most delectable
manner and served by a staff of
elfcient and courteous waitresses,
. The Hub has a well-equipped
private dining room and caters to
large numbers of parties and banquets. It also features specialdinners each day which are priced
just right for the average working man.

Associating the

name

"Van

Raalte" with fine foods, Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Van Raalte, managers
and owners of the Hub, have been
serving •- West Michigan its best
meals for approximately 10 years.
Both have been in the restaurant
business for more than 20 years
and their experience is the best
assurance of the finest
During the hot summer months
why not drop in at the Hub where
you will find the best in eating
pleasure. The restaurant is located at 154 East Main St» Zeeland,

At

Two Allegan

Gomera island of the Canary
group is gored by deep canyons

Sites

ALLEGAN (Special) -Mrs. Gale running to tha sea.
Grable, Otsego, chairman of the
blood program for the Allegan
county Red Cross chapter, has
announced dates for two area
bood clinics.
She said the Michigan Health
Department’s mobile unit would
be at the Allegan Eagles Hall
Monday, Aug. 31, from 2 to 8 p.m.
at the Otsego Elks lodge Sept. 1
Repair All Kinds
and 2, from 2 to 8 p.m. each day.
Mrs. Grable said this would be
Of Leaky Roofs!
the only time this year that residents of the Otsego and Allegan
Wall racovar old roofi
areas would be asked to donate
like saw
install now

—
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•

raasonably. Esti-

GEO.

• RESIDENTIAL

CO.

ESSENBUR8

HUBEROID PRODUCTS

ELECTRIC CO.

29 East 6tk Street

80 Wast Sth
—
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— —

PHONE 3826

Phona 4611
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Scrappy loyt:

Here’s a fish to be proud of. And Frank Van Dine, route 1, feela
pretty good about thi* particularcatch, a 22-inch large-mouthed
black bass weighing 51/, pounds which he caught in Holts lake
near Castle Park. Van Dine, a longtime angler, caught the fish while
casting from a boat. He used a Heddon Vamp plug on a 12-pound

m

0?

Tha biggest sourcas of scrap are metalfactories and railroads — 7 billion and
4 billion tons.

always buying

SCRAP

matarial}

test line.

fit

rev*

On

in Newaygo County to John W.
Swartz who died in 1934. She was

rive learns lie

a

For

Low

Jan. 18, 1891Bshe was married

member

of First

With OS’s

SAUGATUCK (Special)-Five
teams tied for top honors in tHb
Western Michigan PGA Pro-Am
tournament at Saugatuck Golf
Course Monday with seven under

Lansing.

%

Louis Padnos Iron & Metal Co.
120

lUm Ave

IMUnd, Mich.

Reformed

Church and was active in the Ladies Aid and Woman's Bible Class.
Survivingare t w o daughters,
Mrs. Bouwman and Mrs. Emma
Tyler, both of Detroit; two sons,
Joseph of Grand Haven and Raymond of Detroit; one sister, Mrs.
Minnie Swarts, and one brother.
Lambert Jlinkus, both of Grand
Rapids: seven grandchildren and

par 65’s.
Lone Holland winner was M. K
Disbrow who shot a b*vt ball oi eight great grandchildren.
Beechwood Reformed Church of 65 with pro Ken White of Battle
which the Rev. John Bones is Creek.
The exact age of only one woman
pastor will soon have an addition
Others matching the 65 were J. is stated in the Bible. She was
at the rear of the present church.
Blood and C. Morgan, Baak | Sarah, half-sister and wife of AbraBids for the new addition Vhich Creek; Ken White, Battle Creek
ham In Genesis 17:17 she is dewill have a basement and ’two and Ed Haas, Albion; J. Carsok
scribed as 90 years old, and again
floors were let at a meeting of the and W. Reynolds, Gull Lake; and
in Genesis 23:1 her age is given as
consistory Monday night. The fol- Bob Herrford and S. Gallacher 127 at the time of her death.
lowing bids were approved: Russell Lamar, general construction,
Pro J. Blood took low honors
$54,944; Northsidc Electric, $5,- with a gross 68 followed 6.v J
000; William Kool Plumbing. $3,- C«rsok and Herrford with 70's and
403.15; Peerbolt Sheet Metal, $2,- home pro lx)rin Shook with a 72.
488; total. $65.835.15..
Play was by the metropolitan
DODGE - PLYMOUTH
The addition will have Sunday system with one pro teaming up:
owner*
school class rooms, a societyroom, with three partnersmaking up

2,000 MOTORISTS
JOIN

STATE FARM

MUTUAL

EVERY WORKING DAY TO GET

LOW COST

AUTOMOSILE INSURANCE
BEN VAN LENTE, Agent
177 Collag# Avenue

Phone 7133

1

I

j

Quality Baked

Goods

NOTICE

j

consistory room, nursery and ad- three individual best-ball teams
ditional toilet facilities.Main reaMore than 50 golfers from
son for the addition is the grow- (hroughoutWestern Michigan
ing Sunday school which current- competed in the 18-hole match.
ly has an average attendance of

YOUR SATISFACTION

more than 400.
Mrs. Alice Swartz Dies
Serving on the building committee are John Voss, chairman, In Grand Haven at 77
Harold Borgman, Harve Keahe.
GRAND HAVEN (Special) -Mrs.
Case Israels, Gerald Gcbben and
Ernie Wanrooy. J. and G. Daver- Alice Swartz, 77, of 322Va Fulton
man are architects for the addi- St., died Monday morning at the
tion.
home of her daughter, Mrs. Claude
Beechwood Church was organiz- Bouwman, in Detroit where she had
ed early in 1944 and in July of been viaitingfor the past three
that year the congregation called months. She suffereda stroke eight
the Rev. John Benes who was weeks ago and had been critically
serving a church in South JIaven ill for the past week. She was born
at the time. Until his arrival in in the NetherlandsAug. 29, 1875
October, 1944, the church had been and came to the United States at
supplied by visiting ministers. the age of six.
Constructionon the colonial She was formerly Alice Rinkus.
church was begun in the spring of'
1946 and the building which has
an auditoriumwhich seats about
450 persons was completed at a
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cost of $50;000 to $60,00.

29,

1952, and arrived July 29. Ha
aerved with tha 461at Infantry
Haavy Mortar Battalionaa
wire man and switchboard operator In Korea. Bafore anterIng aervlceha waa amployad at
Hamilton Supply Co.

Hub

The Hub, air-conditionedrestaurant In Zeeland, is fast becoming the by-word in eating places
In this section with its fine, family-style dinners and its moderate

blood.

Church Addition

formed Church on Sunday was

at

Blood Clinics Scheduled

Zeeland
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facturing engineers of worm
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heating equipment
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lacher, Lanelng. Standing, (left to right) first

There has been a great deal of
Holland registeredan extra run interestin the new residentialdein its last frame at the plate. Fort- velopment opened in the southney opened the fifth with a triple west part of Holland. This deand scored when Bums clobbered velopmentdesignated as the Wildwood Subdivision is located behis third hit.
For the Athletics,the loss was tween 28th and 31st St. and extheir first in second-halfplay tends east from Ottawa Ave. to a
The Citizens Schobl committee They now stand second in the point approximately250 feet east
which was appointedabout two league with a 3-1 showing.
of HarrisonAve.
months ago to promote floatinga
The site was obtained by a
5900,000bond issue for elementary
group of local citizens with the
schools in Holland will hold an orthought in mind that if the city
ganizational meeting Aug. 27 to
was to have a well-planned resiwhich all interestedpersons are indential development, now was the
vited. Place of the meeting will be
Mrs. Dorothy Westergardand opportunetime to start.
announcedlater, according to Hans daughter, Judith, of Detroit were
Among the major items to conSu/enaar, committee chaimian.
week-end guests at the home of sider in seeking a location for a
The citizensco/nmittee, consist- Mr. and Mrs. Howard Hoffman new home are availabilityof utiling mainly of representativesof the East Central Ave.
ities. types of homes to be built
four PTA’s and local civic groups,
Zeeland teachers who attended in the area, nearnessto schools,
was formed by Board of Education the annual Summer Veterans’ Ag churchesand shopping center and
action. Previous meetings concern- teachers meetings at MSC the police and fire protection.
ed mainly organizationalproblems past week included Howard BernConsiderable study was made by
and ihvolved work on facts and son, Sigu&rd Matieson and Her- members of the group in drawing
figures. This preliminary work has bert De Kline.
up a set of building restrictions
now been completed, and leaders The Rev. and Mrs. Leonard Bos- governing construction of homes
of the smaller committees are senbroek and son, Carl, of Harris- in the area. A committeefrom the
ready to get the entire program on. S. D.f are visiting relativesin group will screen all building
set up to get the. information over Zeeland and vicinity.
plans and specifications
to be sure
to the public.
Miss Cecelia Ver Hage and Miss they meet with restrictions.
The S900.000 figure includes a Gertrude Kaper left Saturday for
In workng out details for the
fifth elementary school and site ex- a pleasure trip to places of in- new development, the grouf) workpansion and in some cases building terest in the East.
ed closely with city official/! and
expansion at the other elementary Mr. and Mrs. Earl R. Moerdyk the planning commissionto assure
«
and son. Bob, of Crete, 111., and themselves that the street layout
Miss Karen Long of Chicago and plat would meet all requireHeights were week-end visitors at ments of the city zoning ordinFined, Jailed
the home of their parents,Mr. and ances.
GRAND HAVEN (Special )-Mre. Mrs. P. T. Moerdyk, Central Ave.
Owners of the site are not in
Inez Deal, 34, of 415 North Sixth
Work is progressing on the new the real estate business and to be
St., Grand Haven, was sentenced
city parking lot back of the City sure that all details on the sale
by JusticeT. A. Husted Monday to
Hall. Some trees are being taken of lots are properly handled, they
pay $20 fine, $7.35 costs and serve
out to make room for the new have selected a local realtor as
three days in the county jail on a
lot. The lot will accommodate 30 their
disorderly charge placed against
to 35 cars for daytime parking for
her by city police Sunday morning.
customers and merchants on the
south side similar to that now
The passenger pigeon, now ex- available on the north side of the
(or
tinct, outnumbered every other
business section. It also provides a
kind of bird on the North Americonvenient place for those going
can continent in the middle of the
to the city hall.
19th centuhy.
Special music at the Second Re-

To Meet Aug.

credited with the discovery of the
friction match in 1827.

120

Saugatuck Golf Couree Monday. Kneeling (left
to right) are: Bob Herrford, Lanelng; Ken White,
Battle Creek; C. Morgan, Battle Creek: S. Gal-

unidentified,John Blood, Battle Creek; Lorln
Shook, Saugatuck: and Johp Caraok, Gull Lake.
Blood shot a 68 to take low honors among the
visiting pros. Not pietbred are M. K. Disbrow,
Holland;Ed Haas, Albion; W. Reynolds, Gull
Lake.
(Sentinelphoto)

School Committee

John Walger. a druggist of
Durham, England, generally Is

—NOT

Five teame tied for low honors with seven under
par 65's out of a field of 50 that teed off in the
Western Michigan PGA Pro-Am tournament' at

hit into right field.

ALLEGAN (Special)— William
K. Ickes, audiologistfor the Michigan Association for Better Hearing who completed three days of
hearing tests here Friday, said
"hearing loss can often be stopped
and sometimes cured."
The three-day clinic held here
was designed to follow-up on 14
hearing loss cases discovered
through tests conducted at last
fall’s Allegan county fair.
Reports on th^new tests were
mail^ to each individual’s doctor,
Ickes said. "Modern testing equipment makes it possible to detect
loss of hearing before the individual may become aware of the condition. making early treatment
possible,"he said.

in

ZEELAND (Special) -Mrs. Wllhelmina Meyer, formerly of 259
East 11th St., Holland, died Monday morning in Huizinga Memorial
HospitalShe was 84.
Mrs. Meyer had been making
her home with her daughter, Mrs.
Oscar Winstrom of Zeeand.
Mrs. Meyer is survived by three
sons, Fred A. Meyer and John H.
Meyer of Holland, and Louis Moyer of Petoskey; three daughters,
Mrs. Oscar Winstrom, Zeeland,
Mrs. Omar Cooper, Chicago, and
Mrs. Lesley Merrit, Tacoma,
Wash.; two sons-in-law,George
Eating,New York City, and Henry
Overway, Holland; 14 grandchil
dren and 19 great grandchildren.

1

Of Hearing Tests
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Totals Building Permits
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Elzinga Pitches

By Woody Guernsey
Here’s one fan’s answer to
the slack attendancearound
local diamonds:
After reading a Grandstand-*

For 5-3 Victory

Kon's biggest upets Friday night as

5-3

on a

three-

Van Tongeren field. In
the other game Moose pulled a
hitter at

with a single in their half of the
frame when the leadoff man
singled, and moved around on an
error, fielder's choice, and passed
ball.

In the second inning the VFW
leadoff man walked, and a double
drove him home with the losers’
last run. North Holland pitcher
Bob Elzinga pitched hitless ball
from there on.
In the third inning the winners
wasted a triple, then scored a run
on three errors and a passed ball,
to tie it up. They*movedahead
for keeps in the fifth frame when
a triple and fielder’s choice scored
one run and a stolen base, error
and wild pitch brought in another.
In the sixth inning, when it was
too late, VFW pitcher Hog Schutt
bore down and fanned the side.

Dop

Dogs, because of their close
associationwith man through the
ages, have become a sacred sym-

RiveryiewPark, and likewise
Van Tongeren Field. A situa-

bol in the religionof certain peo-

ples. Buddhists, for instance, believe that animals 4re the reincarThe gentleman has a point— nation of humans who have sinned
but compare our bugs with the while llvihg on earth. This fact a
ones that stopped a ball game in few years ago saved the lives of

>

North Holland bounced back

By Peter Bof|t
Pritcte* Lecture To

fight the mosquito situationat

tion that

mild upset of their own, knocking
off Barber Fords 4-1.
Bob Elzinga for North Holland
pitched air-tight ball after the second inning, and his mates gave
him superb support in the field,
committing Just one error. The
winners made their hits count,
collecting at least one run in every
inning they hit safely.
In Moose’s shocker both teams
turned in two-hitters,but Fords’
pitching sprung a leak to give the
winners three shady runs and the
ball
VFW wasted no time in picking
up a pair of first inning runs. The
first two men to the plate scored,
one on a single, error, wild pitch
and single, and the other on a
iingle, fielder’s choice, stolen base
and wild pitch.

game.

Dog Notes

ing story regarding fan interest! I considermyself a
fan of all Holland sports.
But I find it impossible to

North Holland authored one of
the City Softball Leamie seas-

VFW

1953

Grandstanding...

Three-Hit Ball

it edged

6,

“Water, water everywhere and even a few drops
for sprinkllngl’^That'sthe old saying with new
words that has been going around Zeeland for the
last couple of days. Reason for all the rejoicing
is that additional water is finally being pumped into the city’s supply from the new Riley St. wells.
After a long series of tests, the water was pumped
Into the system for the first time early Thursday.
The “no sprinkling’’ edict was promptly lifted and
an evening sprinklingschedule was adopted. Un-

Saugatuck
(From Saturday’s Sentinel)
B. Carr and her
daughter, Carolyn Carr, and Miss
Jessie Veits entertained about 30
guests at a bridal shower Tuesday

Mrs. Warren

evening in honor of Miss Elizabeth
Barr.

limited sprinklingwill not be allowed until pumps
for the other two welts are installed. On the scene
at the corner of Main Ave. and Carlton 8t. as City

Water foreman George Schout tdrns the valve to
new water enter the mains are (left to
right) Mayor Robert S. De Bruyn, Chairman of the
Board of Public Works Elmer Hartgerink, BPW
member Peter Brill, Schout and City Clerk John
let the

Holleman.
(Prince Studio photo)

Spear St. making it a convenient
place for fishermen and others to
launch their small boats from cars
or carrying trailers. The street
end will be reserved for this purpose only.
Charles Jackson and son Loren
of Pinehurst, Wash., visitedhis
sister Mrs. Joseph Woodall this
past week. They came by plane
and while here purchased two new
cars which they will drive back to
Washington. They left Wednesday

Fireworks Will Be

Day

Used Labor
GRAND HAVEN

(

Special )-Sat-

urday night’s storm cancelled the
big fireworks display at the Coast

MOST cities control.
A ScratchingFan.

the Southern Minnesota League innumerable dop in China, A
last week. Imagine seeing the no- campaign against stray dogs was
tation “Called at the end of seven started by the city officials of Kibecause of flies” after the box angtu and Changshu in Kianpu
score. But that’s what happened. Province, and, because of the city
It was a night game between fathers’orders, the Buddhists beWinona and Austin, and after came very active in the dop’ beseven innings the fish flies were half.
In these two Chinese cities
so thick around the lights that
the field was blacked out A 15- stray dogs were collected by
minute period of darkness— man Buddhist worshippersand placed
made, this time— had no effect ex- in reservations at the outskirts
cept to allow more of the tiny of the dty to prevent the local
diamond enthusiasts time to buzz dog catchers from impoundingand
over from the nearby Mississippi executingthem. Every morning
River and join their little friends. Buddhists prints preach to the
The mosquitoes are a nuisance, dogs in an attempt to teach them
but things could be worse. We not to become nuisances to /me
haven’t lost a ball game to them community.Dogs that were especialy unruly were given individual
yet.
lectures by the highest priests.
Detroit Edison Post ran away When a dog was consideredto
with the State American Legion have absorbed the teachinp of
Baseball title at Bay City last the priests he was either placed in
Saturday, smothering Ironwood a private home or turned at large.
19-4 in the finals. In the first At last* reports there were 200
rouod Grand Rapids’ entry had dogs in the reservationsmaintainblanked the new state champs 8- ed by Buddhistsin Kiangtu and
0, but ironicallyenough it was Changshu.
Ironwood that edged the Furniture City boys 3-2 and ruined
their first trip to the state finals
in over 20 year. Sometimes baseballs get in a few crazy hops
of their own.
Actually! Ironwood’swin over

Train Him to Mind
If you want your dog to be dependable, obedient and safe, don't
fondle him constantly and don’t
permit him to do as he pleases.
Over-indulgencemay’lead to unGrand Rapids was something in pleasantness and regret when you
the nature of a gift. The losers discover you have an unruly dog
were ahead 2-1 in the top of the who may bite someone or destroy
ninth when the leadoff man sing- a neighbor’s property. You should
led. The next two batters fanned, restrain and punish him when he
and then the Grand Rapids left misbehaves and keep him fairly
fielder turned in a three-base er- under control at all times. Of

A

Holland Wave Is among those being honored today on the '11th
Anniversary of the founding of the Waves as a unit of the U.8.
Naval Service.Miss Alma Plakke (left) Is the daughter of of Mr.
and Mrs. Cornelius Plakke. 229 Howard Ave. She Is Chief Shlp.Clerk,
USN, and serves as the Wave AdministrativeOfficer at the Naval
Air Technical Training Center, Jacksonville,Fla. Miss Plakke has
been a Wave since December, 1942. At right is Miss Barbara Leonard, teaman apprentice,of Berkley. Miss Leonard joined in April,
1953.

Guard Festival, but people from
Miss Hilary Fonger of Chicago
the area will have a treat a month
spent a three weeks vacation in
Cal Bosnian led the winners Saugatuck with her grandmother, and Mrs. Woodall accompanied hence when the fireworks will be
with two hits. Bern Slagh, Glenn Mrs. Mary Fuller. Mr. and Mrs. them and will remain for a visit. displayed, plus another program
Ebels, and Elzinga had the other Harold Matscheck were also
Carolyn and Marilyn Winne of during the day.
ror on a single, two runs scored, course, be considerate in your deMany in the crowd were dis- and the Grand Rapids boys dusted mands, and a certain degree of
safeties.For V^W Bill Franks, guests of Mrs. Fuller for the week- Kalamazoo are spending their two
Vera Vande Water and A1 Kraai end and all returned to Chicago weeks vacation with their grand- gruntled when General Chairman off their train tickets.
kindnessshould prevail always.
Sunday evening.
shared the three singles
parents, the Jesse Winnes at New Charles K. Bugielski announced
At least Holland, which dropped Never give a command to your dog
Schutt for VFW walked one and
Mr. and Mrs. EhvinvSmith and Richmond. The Maurice Van Horn that the fireworks were called out. two straight to their neighbors to unless you want him to obey; havstruck out 10. Elzinga walked two daughter of Grand Rapids are family were week-end guests also Bugielski and Fire Chief Henry the east in the district playoffs, ing once given the command, do
Hoebeke gave two reasons for the
spending a week with relativesin of the Winnes.
and fanned the same number
has the consolation of having lost all in ybur power to make sure he
Fords pitching lapsed in the Douglas.
complies. Never give unnecessary
Mrs. "Pershing of Sturgis was a cancellation. One was that the fire- to a club that almost made it.
Mrs. Fred Schroeder, who has week-end guest of her son Irving. works had absorbed moisture
third inning,with four walks that
Bay City, incidentally,enjoyed commands and then not follow
put the first three men on base been visiting her sister. Mrs. WilMrs. Morgan Edgcomb, Jr., is causing them to swell and it was the unique privilege of playing un- them through. A dog will get as
and helped score them. Moose liam Schultz,is leaving today for visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. impossible to place the fireworks, der the eyes of Bay Cty umpires. much pleasure from carrying out
some 28 inches in diameter, in t^e
neglected to gather a base hit Chicago where she will meet Mr. Harold Eldred, in Sterling,HI.
After the tournament, surprisingly your wishes as from having his
heavy steel Kibes.
during the inning,but didn't need Schroeder and they will return
Mrs. Lorraine Burgess and mothenough, there were slight rumb- own way. In fact, the canine mind
next week to their home in Red- er of Grand Rapids are vacation- The men explained that the fireone.
lings to the effect that someone is so constructed that your dog is
But aside from that breakdown wood City, Calif.
ing in Saugatuckand §re rooming works must be set in the tube all other than the host team should happiest when he is obedient and
The Misses Elaine Raczka, Gerri in the Morgan Edgcomb home.
the. way to the txrttom in order to
faithful.
Moose faced a two-hitter, with
furnish the umps. Bay City beat
prevent them from blowing up and
both safetiescoming in the next Raczka, Lillian Banckaert, Katie
Not Disease Carriers
Grand Rapids.
igniting gases at the bottom.
The other day I overheardone
inning as back-to-back doubles in Cheekos and John Bozier of ChiIronwood
used
one
pitcher for
The other reason was that fire- their last three games, and he fin- woman tell another that she didn't
the next inning drove in their last cago, are spending a week’s vaca- Vivian Van Slooten
men stood a chance of losing $1,000
tion at the hoAe of Mrs. Maurice
want a dog in her house because
run.
Honored at Shower
ally tired in their loss to Detroit.
worth of fireworks in the wet But instead of heading for the dogs transmitted diseases to huBob Fortney for Moose also Herbert on Griffith St.
weather. As it was, 50 feet of land
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Gorgas of
mans. This is not so.
hurled a two-hitter,with a wasted
Mrs. Andrew Slager was hostess
showers he simply took a different
barrage which was to have been perspectiveat the batters. He slipAs far as I have been able to
single in the fifth, and one in the Chicago are visiting for two weeks
at a miscellaneous shower Thursa surprise, was destroyed after ped on pads and a mask and set- learn there is practicallyno cansixth that helped drive in a run. with their mother, Mrs. William
Walt Hudzik and Stu Baker had Gorgas, at the Hemingw'ay Cot- day evening honoring Miss Vivian two attempts to mount the display. tled down behind the plate to ine disease which is transmitted
to human beings with the excepMoose’s doubles, while Ken Bau- tage.
Van Slooten who will become the One disgruntledcritic remarked, catch the rest of the game.
tion of rabies.
man and Norm Boeve had Ford’s Mr. and Mrs. Earl Hockin of bride of Gordon Slager next week. "What’s the matter, are you scared of them?" Bugielski replied,
Flint spent the week with their
I have corresponded with promihits.
The shower was held at the home
mother, Mrs. Roy Jarvis.
"We’re not scared of them, but
nent physicians and all tell me
that distemper and colds are not
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Erlebach of Mrs. Glen Slager, 3445 Butter- we respect them because we know
.

!

Susan Thias

Dr.

^
arrived from Melbourne Beach, nut
what they're made of. Some have
Gifts for th " bride-elect were 5,.j pounds of dynamite in them."
Fla., for a vacation in the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Hascall Pierce on placed under a decorated umbrella. Games were flayed with prizes
the New Richmond Road.
for
A family reunion and potluck being awarded to Mrs. Bruce Van
dinner was held at the home of Voorst, Mrs. Bernard Van Voorst
County officers,employes and Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Birkholz Sun- and Mrs. Gerald Slager.
Guests included the Mesdames
supervisors, with their families, day afternoon; relatives and
will gather at Camp Pottawa- guests from Hammond, Ind., Mus- Peter Slager, Gerald Slager, Andy
tomie, southwest of Grand Hav- kegon and Fennville attended. De Vries, Bill De Does, A1 Slager,
Dick Mochmer and John Stuut and
en, on Aug 2 for their annual About 25 were thei'e.
picnic. Events will begin at 10:30
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Howe and Miss Betty Slager. all of Kalamaun.
daughter Lucille of Cedar Falls, zoo; Mrs. Art Slager of Spring
The Board of Supervisors,at its Iowa, are visiting friends and rela- Lake and the following from /HolApril session, aet aside Aug. 12 as tives in Douglas and Saugatuck. land: Mrs. James Slager,Mrs. Ada day for recreation for all coun- Mrs. Howe is the former Marguer- rian Woldring,Mrs. Con Slager,
Mrs. Henry Slager, Miss Ardith
ty employes,- and are closing the ite Walker of Douglas.
Court House in Grand Haven all
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Tuttle and Wyrick, the Mesdames Ray Bekius,
day for the event.
daughter Virginia of Honolulu. John Van Voorst, Bob Van Voorst,
Ice cream and lemonade will be Hawaii, visitedMr. and Mrs. Ed Howard Van Voorst and Miss
furnished free, although each Wark and family Wednesday. Mr. Elaine Van Voorst.
The Mesdames Bernard Van
family will bring its own basket Tuttle has been employed in govlunch.
ernment work in Hawaii for 35 Voorst, Jacob Van Voorst. Bruce
Members of the corranitteein years and expects to retire in three Van Voorst, Henry Van Voorst, Sr.,
Chris Van Slooten, Luther Slager,
charge, elected last year, are years.
Glen
Slager. Andy Slager and the
Rev. Nagle of Vermontville will
Sheriff Gerald Vanderbeek, gen-

County Picnic

Set

Aug. 12

Engagement Told

eral chairman; Deputy Register be the guest preacher at the morn- guest of honor.
Miss Van Slooten also was honof Deeds Ruth Beukema, vice ing service at the Douglas Conored at a shower given last week
chairman, and Mrs. Minnie Haner gregational Church Sunday.
Mrs. Clifford Dengler accompan- Tuesday by her mother, Mrs. Chris
of the agricultural office, secreied Mr. and Mrs. Orville Millar Van Slooten, and one last Thursday
tary-treasurer.
Committee chaimen are pro- when they returned to Douglas given by her sister, Mrs. Paul
gram, Harris Nieusma and Eu- from Ithaca, N.Y., and has been Raggl.
gene Dice; refreshments,Fred visiting in Douglas; she is now
Den Herder; finance,Mrs. Haner; visitingin the home of her son, Mrs. Emma R. Gerth, 83,
nominating, Miss Jennie Kauf- Cliffordand family in Holland.
man, and publicity,Mrs. Kather- Mrs. Ed Wark celebratedher Dies in Grand Haven
82nd birthday July 28.
ine Headley.
GRAND HAVEN (Special i
Eleanor Koning of Chicago and
The public is asked to note that
Mrs. Emma R. Gerth, 83, died
the
Irwin
Koning
family
of
Detroit
the Court House will be closed
about 7 p.tn. Friday at the home
visited their parents,Mr. and Mrs.
that day.
of her daughter, Mrs. William
Ira Koning last week.
George Chase and family of Hammond on South Ferry St. in
Grand Haven Township.
Judgments Awarded
Grand Rapids visited his mother,
She was born Emma Chappell
Mrs.
Katherine Chase, last week.
By Circuit Court
in Chicago Dec. 21, 1869, and came
George has gone to California to Grand Haven from there in
where he will be employed, and
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
1905. 'She was married May 14,
Judgment for ejection of possession as soon as he locates a home there 1895 to Charles Gerth, a farmer,
of the premises was awarded the he will send for his family.
who died Dec. 1, 1950. She was a
North Shore Marina, Inc., vs. Helen De Greatano, granddaugh- member of the DAR.
Charles Larson and Bernice Lar- ter of Mrs. Helen Everett, visited
Besides Mrs. Hammond she is
son, in the Ottawa Circuit Court here before going to spend 10 days survived by another » daughter
PYiday afternoon, plus costs of at the YWCA Camp at Scott Lake Mrs. Bruno Schroedeter, of Grand
$26.90, The premises are located near Pullman.
Haven Township: one sister, Mrs.
A son, Michael, was born to Mr. Ida Clarke of Chicago and one
across Grand River on the North
and Mrs. Robert Peel July 22 in brother. Willard Chappell of Shel’
A Judgment of $1,056.55,plus Doughu Hospital.
by; eight grandchildren and three
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Anderson have great grandchildren.
$26.60 costs, was awarded Friday

-

Engaged

..

.

,

transmitted except in rare cases.

In a nuptial high mass at St. Then it is usually because infecPeter’s Church, Douglas, on Sat- tion from the dog has come in
urday, July 18, Miss Susan Thias direct contact with an open cut on
became the bride of C/3 Phillip a human.
L. Boyer, IL S. Navy. The Rev.
You don’t have to avoid your
William J. Hoogterp performed dog if he is ill. Instead give him
the double ring ceremony.
care and attention and don't worThe bride’s parents are Mr. and ry about catching his ailment—
Mrs. Henry Thias of route 1, Hol- you won’t.
land. Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Boyer
of Kalamazoo are parents of the
First Baptist Church
the groom.
Soloist was Miss Lelia Ibarra
of Fennville,who sang “Ave Has Picnic in Zeeland
Maria,” and organistwas Mrs
William Wilson of Saugatuck First Baptist Chdrch members
White gladioli decorated the And guests gathered at Zeeland
Park last Monday evening for the
chuith altar.
Escorted to the altar by her annual Sunday School picnic.The
father, the bride chose a gown group was transported by car and
of French Chantillylace with

man-

George Thias served as best
man and Louis Thias war usher.
They are brothers of the

bride.

Wedding breakfast was

bus.

Mercy Academy, Grand Rapids

'

Games were

Henry Nieboer and Mrs. Ben
Lubbers, park arrangements;L. J.
Mannes and George Banks, re-

freshments;Mrs. L. J. Mannes,
Mrs. Charles De Jonge and Mrs.
Arthur Banks, food and menu;
Milton Lower and Arthur Banks,
transportation;Charles De Jonge
and Paul King, finance; Mr. and
Mrs. John Kaiser, games and recreation; Henry Nieboer and the
Rev. and Mrs. Dannenberg, program committee.
Services at the First Baptist
Church are held at 11 a.tih and
7 :30 p.m. each Sunday and in conjunction with the usual evening
service nbxt Sunday there Will be

Tha church is
and attended the school of nursing located on the comer of 19th St.
at St. Lawrence,Lansing. She has and Pine Ave.
been employed at Douglas Hospital. The groom, a graduate of
Kalamazoo Central, entered ser- Fire Board Okays
vice In 1951. Following his disThree Applications
charge, the newlyweds will make
their home in Kalamazoo.
The Fire Dtatrict, Board Friday

Inspects Local Hospital
Lo Vonne Evdyn Nichols
Dr. Gaylord R. Hess, of Chicago,
Mrs. Evelyn Nichols of 330 West | representing the Joint Commission
13th St./ announces the engage- on Accreditationof Hospitals,spent
ment of her daughter, La Vonne Thursday at Holland Hospital inEvelyn, to Louis Uildriks,sop of specting facilities and medical reMr. and Mrs. Louis Uildriks,640 cords, Director Fred Burd said toLincoln Ave.
day. The results of Dr. Hess’ study
will be announcedat a later date.
The word “orgies” comes from
a -Greek word meaning "secret
Bogota is the capital of Colomrites.”

bia.

Holland collegestudents were among the 200 Air Force ROTC
cadets awarded certificatesof service after a four-weeksummer
encampment at Bryan Air Force Base Texas. They are Ed gar D.
Prince,left, son of Mrs. Edith Prince, 75 West 17th St., and the lata
Peter Prince, and Jack W. Hobeck, son of Mr. and Mra. J. W.
Hobeck, South Shore Dr. Training included observationof the typical
Jet training base from the officer's point of view, and flying, as a
passenger, In the T-33 Lockheed Jet Trainer. The cadets will be
commissionedsecond lieutenantsin the U.S. Air Force after collte*

Two

played in the afternoon and evening and the day was
climaxed with an inspirational
meeting of special music, couwes
and a short message by the pastor, the Rev. Earl Dannenberg. The
devotionalmeeting was lead by Mr.
and Mrs. Don Brink who also provided specialmusic.
Serving on committees were Mrs.
»

served
at the Tara to the immedate family and close friends. In the afternoon, a reception for 80 guests
was beW at the bride’s home.
The couple left for San Diego,
California, where the groom is a number of Christians baptized.
stationed with the Navy. For go- Special music win be pfcvided by
ing away, the bride wore a blue Miss Shirley Smith who will play
linen suit with white accessories her marimba. Congregational singand a corsage of white carnations. ing will be led by Clyde Purdy.
Mrs. Boyer is a graduate of Mt. The public is invited to attend

Shore.

..

Boyer

communicable from a dog to a
human. Skin troubles are also not

darin collar and long fitted sleeves.
The double tulle skirt fell gracefully over satin. Her illusion veil
edge<J with lace was held in place
by a tiara of seed pearls. She carried a colonial bouquet of yellow
and white carnations. Her threestrand pearl necklace was a gift
K^iss Vemo Toms
The engagement of Miss Verna of the groom.
Miss Josephine Anderson as
Tanis to Gordon Evink is announced by her parents, Mr. and Mfc. maid of honor wore a short bolero
Robert Tanis of 242 West 10th St. jacket of yellow taffeta over her
Mr. Evink is the son of Mr. and gown styled V’ith strapless bodice
Mrs. Jake Evink .of 3914 Clyde of lace and floor-lengthmatching
Park, Grand Rapids. The couple’s taffeta skirt with tulle overskirt.
wedding will be an event of late Her headpiecewas a tiarra ol
blue and white carnations and she
fall.
carried a matching colonial bouquet.

-

to Grand Rapids Growers, Inc., in- announced the engagement of
dividuallyand as assignee of Wil- their daughter, Jeanne, to Ensign
Two Cars Damaged
liam J. Dykehouse and Donald M. E. John Kleinert of Rockford,
Dykhouse, doing business as Dyk- Mich.
On East Eighth St.
house Brothersof Grand Haven, Mrs. Eva East of Springfield,
vs. John Prawdzik of Spring Lake. 111., is here for the summer at her
Two cars were damaged late
Ths amount represents the balance cottage west of the river.
Saturdayafternoon when they colMr. and Mrs. Kent Davis are lided on East Eighth St. near Gardue on account for goods sold and
delivered and for service rendered living in the Little home for the retson Ave.
summer.
Prawdzik at his request.
Involved were cars driven by
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Herbert Ray Zant, 51, Grand Rapids, headannounce the engagement and ing east on Eighth St., and Jose
Granted
approaching marriage of their Luiz Almanza, 18, of *195 East 17th
GRAND HAVEN (Specila)-A daughter,Laurice Ellen, to Rob- St., driving west on Eighth St.
decree was granted in the ert Chisnell of Holland.
Almanza was ticketed for failing
Circuit Court Friday to
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Peterson of to yield the right of way and makWeaver from Welland Wheaton, HI., spent their vacation ing an improper left hand turn.
both of Holland. The par- in Saugatuck at the home of Mr.
Damage to the Zant ’51 model car
children and Mrs. and Mrs. George Erickson.
was estimated at $200 and at $100
restored her maiden
Harry Npvnham and his crew
... to the ’40 model Afcnanza car,
.faav# been ft work at the end of police said.

To Phillip

Wed

this special service.

graduation.Prince, a mechanical engineering student,will bo graduated from the Universityof Michigan next February. He Is^a salesman this summer at Vandenberg Bulck. Hobeck, %yho has been
a licensedpilot of small craft for two years, will be graduated next
June frorfi Michigan State College.He is majoring In light construe- t
tlon and lumber merchandising. Both Prince and Hobeck are graduates of Holland High School, where Hobeck was prominentIn football, basketballand track. He won a letter In freshman football at
M8C but was forced to quit playing after an operation.

night approved three applications
Royal Neighbors Have
includingone from the R J. Heinz
Co.
Picnic at Kollen Park
The Board said the H. J. Heinz
Co. could dismantleand re-erect
Thirty-threewere present at
a frame /building, 200 by 131 feet
the Royal Neighbor and Juvenile
on their 16th St. property, under
picnic held Thursday evening in
the conditions of their petition.
Also okayed was a request from Kollen Park. Following a potluck
John H. Kempker to erect a supper the group played games.
frame structure at 171 East Prizes were awarded.
The regular meeting of the
Fourth St. and one from G. J. G.
Bron to alt> a garage at 280 East
,

Hamilton
(From Saturday's Seatteel) Pvt. and Mrs. Laveme Aalderink are at Camp Atterbury, Ind.,
where the former is in military

training.

<

•

Mr. and Mrs. John Nyeboer and
daughter, Linda, have returned
home from a three-month visit to
The Netheralands where they visited relatives. The former two art

a South
•

'
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Police Earns

Home Ron Gives

flans Another

New Promotion

North End 8-5,

Off-Street Lot

ZEELAND (Special)—The alertness of Police Sgt. Arthur Lampen
prevented poatlbleheavy fire dam-

Win Over Moose

Zeeland Comici

Lampen, who was

For Their Section
ZEELAND

(Special)—One more
Zeeland's offstreet parking drive Monday night
as City Council approved plans for
another parking lot on Cherry St,

step

was taken in

City Attorney Randall Dekker
was instructedby Council to negotiate a lease with the Boonstra
Mercantile Co. for a lease on prothat is now used as a driveway. Dekker said today that the
lease should be completed latex

Wy
this

week.

The addition of this property
will give the dty two parking
lots south of Main Ave. on Cherry
St. At its last meeting, Council ap-

ZMlIncTa merchants will stage, the annuel Farmer* and Community picnic Aug. IB and II tMs year at the Lawrence Ave. park.
Featured In the Tueeday night
nig* ahow ae apecialentertainment will
be the HoHandalree, Helland’a noted woman barberehop quartet
Left to right are Mre. Mary Anne Miller, lead; Mfe. Betty Comport
baritone; Mre. Phyllle Harlngema, baee, and Mre. Wilma Hill,
tenor. A big day le planned for Wednesday,with * horee-pulllng contest, sports,entertainment and prlxat scheduled.

Zeeland Farmers Picnic
Slated

for

Aug. 18 and 19

Just

promoted

to Sergeant by Zeeland City Council Monday night, smelled smoke
while driving in the police cruiser
shortly after 5 a.m. He turned In
the alarm to the weary Zeeland
Fire Department,which had been
out until after 1 a.m. fighting a
two-barn fire on the Wynand Boa
farm east of the city.
Fire Chief John Van Eden said
the blase book about one-halfhour
to extinguish, and he estimated
the damage at 3300.
Accordingto Van Eden, a big
beaih in the roof of the building

had

apparently smouldered

all

night and had broken Into flames,
which damaged the interior of the
building and finally came through
the roof. Van Eden said the fire
was caused by faulty electrical
wiring. %

If you are short of ready cash, you

n borrow here quickly on your
can

grand-slam home run g
North End Tavern all they needed
for an 8-3 win over Moose at Van
Tongeren field Monday night. In
the other City League softball
game Bareman’s Service and VFW
traded fout'-baggere, with VFW on

Trailer Go., 342 East Main Ave.,
early Tuesday.

Seek Equalization

BRIGHTEN
YOUR BUDGET

oar or other security.

A

age to the Zeeland Truck and
‘South Side’ Merchants

WANT-ADS

top

4-2.

Loans |25 to |500
Phone 9050 or Write
Holland Loan Association
10 W, 8th, Holland
Across from Center Theater

Adv.

Moose touched North End’s Ed
Stille for three runs in the first
inning, but he settled down to pitch
scorelessball from there on, allowing singles in the second, third and
fourth innings.The three first-inning runs came home on a single,
double, pawed ball, two stolen bates and a walk.
Herk Cramer smashed his fourrun homer for North End in the
third Inning after a single and two
walks had loaded the bases. The
winners added a run in the fifth on
a pair of singlesand scored three
more In the seventh on three singles, all to the same spot in left
field, and a pair of bobbles.
Cramer, Del Koop and Bill Zych
each had two of the winner’s hits.
Chick Zych, Rog Beckman, Stan

Burglars Enter

Hand Hone

Police Saturday were Invartga*
W.
7. A. Butler
home at 132 East 26th St sometime
Friday night
Entrance was .gained by prying
up a window on the west side of
the house. A long-handled wrench
and shovel, taken from the -garage
and found nearby, were believed
used in opening the kicked window.'
The bottom of the window had
Wlodarczyk,Case Velderman and
been forced up, ‘ popping the
Stille had one each.
screws and breaking the catches.
Mr. ond Mm. Richard Root*
Jas De Vries had two hits for
Initial investigation revealeda
(Du Soar photo the losers, and Ted Bos, Don Hulst
and Walt Hudzlk had one apiece. power lawn mower, costume JewVFW and Bareman’s both wait- elry and some change missing. The
ed until the fourth inning to crack thieves systematicallywent
the scoring ice, with each team through every room in the house,
opening drawers, moving furniture,
counting a run. Bareman’s did it
on a double and single, and VFW and going through purses and wallets.
on an error, sacrifice and fielder’s
Drawers in a locked hiboy In an
In a garden wedding Saturday
choice.VFW wrapped up the game
/
upstairs room were badly damaged
afternoon at the home of Mr and
in the sixth with three runs, one
on Bob Schutt'shome run. A pair when a screw driver was used to
Mre. Gerald Bolhuis, 1107 South
open them. The key to each drawee,
of sacrifices and a single drove the
Shore Dr., their daughter, Barbara
was lying on top of the piece of
Miss Doris Starring has return- other two in.‘
Jean, became the bride of Richard
furniture.
ed
to
Tustin,
Calif.,
after
a
Ron
Bekius
hit
a
futile
four-bagWilson Raabe, son of Dr. and Mrs.
No one wu home at the time.
Elmer Raabe of Morend. The Rev. month'* visit In the home of her ger in Bareman’s half of the seventh.
Christian Walvoord read the dou- parents, Mr. and Mre. Lee StarVFW's five hits went to Rog
ble ring service at 4 p.m. on the
ting a burglary at the

proved a lot of dty-owned pro:
ZEELAND (Special)—The merpetty Just east of the City Hall
chants of Zeeland will throw out
for parking.
the welcoming carpet for the Two Showers Honor
Action for “south aide" parking
farmers in the surroundingarea
lots was intiated by merchants
Miss Arlene Meiste
on Tuesday and Wednesday,Aug.
North Holland Club Has
on the south side of Main Ave. 18 and 19, when the qnnual ZeelMrs. T^m Slagh was hostess at Picnic at Kollen Park
'who wished for an equalizationof
and Farmers and Community Picthe large lot north of Main.
miscellaneous showers last ThursWork is now in process on the nic is scheduled.
Members of the North Holland
Sponsored by the Zeeland Cham- day and Friday evenings honoring
lot just east of the City Hail and
Home Economics Gub and their
ber
of
Commerce,
the
two-day
Miss
Arlene
Meiste.
The
parties
it will hold about 30 cars on comfamilies gatheredat Kollen Park
event has drawn large crowds for
pletion. Estimates on the capacity
were held at the home of Mrs. last Tuesday for their annual plc' of the newest lot run from 15 to seveqhl years. As in other years, Jowan Slagh.
ni? which featured a hamburg fry.
the jiicnicwill be held at the Law'\20 autoe.
Games
were
played
and
dupli- Mrs. Ray Houting was chairmanof
rence
Ave.
Park.
Other action taken by Council
General chairman Louis Mannes cate prizes awarded after which dinner arrangements. Games were
included its decision not to pave
said
today that all entrtainment a two course lunch was served. played and a boat ride* was taken
Colonial St. between McKinley
on Lake Michigan.
and Madison Sts. A dust binder had been booked for two evening
Guests Thursday night were
Officers of the club are Mrs.
shows
and
an
afternoon
show.
was applied and seemed to solve
the Mesdames John Ter Horst, Marvin Nienhuis, president; .Mrs.
Other
features
include
sports
and
« the dust problem, according to a
John Looman, Henry Bos,v Bern- Peter S i e r s m a, vice president;
report by the St tree ts and Side- games for the kids, a horse-pullard Ter Horst, Charles Ter Mrs. Floyd Kraai, secretary; Mrs.
ing
contest
and
the
awarding
of
walks Committee.It was decided
Horst, Charles Rietman, John Ray Houting, treasurer;Mrs. Chris
to apply a similarcoating to North many Yaluable mrchandiseprizes.
Merchandiseprizes will be Rietman, John Haveman, James Sas, flower committee; Mrs. AlCentennialSt. and Harrison St.
A joint-payment plan was work- awarded at three periods durirtg Schipper, Louis Brower, William bert Brouwer and Mrs. Henry ElRietman, Henry Masselink, Ken- zinga, leaders.
ed out for new storm sewer in the the picnic.
Fine Driver for Leavinf
ring.
Mannes, along with Program neth Hirdes, Harold Baker, Ja- The club recently sent homeSchuitema addition on the west
Schutt, Walt Wlodarczyk, John
lawn overlooking Lake Macatawa.
son
Haveman,
Martinus
Rietman,
made
cookies
to
Percy
Jones
HosChairman
Marvin
Johnson,
has
Mre. Ami Miller and Mre. Ham- Wolters, A1 Glupker, and Bob Accident, Drank Chargee
end of the city. Tabled for investiBaskets of white gladioli and a
gation was a suggestion to extend lined up some impressive enter- Mildred Brapcji,Ted Bos and the pital in Battle Creek. The next
ilton Miller were Grand Rapids Schutt. Ron Bekius led the losers
border
of
perennials
formed
the
Lawrence St. from Pine St. to Jef- tainment for the event. Featured Misses Thelma Ter Horst, Beat- meeting will be held in October.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
with a pair of hits, and Bob Berbackground for the ceremony.
victors Tuesday.
will be two barbershopquartets. rice Haveman and Alma Rietman.
ferson St.
ens, Jun Bremer and Norm Bos Harold T. Burley. 23. Battle Creek
Wedding
music,
including the
Harold Sisson had the misfort,, The Ordinance Committee wat Tuesday evening, the WHTC Guests attending the Friday
pleaded . guilty Saturday to a
Lohengrin march, was played by une to lose 75 turkey* last week had the other three.
'asked to investigatea proposal to Home Talent Show will be staged night affair were the Mesdames
drunk driving charge and also to
Miss Muriel Elzinga. She accom- due to being smothered. y,
license all bicycles.That matter from the park, and Mannes ex- Neal Slagh, Robert Slagh, James
leaving the scene of a property
panied the soloist, Miss Carol RelLarry Miller and Jimmy Nye
will be taken up again at the next pects a lot of entries along with Slagh, Tony Slagh, Arlene Vandamage abddent. He was arrested
mink,
who
sang
before
and
during
The Rev. and Mrs. John .Bartel!
are spending this week at Boy*
a good crowd of spectators. The den Brandt, 'Reka Elf era, Jeanmeeting.
by State Police on US-16 in
the
ceremony, “Through the Scout Camp at Camp Shawondosof
Postville,
Iowa
arrived
here
In other action, Patrolman Hollandaires, Holland's only lady ette Veldheer, John Elfers,Hans
Crockery Towntotip Friday afterYears,
“Because/' and “The see. They are member* of the
last
week
Wednesday
evening
for
Arthur Lam pen was promoted tc barbershop quartet, .will be featur- Kooyets, Gerald Kooyere, Oliver
noon after he had struck a oar and
Lord’s
Prayer."
Fennville troop’.
Poest, Adrian Van Kampen, Arn- a weeks vi&it with their mother
Sergeant as second in command ed as special entertainment.
had continued on about three
• Given in marriage by her
Week-end activitie* of the Mac- miles before the arrest For drunk
Miss Nancy Fleming of HopMembers of the quartet are: old STfcgh, Henry Slagh, Henry Mrs. H. J. Hoffman, on Monday
to Police Chief James Flint. City
afternoon Mrs. Anna Van Dan of father, the bride wore a ballerina kins is visitingthis week in the atawa Bay Yacht Club and the
Attorney Dekker turned in his Mrs. Mary Anne Miller, lead; Mrs. Prince, Meiste and the Misses
driving he was sentencedto pay
length wedding drees of white tulresignationas chairman of the Betty Comport, baritone? Mrs. Marion Meiste, Jeanette Slagh, Holland, Rev. and Mrs. Barteil le over taffeta.Flowered medal- home of her aunt, Mrs. Arnold Junior club will take place at 8100 fine, 810.60 coats and serve
and
Mrs.
Hoffman
motored
t tc
White Lake, Muskegon, where the five days in the county Jail. Fox
Green.
city’s civil defense program. A Phyllis Harrinitsma, bass, 'and Linda1 and Marlene Tubergan.
Cooperville where they called or lion lace formed the oval neckMrs. H. C. Alexander ha* re- annual West Michgan Yachting leaving the scene of an accident
new chairman is to be appointed Mrs. Wilma Hill, tenor.
Attending both nights were the
line.
Medallions
were
appliqued
by Ottawa County Chaiiman Fred
Wednesday morning’s program Mesdames Albert Slagh, Junior Mrs. Lena Fynewever who is on the double tulle skirt and were turned to her home from the Association regatta is being held he was amsed 835 fine, 84.50
staying with her children, Mr. and
Douglas hosptal where she was Friday, Saturday and Sunday.
Heiftje.
will start at 9:30 am . with a Slagh, Andrew Vanden Bosch,
costs.
Mrs. Gordon Fynewever after be- repeated in the Juliet cap which confined by Illness. Mrs. Nellie
Because of the regatta several Edward Schmidt, 20, and George
horse-pullingcontest on the Ver- La Vern Berkompas, Jay Rouwheld the shoulder-length veil. She
plank property located on West horst and the Misses Reva and ing in ButtersworthHospital in carried a cascade bouquet of white Hope of Allegan was at the par- scheduledactivitiesat the local E. Schroeder, 20, both of route
Kruithoff Family Stages
Grand Rapids for leg amputation.
sonage during Mre. Alexander’s club are being cancelled.The Jun- 2, Grand Haven, who were picked
Lawrence Ave. Gerald. “Smith is Carolyn Slagh.
The following gathering* were snapdragons and carnations with illness.
ior dance set for Friday night is up by State Officer! Saturday
Wiener Roast at Reunion chairmanof the event, and has arheld in the communityhall last an orchid center.Her pearl neckMre. Muriel Warren and daugh- postponed. In place of the regular In Spring Lake pleaded not
ranged to obtain a Dynameter,
week. Tuesday, Geerlings reunion; lace was a gift from the groom.
Saturday night dinner dancf a
The . annual Henry Kruithoff which is a special measuring in- Bridal Shower Honors
The attendant^ were Miss Vi- ter, Muriel and Mrs. Jordan of Chi regatta dance will be held Satur- guilty when arraigned on separate
Wednesday Calvary chapel picnic;
cago were guests last week In the
charges. Schmidt was charged
family reunion was held Saturday strument used for horse-pulling
Miss Leona Wester hot
Thursday Bouwman1* reunion; vian Voorhorst, maid of honor, and home of their mother, Mrs. Grace day night at White Lake. Weekly with being dnmk and disorderly
^ night at Ottawa Beach when the contests.
Friday
Vriealand Reformed the Misses Virginiaand Janice Ashers.
races at the local dub arc cancel- and Schroeder with having wine in
Shorts for children are slated to
group met for a wiener roast. The
Miss Leona Westerhof was hon- Church Sunday school picnic; Raabe, sisters of the groom,
led.
his possession.Both were to furMiss
Joyce
Carver
of
Hopkins
event also honored three of the start at 1 p.m. Wednesdayand ored at a miscellaneousbridal
bridesmaids. They were dressed
Saturday, Gunneman’s reunion.
In the small boat races, the In- nish 850 bonds for trial set for
prizes
wil
be
awarded
for
a
series
spent
last
week
here
In
the
h<
lome
group who celebrate birthday!
shower last Friday evening, at
alike
in
pale
green
taffeta
strapMr. and Mrs. Henry A. Lampen
ternational 110 fleet will race In Wednesday at 2 p.m -Schroederwas
of Mrs. Charles Green.
during August, Miss Shirley Kruit- of contests by the merchants. the home of Mrs. Berlin Bosman,
visited relatives in Fultor^ and less gowns of ballerinalength with
The
Joe Grodi family have mov- the regatta. Skippers and crews of the driver of the car. The above
hoff on Aug. 8, Sherwin Kamp- Main program of the afternoon is R. 2, Holland.
redingotes of white organdy. They
Morrison,111., this past week.
ed from the Plummer house to the Lightning fleet will watch the were arraigned before Justice
huis on Aug. 19, and Mrs. Harold slated for 3 p.m.
Games were played with dupliMr. and Mre. Myron Kollen and carrieddaisies in colonial bouquets Saugatuck.
races or serve as crews for the Frederick J. Workman of Spring
Featured in both the afternoon cate prizes being awarded to
Reed on Aug. 20.
and wore daisies in their hair.
Those Invited were Mr. and and evertingprograms will be the Mrs. John DcKraker, Mrs. Stuart family of Detroit were week-end Assisting as best man was Don Mrs. Henry Phillipsand three 110s. Junior Commodore Buzz Lake Saturday,
guests of relatives.
children of Douglas were guests Boersma will sail with Peter
Mrs. Neal Kruithoff,‘Mr. and Mid-States Four, internationallyScbaftenaar, Mrs. Ben Westerhof.
Mrs. Ralph Steketeeof Grand Koza of Romulus. Ushers were Tuesday in the home of her sister, Sears. Also planning to sail 110s
Mrs. Harold Reed, Sandra and famous barbershopcomedy quar- Mrs. Bud WeWsterhof. and Mrs
Rapids is spending a few days George Karia oi Ann Arbor and Mrs. Harry Nye and family.
are Charles Dalvinl, Ken Scrips- Two Persons Injured
Jan, of Grand Rapids, Mr. and tet from Chicago. The quartet will Howard Kooiker. A two-course
in the home of Mrs. Alice Voor- Clarence Shewbridge of Livonia.
An All Church picnic sponsor- ma .Dave Kelley, Peter Van Dom- In Intersection Mishap
Mrs. Le Roy Du Gay, Marcia, Lee, give a full hour of singing and lunch was served.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Cook, unde
horet.
ed
by the Church School of the elen HI, Jim Boyd, Phil De Young
David and Deborah of Muske- comedy at both shows. In 1951,
Invited guests were the MesThe
Rev. and Mrs. Harold and aunt of the bride, assistedas
the
Mid-States
group
was
the
naGanges
Methodist Church was and Clarke Field, Jr.
Two persons received minor ingon, Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Luurtdames Mat Kelly, William Rus •Arink of Iowa are visitingtheir host and hostess.
Commodore and Mrs. George juries when a car which they were
sema, Marilyn, Jerry and Wayne tional barbershop champion.
Nelson Wierenga,Raymond Wier- mother Mre. John Arink, and Mr
Serving punch on the lawn were held Sunday at the Allegan CounCopeland, Sally and Cherry Cope- riding collided with another at the
Emcee for the shows will be enga, Burnett Wierenga, Kenneth
of Zeeland, Mr. and Mrs. Willard
the Misses Carolyn and Mary Ir- ty Park followingthe morning
and Mre. James Koopman.
worship service.A potluck dinner land and Mr. and Mre. Warren S. intersection of Ninth St and
Kruithoff and Tony, Mr. and Mrs. Zeeland’s Tom Whitsitt. Another Wierenga, alll from Grand Rawin
of
Grand
Rapids.
White
gladiMr. and Mre. Walter Mack and
with coffee, pop and ice cream Merriam will sail to White Lake Maple Ave. late Friday.
Harvey Kruithoff and Shirley, Mr. feature of the Wednesday evening pids; Jud Essenburg and Miss
family of Lansing and Mr. and oli decoratedthe coffee table in was enjoyed. Teachers supervised on the Merriam's Bel-Mer. A large
\ and Mrs. Henry Kamphuis and show will be the Windmill Chorus Patricia Essenburg from Angola
Annabelle M. Mahon, 33, of 215
Mre. Lee Widman of Indianapolis, the dining room. Pouring were
group of MBYC members is planrecreation for the group.
Sherwin, Mr. and Mrs. Harvey from Holland, which recently won Ind., the Mesdames John DeWest 13th St, driving north on
Ind., returned home after spend- Mrs. Donald Lester of Grosue
ning
to
atend
the
regatta
festiviMrs. Helen Kitchen and her
Hoffman and Kenny, Mr. and Mrs. the state chorus championship.
Maple Ave., and ^lohn Mahon, 13,
Kraker, Stuart Sohaftcnaar, BerPointe Farms and Mre. Morton
Ready to go Tuesday evening nic Westerhof,Anton ‘ Wester- ing a week with their parents Mr. Ingall of Deaitom, aunt* of the daughter, Mrs. Haze Cheadle,of ties as spectators.
Henry Kruithoff and Teddy, all
same address, were treated for
and Mre. Julius Pomp.
of Holland area.
for the two days will be a group hof, # Harris Westerhof, Marvin
Lockport, HI., are at the Bale cotcuts and bruises at a nearby docMre. De Groot of Marrison groom. Assistingwere Mre. Ronald tage at Hutchins Lake for a few
of concessions and rides.
tor’s office and released
Westerhof,John Ter Vree, Fred HI, is spending a few days in the Walters and Mis* Doris Buurman.
Mrs. Mary H. Seweri
Ter Vree, John Westerhof,An- home of Mr. and Mrs. Henry A
Harry E. Culver, 18, Allegan,
The bride’* mother wore an af- weeks vacation.
Child Injared When He
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Cadawallad- Of Saugatuck Succumbi
thony Westerhof, Ben Westerhof, Lampen.
heading East on Ninth St.,
ternoon dress of light green taffeta
Dinner, Kitchen Shower
SAUGATUCK (Special)-Mre ticketed by police for failing to
Bud Westerhof,Gcrrit Veenboer Mr. John Riemersma was the and the mother of the groom wore er have returned to their home in
Falls From Car on US-16
and x Howard Kooiker and the guest preacher in the Christian navy blue. Their corsages were of Cape Girardeau, Mo.t after a Mary H. Sewers, 57, wife of Frank yield the right of way. Damage
Honor Miss Jean Cook
months visit here with the latter’s W. Sewers of 790 Lake St., Saug- to the Culver ’47 model car
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Misses Marcia Bosman, Sharon Reformed Church Sunday while white rose*.
Harry Burns, four-year-oldson of
Among the guest* were grand- sister, Mrs. Bertha Plummer and atuck, died at 2:20 a.m. Tues- estimated at 8200 and at 8100 to
Miss Jean Cook, whose marriage Westerhof, Carole and Judy Veen- their pastor The Rev. Henry Verday in Holland Hospital of a heart the '43 model Mahon car, police
family.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Burns of to' John De Weert will be an event boer.
duin filled a classical appointment parents of the bride and groom,
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Valkier of condition.
Muskegon, received facial abra- of Sept. 5, was honored at a dinner
Including Mr. and Mre. Charles C.
said
in< Hudsonville.x
Born February 8, 1896 In SaugHospital Note*
sions when he fell out of the back and kitchen shower Friday evening
The Rev. Harold Hoffman was Raabe of Delphos,O., Mr. and Grand Rapids were recent guests atuck Township,Mre. Sewers wu
seat of a car driven by his father by Mrs. John De Jonge and Miss
Admitted to Holland Hospital the guest preacher in the Reform- Mrs. Frank Bolhui* of Holiano in the home of Mrs. Valkier’sfaththe daughter of the late Mr. and Women of the Moose
at 11 a.m. Monday. The accident Jennie De Jonge at the home of Thursday were Mrs. Maggie ed Church Sunday. In the morn- and Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Van er Louis Knox, for a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Simonds of Mrs. Andrew Haberer. She lived Gather in New Hall
occurred on US-16 in Polkton Mrs. Henry De Weert, 319 West Workman, 1215 Leonard,N. W., ing Miss Carolyn Bolman of the Tamelen of Zeeland.
township.
For a wedding trip east the Chicago have purchasedthe house in Saugatuckall her Hfe.
Grand Rapids; Mrs. Len Holt* First Reformed Church of Zee17th St.
Twenty-five members of Women
Mrs. Sewers is survived by her
bride
chose a light summer suit recentlycompleted by Mr. and
William Raymond, 28, Grand
geerts,
168
West
10th
St.;
Virland
sang
a
solo.
In
the
evening
Gifts were presented, to the honhusband, one daughter, Mrs. John of the Moose held their regular
Mrs.
L.
Z.
Bolles
on
US-31.
Mr.
with
which
she
wore
navy
accesRapids, stopped at the scene and ored huest from under a decorated ginia Hulst, 630 West 20th St.
an accordion sob was played by
D. Kershaw, of Bay Village,Ohio; meeting In the new Moose Hall
‘volunteeredto take the boy to umbrella. Games were played and
Dischargedwere Mrs. Isaac De Geraldine Nykerk. She was ac- sories and the orchid from her and Mrs. Simonds will be here for one son, Erwin H. Sewers, living Wednesday evening. Plans were
week-ends only for the present.
Grand Haven for treatment. prizes awarded.
Kraker, 234 West 20th St.; Ray companied by Thelma Voorhorst. bouquet.
at home; one grandson,Richard made for the senior regent to atWhile turning his car around, his
The Rev. and Mre. Marion Upon their return Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Bessie Ensfieldreturned Kershaw; six al&tere, Mre. Henry tend the annual convention In MiGuests were the Mesdames A. Van Den Brink, 134 Vander Veen;
car was struck by another W.eller, B. Vanden Brink, W. Dorn- Mrs. Stanley Price and baby, 2008 Klaaren and family were Satur- Raabe will live in Ypellanti where Monday from a week’s visit in De Jager, Douglas; Mrs. William An ami, Fla., from Aug. 16 to 21.
vehicle driven by Maxine Sutyak bush, Edith Prince, R. Fik, J. De South Shore Dr.; Mrs. Ernest day evening supper guests of Mr. he will complete hi* studies at troit. She accompanied her son
Games were played and prizes
derson, Detroit; Mrs. Charles
of Detroit. No one was injured in Heer, D. Miller, A. Angel, R. Race and baby, 2451 River Ave.; and Mr§.. Maurice Nienhui* and Michigan State Normal College. and wife, Mr. anfl Mrs. Wilbur
awarded
to Mrs. Evelyn Van
Rainey,'
Tucson,
Ariz.;
Mre.
Otto
Mre. Raabe, who received her de- Eflsfield of Plainwell.
the second accident.
family.
More, E. Bos, J. J. Vande Wege, Rufus Saylor, 331 Lincoln Ave.
Lente and Mrs. Blanche Solomon.
Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Lee and two Marks, Battle Creek; Mrs. Harold
gree
in
physical
education
from
The child was treated at Mercy T. Boeve, A. Cook, W. Lundie, C.
Hostesses for the evening were
the college in June, will teach in sons of Avon Lake, Ohio, are here Plummer, Republic;Mrs. Wiley
Hospital in Muskegon. State De Jonge, E. W. De Weert, Henry
Mrs. Ann Johnson, Mrs. Marie
Winchester,
Detroit;
two
brothers,
Wayne. She is a member of Alpha for a two weeks vacation in the
police issued no tickets.
De Weert and the guest of honor.
Tau sorority and he fas affiliated homo of the latter’s parents, Mr. Irwin H. Haberer and John Haber- Botsis, Mre. Lila Wheaton and
Miss Bea Johnson.
and Mrs. Vernon Margot and er, both of Detroit
with Delta Sigma Phi.
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North Holland Woman

Succumbs

at

Haven hospital.
Mre. Eugene Brunson has
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Dr. I. J. Lubbortond Dr. J. R. Mulder
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re-

turned from Vicksburg where she
has been attending camp meetings
at a religiouscamp there. •
Mrs. Bessie Gould of Chicago
was a recent guest in the home of
her sister, Mre. Harris Lynch.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Kish have re-

ZEELAND (Special) Mrs.
Annie Jongekrijg, 76, died at her
home in North Holland late Wednesday afternoon. She was the
widow of Martin Jongekrijg.
A member of the Adult Bible
Class and the Ladies Aid Society
of the North Holland Reformed turned to their home in Des
Church, Mre. Jongekrijgis sur- Moines, Iowa, after a visit In the
vived by a son, Jacob M. Jonge* homes of the former’s sisters, the
Krijg, North Holland; two daugh- Mrs. Orrin and Edwin Ensfields.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Stremler
ters, Mrs. Gary Cole, Grand Rapids, and Mre. Marvirt Maatman, and family have returned from a
North Holland; four grandchil- trip to Ohio and Indiana.
The Arthur Colbys have returndren and one sister, Mrs. Henry
ed to their home in Chicago after
Kfcosterman,Beaverdam.
Services will be held Saturday a three weeks vacation at their
at 2 pm. from the North Holland farm home here.
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Carlson acReformed Church. Relatives are
to meet in the chapel at 1*:45 pm. companied their daughters and
The Rev. Morris Fqlkert, for- families, Mr. anl Mre. Frank Carlmer pastor, will offiaate, and son and Mr. and Mrs. Edward O’burial will be in North Holland Neil to the latter’scottage near
Cemetery.
Baldwin. Mich., for the week-end.
Friends may meet the family
The Cub Scout troops of this
at, the Baron Funeral Home vicinity spent Wednesdayat the
Thursday and Friday evenings Cub Scouts Day Camp at Pine
from 7 to 9 pm.
Creek School near Holland.

Irwin J; Lubbers (left) the month of August. Dr. Lubbers
president of Hope College and Dr. will conduct both services on Aug.
9 and Dr. Mulder on Aug. 23.
John R. Mulder, preaident of WesSloane House is sponsoredby
tern Theological Seminary, were the Young Men’s Christian Associhonored this week when they ation of New York City and the
were extended invitationsto be weekly Bible Breakfast has beguest preachers h) New York come internationally known. The
City's Marble Collegiate Church pulpit of Marble CollegiateChurch
Mount Everest, highest moun
Sobk wu the Egyptiancrocodile
and to conduct the Sunday Morn- is normally filled by Dr. Norman tain in the
he world, was named for god, whose temple of Souchos was
ing Bitnq Breakfast in Manhat- Vincent Peale, noted preacher and the first surveyor-general of In- at El Faiyum, ones known u Cro*
tan’s famed Sloane House during
dia, Sir George Everett
codilopolis.
Dr. .

CMffMMNn Ow«W t Nni

George Wadsworth recently underwent surgery at the South

=>

*

The Rt

Rev. Lewi* B. Whlttamore,retiring Episcopal Bishop of
Western Michigan, prosentid E. B. Killian(Isft)! of Allegan, a
unique certificate Sunday when he made his last official visit to
the Episcopal Churchjn Allegan. Th# certificate recognizedKllllsn’s
many years of osrvieo to the Allegan church u lay leader. Tho
presentation wao ono of two highlight#of tho bishop'svisit Another was tha burning of ths church
atlon of • two-month drive for funds,
attended by more than 171
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Thirsty Zeeland
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Lawns Get Drink
ZEELAND

(Special) City offi- the ban. It was good for the lawns,
happy that new water is but Q hindered the construction
finally flowing into the mkins, but men and ultimatelythe completion
to residentsit means just one thing of the new system.
Most of the water during the past
—they can sprinkle their lawns
two days has been from the new
again.
Water from two of the Riley St. source. And mgst people were well
wells was pumped into the city'f satisfied with it— in fact, many said
supply starting Thursday morning they thought it was softer than becials are

and the strict sprinkling ban was
immediately removed. But there

fore.

Still to be completedis a 896,000
steel water tank, which will be
constructed jus* east of the city.
Board of Public Works to inform Pittsburgh-Des Moine Steel Co.
holds the contract and will begin
water users of the new rules.
constructionin December.

some restitutions. Postal
cards were mailed out by ^the

still are

According to City Clerk John

Holleman, the city will revert back
to the schedule used before the
complete ban. Residents living on
file south or east side of the street
may sprinklefrom 6 p.m. to 8 p.m.

Typical Summer Scene of Local Resorts

and Bob McGookey third.
" In another sports event which
was introduced this week the ball-

Waterfront Activities

room was

Highlight Local Resorts

converted into a race
track with guests Don Abler, Jerry Paskal and frend, Verne, serving as jockeys and presenting a
miniature sweepstakes. The event
pjovided fun and entertainment
for the guests and their friends.
Prizes consisting of huge hats
and kerchiefs were awarded at
the bam dance last Saturday night
when Red Working’s orchestra entertained. Refreshments consisting of cider and doughnuts were
served the large crowd.
Last Sunday evening during the
concert hour the guests were entertained by Jeanne Southern,a
coloratura soprano soloistfrom
Detroit. Her clear fine voice and
magnificent solos were enhanced
by tha splendid accompanimentby
MlltG* Johnston of Holland. He
also played piano solos by Ravel

‘

Summer Clatset at Hope

Hope College ended its annual
school sessions friday after six
on Mondays, Wednesdays and Friweeks of regular class schedules.
days. Those living on the north or
Dr. Clarence De Graa/f, head of
west side of the street may sprinthe college department of English,
kle from*6 p.m. to 8 p.m. on Tueswas directorof the school.
days, Thursdaysand Saturdays.
Sixty-eight students ^vere
Holleman said that unlimited rolled for the summer class
sprinklingwas not allowed because including nine who are studying
only two of the pumps had been
while travelingin Europe with Dr.
installed. Two pumps for the reDonald Brown of the Spanish demaining wells will make a total of partment Although the majority
four, but have not yet arrived.
of students are regular. Hope atThe removal of the ban was ef- tendants, there were some from
fectiveThursday and many resi- the surrounding resort areas and
dents took advantage of the new one, Suphat Sothiltada,from Thaisprinkling hours Thursday eve- land. She came to HoHand rening. Holleman said that there was cently with Miss Doris Wada a
a possibility of unlimitedsprinkling teacher in Thailand, and began her
when the other two pumps are in- four-year, college course during
stalled, bqt that the Board wanted the summer session.
to make sure no emergency arose.
final examinationswere given
One factor that worked Tx)th today by the seven summer faculway/was the comparatively heavy ty members, including Dr. Vernon
rainfall during the final month of Roelofs df Lawrtnce College

Representative of the many re- Cottage for the remainderof the
sorts in the Holland area are summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Haseman
scenes along the waterfronts.
Shown in the photo above are of St. Louis have decided to stay
some of the activities provided at on at the Inn for the month of
Lake Shore Cabins. In the left August. Their originalplans were
foregroundis the large fireplace to be at Waukazoo just during
provided for the many barbecues July when they occupied the
and hamburg fries staged by the Ouillmette
guests.Picnic benches are placed
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Rodgers of
for the guests’ convenience. The Chicago are now in the Ouillmette
shuffleboard court is at the right Cottage. Their son, John, and
at the approach to the newly con- family and daughter, Mary, will
structed dock. The dock is also spend several weeks with the
the focal point of the water ski Rodgers beginning this week-end.
Byrne Bauer, manager of the
school.
Louisville Country Club, is spendVaa's Lake Shore CaMns
Continual activity including ing a few days with his family in
swimming, shuffleboard, tether Nippon Cottage.
The Parsons Puppet, shbw given
ttanis, boating, fishing and the
increasinglypopular water skiing last Saturday night at the Inn was
and DeBussy. Miss Southern
keeps guests busy and interested. proclaimed * huge succeed and
teaches voice and piano along with
The old saying "Unless you are many of the children plan to see
being a member of the Municipal
tired at the end of your vacation, their next show at the Red Barn
Opera Group.
you haven't enjoyed it” insures Theater on Saturday afternoon.
Maple Shade Resort
Col. and Mrs. Howard Walter
guests at the Van’s of going home
Games, swimnVig and fishing
are again visiting their parents,
happy.
are still in full swing at Maple
Outdoor barbecues, hamburg Mr. H. G. Walter in White Pine Shade resort at Port Sheldon.
fries and general “koffee kletzen” Cottage. The Colonel and his wife
Guests arriving for a two weeks
provide sufficient social get-to- with their son, Spotty, will leave
stay are Mr. and Mrs. Richard
in
two
weeks
for
a
tenure
of
sevgethers.
Gordon, Becky and Tommy of TifVeterans at the resort business, eral years in European stations.
fin, Ohio; Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Castle Park
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Vender Ploeg
Larsen and Dennis and Mr. and
are in their 17th year of operating
Highlights of the week were
Mrs. James Fanlon and Karen, Mr.
the fifth annual dog show on
Lake Shore.
and Mrs. Marvin Him, Marvin,
Wednesday
at
2
p.m.
at
the
Ami Among the newcomers at the
Judy, Phyllis,Catherine and LarHolland, Michigan
resort are Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Al- phitheatre,a “Little Ravinia” conry, all of Chicago.
ban of Allen Park; Mr. and Mrs. cert Thursday at 8:15 pm. on the
Other guests are Mr. and Mrs.
A year-round fireproof hntel In
John H. Rich of Grand Rapids, Dance Dune and a play 'The Wild
John Beugel, Marcia and Paul of
Western Michigan’s Vacationformerly of Indiana; T. F. Schroth Westcotts”in* the Amphitheatre
Chicago, Mr. and Mrs. Don Venand daughter, Bettie, of Clayton, on Friday at 9 p.m.
land. A Truly Modem HoteL
der Ploeg, Dick, Dale and David,
Mo.; Mr. and Mrs. ¥L Hansen of
Proceeds from the dog show this
170 Rooms,
Mr. and Mrs. Rex De Fouw, LarChicago, Mr. and Mrs. L. J. Bar- year were given to the Rotary
ry and Bruce, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
log and daughter, Dianne of Chi- Crippled Children’s Fund. Instead
Vos, Nancy and David, Mr. and RELAX IN THE BIER KELDER.
cago, Mr. and Mrs. B. W. Donoher of the printed-by-hand entry
Mrs. John Ibershof and Miss Dor- AIR CONDITIONED COMFORT
blanks
made
by
Mary
Bosch
five
of Toledo, Ohio, Mr. and Mrs. C.
othy
Ibershof and Susan and
Mul queen of Chicago, Misses Jean- years ago, this year had
Charles Powers, all of Grand Rapette Schatz, Virginia Schatz and printed tickets and blanks and
Eat In The Dutch Qrille
Nancy Hughes of Fort Thomas, first, second and third prize rib- ids.
Robinwood
Ky. Mr. and Mrs? Frank Cantor bons.
injay Yourself At The
Robinwood cottagers include
Waukegan, 111., Mr. and Mrs. VicAlways popular with adults and
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Hoffman of
WARM FRIEND
tor Cantor and family of North children ' alike is the Saturday
Anderson,Ind.; Mr. and Mrs. E.
Chicago 4nd Mr. and Mrs. H. G. night dance on the Dance Dune.
Starting at 8 p.m. for children, W. Hackney, Fremont, Ohio; Mrs.
Foote of Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Spending the third week at adults will have their time start- Gertrude Hooper of East Chicago, Ind.; Mrs. 0. B. Gentry, DoLake Shore are Mr. and Mrs. Ed ing at 9 p.m.
Dorsky and daughter. Betty Ann,
On Sunday Vespers will be held waglac; Mrs. B. F. Seabrightof
of McKeesrock,Pa., Mr. and Mrs. at 8 p.nfi. with Dr. Marion de Voi- Adrian, Mr. and Mrs. J. F. CarleW. C. Gray of St Louis are stay- der as speaker with Mrs. de Void- son 'and family of Ames, Iowa and
the W. L. Andersonfamily of Poner as soloist.
ing for a second week.

cottage.

68 StndenU Complete

history, and regular members of
the Hope college staff.

VfV.e«

Fresh Dally—

Tht Color Houto

W.

15* East 8th

Phone 7872

Two

Locations

Auto Service

.

Farms

Rypma’s

. Lots . Retorts

ISAAC .OUW
REALTY CO, Ltd.
29 W. 8th

8th and Pins 81st and Michigan

8L

SHELL
SERVICE

Phone 2364

7SAm
SERVICE

700 MichiganAve.
f Frozen Food Lockers

2486

2660 and

With Confidence and Save Tim*

GIFTS

FRIGIDAIREAPPLIANCE!

PHONE

BUY THRU A REALTOR

Gifts

VoKntan, Inc.

-

Holland Board

POUSEWARE!

of

HARDWARE

Realtors

1

A

Cor. U8-S1

IS

15th

OUR BUSINESS

FIRESTONE TIRES
BATTERIES & ACC.
Holland’* Only Shotl Station

Teemtim Hardware
M

E.

ST.

8TH

PHONE

6586

m eu.MiMH mi

w iJLl©

—

LAke

Home
r •zppr

Phono 4811

V s-'/

Washing

—

Pollahlnf

River

Phone 9121

Chrysler

194

—

—

Plymouth '

SALES and SERVICE'

Farm Propertle*

Cottage*

—

8th

Phono 4755

iver at

-

Complete One-Stop Service
24 Hour Wrecker Service

Lota

Jacob Grasmeyer

INSURANCE
Photo Supply

OUR BUSINESS
diver Phone
-

GO

RELIABLE SERVICE
City

18

McBride

16th and

Phona 8566

DE ROD REALTY

Service On All Appliance*

2747

Lot us help yoy

8th

—

Atlas Tires and Satterlea

j

All Typos of Electric Wiring

ltd

Greasing

and Contenta.

88 Weat

G.E. Electrical Appliance!
Bottled Gao Servleo

8L

STANDARD SERVICE

and Inaure Your Building*

.

West 8th

MEENG’S

RUSSELL A. KLAASEN
Real Estate A Insurance
We Sell The Earth

Bulk or Bottled
NIE8 HARDWARE CO.
Phone 8816 - M83S - 6*561

REALTOR
City

KODAKS
Quality — Fait Service

SHOP

Warm

Acroo* from

HAAN MOTOR SALES
25

W. 9th

6t

Phone 7242

PHOTO

and GIFT

Full Lino Of

A Form Property

426 Maple Ave,
Phone 4462

Photo Finishing

Crawford Agency

DU SAAR

Friend Tav.

Dry Cleaning

KAISER

Fishing Equlpmsnt

-

HUDSON

WILLYS

For 19 Year*

MAIN AUTO SUPPLY
10 East 8th Strest

-

SALES and SERVICE

HERFST

Fine Selection

STUDIO and PHOTO SUPPLY

of

7 Weet 8th 8L

time.

Films

—

_ Holland
Portraits and Camera*
DEVELOPING and PRINTING

Book*

___________

USED CARS

UNITED
MOTOR SALES

i BRINK’S

RUSS1

41

Bakery*

BOOK STORE
lABT 8TH STREET

723-33 Michigan Ave. Ph. 7225

•H’HE

FOR'

SANDWICH SHOP
LIMITS

house of service*

Ph. 2465 * College at 6th

CHEVROLET

DELICIOUS

SALES and SERVICE

Peoples Stole Beak
A

Drugs

PASTRIES

Convenient and Friendly

CAKES and PIES
SWEET ROLLS

Doposita Insured 4 »10,000

Drugs - Cosmetics
VISIT

Toorict

•

FRENCH
PASTRY SHOPPE

Trawler

68 East 8th

INFORMATION
HEADQUARTERS

HOLLARD
CHAMBER

f

of

AT YOU. SERVICE
Ph.M 217. ,
WMt
«etUn.

Ml

8t

BEACH TOYS
OUR FOUNTAIN

GENERAL TIRES

Bunte’s Pharmacy
54 East 8th

8t

Ph. 4714

Phone 2642

DRUGS-TOILETRIES

Toys

TIRES ARE

OUR BUSINESS

Complete Selection of Toy*

Hancen’e Drug Stare

In Soaaon th* Year ’jtound

Rexall Agency
Phone 8106
20 West 8UI

Hobby Supplies — 8ptg. Goods
Pith Tackle Baby Furnlehlnga

Reliabl*

L

11

—

Cycle Shep

254 Rlvhr Ave.

’

READ

.

Drugs and CasmaUcs

Medal Drug Store

Th.

Holland Association
of Insurance Agents

Bids You Welcome
Simon Borr, Arnold W.
Russell

IT

TOD^Y

A.

Klaascn,

Benjamin Lemmen,
Uevense Agency, I. H. Morsilje,
McBride-CrawfordAgency,

RHONE 3191 FOR SPACE

Vlsscher-Brooks
Insurance Agency
Wolbrink InsuranceAgency

give

/
While on your vacation.

Hertei,

Holland Insurance Agency,

S&H Stomp*
Comer Sth-ltivorPhono 4707

W*

Holland Evening Sentinel

ORDER

Shop
Phona 3109

SO Wart 8th

<4 Registered Pharmacist*

YOUR WALGREEN AGENCY

LAKE MICHIGAN

De Nooyer Chevrolet, Inc./
NINTH AT RIVER PHONE 238#

BMI’t Tire

COMMERCE
I

24 Hour Wrecker Service
Rob't.

place to do your banking.

Jewelers

JCUJURY

,lo 00

REAL ESTATE
•Home*

Rod’s Produce Mkt

VAN QRONDELLE

NAD'S

DUTCH MAID

\

NrffcO*

Realtors

PRODUCE

ESSENBURG ELECTRIC CO.

HAMBURGERS

*Vo *>*

Food

Luminal! Enterprise.. Ford
Low Lustre House Paints

M

Drive-Ins

„

-

PAINT WALLPAPER

tiac.

Kansas, Mrs. Mary L. Johnson
with their son and daughter of
Palo Alto, Calif., Mr. and Mrs. L.
Robb of Chicago, F. W. Kelley and
family of Cincinnati,Mr. and Mre.
George Burlison and daughter of Evansville, Ind., and, Mr. ln)oy Mery Ann* *t the Hammond
and Mrs. S. P. Gross and two
Chairs.”
ville, Ky.; Archie Wallen, Chicago;
Organ 12 to 2 end *:30 H •
Open 5:30 o.m. till midnight
Among the new arrivals at the Mr. and Mrs. George B. Scranton daughters of Grosse Isle, Mich.
AIR CONDITIONED
Inn this wefek are Mrs. J. C. and son, Park Forest, 111., Dr.
Harding and family of Evansville, John Trawick and family, Louis- Mr*. Alma Davii Die!
Ind., Mr. and Mrs. Robert Mar- ville, Ky., Mr. and Mrs. James
shall of Cincinnati,Mrs. K. Hen- Headley and family, Cincinnati, After Long Illnei!
thorne of Whiting, Ind., Mr. and Ohio; John G. Burton and family,
SAUGATUCK (Special) -Mr*.
Mrs. S. E. Perils of Piqua, Ohio, St. Louis, Mo., Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Fix of Bryan, Miqer and family, Winnetka, III, Alma Davis. 78, widow of the
Ohio, Mr. and Mrs. Ivy Merritt and Mr. and Mrs. Richard S. Bull, late Fred A. Davis, died Thursday at her home, 125 Mason Ave.,
of Franklin, Ohio, Fred Gregor of SL Louis, Mo.
SANDWICH and 80DA BAR
Saugatuck.MO. Davis haa been
Chicago, Mr. and Mrs. J. F. DunThe Mooring
Hamburger*. Bar-B-Q’o
ill
for
some
•
lap of Chicago, Miss Leona LaA family from Louisville,Ky.,
too Cold Drlnko, Thick Malts
mark of Chicago, Dr. and Mrs. Mr mid Mrs. Clifford Buechel, She was bom Nov. 17, 1874 in
Our Specialty
Stanley Herline of St Louis, Mo., son, Clifford, Jr. and friend, Miss Chicago, 111., the daughterof the
late Mr and Mrs. Otto Brandt, and On U8 81 acrosa from Junior High
and Dr. Elizabeth Moss of Lisbon, Eva Barnett arrived here this
Ohio.
week. Other guests are Mr. and came to Saugatuck 49 years ago
The Phillips K. Champions of Mrs. Jerome Yalowitz, East Mo- Mrs. Davis was a member of the
Dayton have returnedto the line, III, Mr. and Mrs. Donald First Congregation Church of
Saugautck.
Laughing Squirrel cottage for Stewart and daughters, Linn and
SurvivingMrs. Davis are two
their tenth August at Waukazoo. Suzanne, Pittsburgh,Pa., and
sons, Abbott B. and Fred H. Davis,
EAST
HOLLAND
Their sons, Kay and Alex, are their friends, Mr. and Mrs. H. Van
both of Saugatuck; five grandmembers of the Waukazoo tennis Deventerand children,Pat, Cathy
ALL STEAK
children, and one sister, Mrs
club. Kay has just returned from and Mary Jeanne, Mrs. Catherine
Elizabeth Stockley, of Bremerton,
Champaign where he got to the Beier of Glen Ellyn, and her chilsemi-finalsin the Western tourna- dren, Billy, Tommy, Jimmy and
ment
Barbara. The mother of Mrs. Beier
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Diekema and Mrs. Van Deventer, Mrs. Report! $638 Theft
entertainedabout 50 friends at Francis Ritchay, is with the group.
8 Blocks t. of 82nd on US 81
From Locked Track
their summer home. Sunset CotDr. and Mrs. Meyer R. SchneidFeaturing: Chicken
tage last Saturday evening.
er of Cincinnati,Ohio, were called
Holland police Friday were InHot
Sandwiches . Thick
Mrs. Irene Noonan was hos- home unexpectedlyby the illness vestigating report of a theft of
Malted* . Sea Foods A Frtoa
tess to a small group of friends of Dr. Schneider’smother.
1638.19 from the locked cab of
Home Made Plea
at dinner and bridge on Sunday
Macatewa
a Milwaukee moving van parked
evening.
Surprises in the various enter- on the i Eighth SL tannery lot
On Thursday evening Fred taining programs at Hotel Maca- Thursday
night.
Hack gave a party for about '30 tawa continue to thrill the numDriver of the van, Nordahl
friends at his cottage Hacksholm. erous guests and in the sports line
Moen, 45, Milwaukee, told police
The Ruehlmann family of Cin- the shuffleboardand ping pong the money was taken from a lockcinnati has set a record for sum- tournamentshave provided marked glove compartment sometime
mer vacationing— they have taken ed excitement.
during the night. The side window
both Blue Heron and Oriole CotHighlighting this week’s activi- vent of the cab had been smashed
tages for the month of August, ties at the Hotel will be Marty
wtlh a small crow bar.
and in all about 33 persons includ- McDermott who will present a sixThe van, belonging to the Irving
ing sons, daughters and grand- act floor show Saturday night at
Kirsch Moving and Storage So
children are being chaperonedby 8:30. The ballroom will again be
was carrying a load of furnishings
Mr. and Mrs. John Ruehlmann convertedinto a cabaret for the from Milwaukee to Muskegon.
and Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Betz of event
Moen had parked his truck on the
Cincinnati.This is the sixth time a
In the shuffleboard tournament lot and had gone to a local hotel
large group of these familieshave Don Abler and Evelyn Veghy
for the night. AU the money was
been at the Inn. This total of 33 have excelled with Maxine Brown in cash, Moen told police.
however surpasses any and Jane Gerbasichrunning dose.
Depenoaoie Jeweler* for over
quarter of century
In the ping pong events Edward The ancient Romans probably
Robert Campbell Lapas copped first place, with were the first people to use glass • W. 8th Phono 4908 Holland
Li Parakeet Gem Thompson winning

of
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Miscellaneous

Restaurants

Others include Mr. and Mrs. H.
J. Oosterhofof Akron, Ohio, Mr.
and Mrs. Dwight E. Aldrich of

y,

Henry G. Ohlman, 78,/

DIRECTORY

Jovsjul

A ping pong tournament is being planned for next week. Also
on tap is the current craft class
directed by Miss Cynthia Peirce
and Robert Cavanaugh.
staged f6r children at the resort.
New guests at the Castle this
Tinker Bauer of Louisville was the week include Mr. and Mrs. A. J.
big winner, ' carrying off more Austin of River Forest, 111., Miss
prizes than any other contestant. Hettie B. Fehr and sister of
She also climaxed the event by Springfield,Ohio; Mr. and Mrs.
being a big winner at the “Musical Wilson Wyatt and family of Louis-

quired to take equipment to another site for emergency work, but Goodwiti said the five miles of
grading and drainage structures probably will ba
finished this month.

^eaverdam, and Lester^of Hudw
sonville;two daughters, Mnf
Succumbs in Zeeland
Chris De Jongh of Beaverdam and
Henry Mrs. Bernard Sharpe of Zeeland;
The campus now willl be the ZEELAND (Special)
scene of little activity, except for G. Ohlman, 78, residentof Beaver- nine grandchildren; one brother,
some redecorating and cleaning dam died at Zeeland Hospital John, of Grand Rapids and one
sister, Mrs. Mkggie Dalman of
until Sept. 16, when the regular Sunday morning:
Surviving are two sons, George Holland.
coHepfe year will begin.
Appleton, Wis., guest professor in

The Good Old

Uhvint JjiwuL

Wankazoo

Goodwin and Sons, Allegan contractors.The project was delayed when the contractors were re-

To 6°

Hotels

The Children'sField Day, special event for the young fry at
Waukazoo last week, proved to be
one of the most successfulevents

Work on the fill for a new route between Allegan and Martin was nearlng«completlonthis week.
The fill will bisect Witheral Lake, eliminatingeevora sharp curve* that took the old highway around
the lake. Work at the lake should be completed
this week, according to Ivan Goodwin of Carl
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John Vinkemulder,
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